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Announcements and News
Mainframe Community

Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by being a part of the Broadcom
Community. Join Communities by selecting the Support tab. From the Support portal, select Support Community
that is located under Connect.

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Advanced Authentication Mainframe lets users log on to z/OS applications by using multi-factor authentication credentials.
Through increased diligence in verifying the identity of users who seek access to z/OS, Advanced Authentication
Mainframe helps prevent data breaches and address compliance requirements.

New Features
Review and implement the new features that Advanced Authentication Mainframe Version 2.0 introduces to stay current
with the latest improvements and enhancements.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe Version 2.0 offers the following new features under the Continuous Delivery model.
To implement a feature, download the PTF or CARS ID listed in the feature title. To view CARS reports and to manage all
aspects of mainframe maintenance, see the Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

NOTE
Install all common PTFs and external security manager-specific PTFs for features that you want to implement.

Support Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication(LU09834)

The product now supports Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication allows users to
provide authentication credentials to an application outside of the z/OS application(Out-of-Band authentication). With this
support Advanced Authentication Mainframe enables users to leverage modern enterprise multi-factor authenticators to
generate a token compatible with legacy z/OS applications that are constrained by 8-byte password limits.

For more information about Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication and ACF2, see Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for ACF2.

For more information about Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication and Top Secret, see Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for Top Secret.

For more information about Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication and IBM RACF, see Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for IBM RACF.

Support Compound In-Band PUSH Notification for Radius (LU08787)

The product now supports Compound In-Band PUSH notification for RADIUS on ACF2. Compound In-Band PUSH
notification lets users authenticate to z/OS applications using their password or password phrase and let the server
determine what non-passcode factor should be used to authenticate. The RADIUS non-passcode factor is defined in the
global factor record.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through ACF2.

Support RADIUS Timeout and Connection Issues (LU08015)

The product now supports configuring the ability to issue a WTO when there are RADIUS connection or timeout issues.
Environment parameters have been added to report all RADIUS connection failures, or to be alerted of RADIUS
connection failures only when a specified threshold number has been met inside a time-frame.

For more information, see Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Support Identity Tokens for Radius (LU03845)(CARS2207)

The product now supports Identity Tokens for RADIUS on IBM RACF. Identity tokens allow for linking multiple
authentication calls into one continuous process.
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For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through IBM RACF.

Support Compound In-Band for Radius (LU03845)(CARS2207)

The product now supports Compound In-Band for RADIUS on ACF2 and IBM RACF. Compound In-Band lets users
authenticate to z/OS applications using their RADIUS passcode plus their password or password phrase. The RADIUS
passcode and password or password phrase are separated by a delimiter that is defined in the global factor record.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through ACF2.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through IBM RACF.

Support RSA SecurID Authentication Replica Servers (LU04132)(CARS2202)

The product now supports RSA SecurID Authentication replica servers. Replica server support allows users to specify
more than one RSA server in the configuration. If a server in the specified list does not respond, Advanced Authentication
Mainframe uses failover processing to handle the request.

For more information on configuration of RSA SecurID Authentication replica servers, choose one of the following options:

• Configure the REST API with ACF2.
• Configure the REST API with Top Secret.
• Configure the REST API with IBM RACF.

Support RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) (LU04132)(CARS2202)

The product now supports RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). Users supply RSA authentication credentials, and
the access is authenticated through communications with an RSA server. RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
provides another effective method for proving identity as part of multi-factor authentication.

Based on your site standards, choose one of the following options:

• For more information with a new installation, see Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
• For more information with a migration from RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java, choose one of the

following options:
– Migrate to the REST API with ACF2.
– Migrate to the REST API with Top Secret.
– Migrate to the REST API with IBM RACF.

NOTE
Common Components and Services for z/OS Version 15.0, Java to z/OS (J2Z) service is now part of the
Software Requirements.

(IBM RACF) RADIUS Authentication (SO15826)(CARS2107)

The product now supports Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). Users supply RADIUS authentication
credentials, and the access is authenticated through communications with a RADIUS server. RADIUS provides another
effective method for proving identity as part of the multi-factor authentication.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through IBM RACF.

Using Advanced Authentication Mainframe with your External Security Manager

You can now access documentation on using your specific external security manager (ESM) with Advanced
Authentication Mainframe in one central location. The Using with ACF2 and Using with Top Secret content has been
moved to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe documentation site. To see your ESM specific using content, see Using
with ACF2, Using with Top Secret, and Using with IBM RACF.
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(ACF2 and Top Secret) Trusted User with Symantec Privileged Access Manager (SO15376)

The product enhances PIV/CAC Authentication with CA PAM to allow for a trusted user. Trusted users secondary
authentication checks for PIV/CAC controlled users are not performed.

For more information with Top Secret, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret).

(Top Secret) MFA Allows Automatic Push to Mobile Devices (SO14730)

The product now supports the ability to pass a value of "PUSH" or some other user-defined value to a RADIUS server to
invoke an automatic push or phone call to a mobile device. This feature works with the MFA factor RADIUS_PASSWORD.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through Top Secret.

(Common) Allow RSA Passcodes up to 100 Characters (SO06727) (CARS1903)

The product now allows RSA SecurID passcodes of up to 100 characters, providing increased flexibility.

(Common) Map z/OS User IDs to RSA SecurID (RO95560) (CARS1706)

The product now allows you to map a z/OS user ID to an RSA SecurID that is up to 20 bytes for RACF and 64 bytes for
Top Secret and ACF2.

For more information with ACF2, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with ACF2.

For more information with Top Secret, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with Top Secret.

For more information with IBM RACF, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with IBM RACF.

(ACF2) PIV/CAC Support (RO95460 and RO95464) (CARS1708)

You can now use common access cards (CAC) or personal identity verification (PIV) smart cards during logon, through
Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager). PIV/CAC smart cards provide another
effective method for proving identity as part of the multi-factor authentication.

For more information, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication ACF2.

(ACF2) Upgraded Third-Party Software (RO99999) (CARS1804)

This enhancement upgrades third-party software versions.

For more information, see Third-Party Software Agreements.

(ACF2) Support RSA Next Token and New PIN Modes (RO97777 and RO97778) (CARS1708 and CARS1710)

The product now supports the following items:

RSA Next Token Mode
Requires you to enter two consecutive tokens to successfully log on. Next Token Mode occurs when you enter
an incorrect token too many consecutive times, thus providing a way to still log on if you provide the necessary
tokens.
For more information, see  Sign On When Using RSA SecurID (ACF2).

RSA New PIN Mode
Allows users, during logon, to set a new PIN or change an expired PIN.
For more information, see  Sign On When Using RSA SecurID (ACF2).
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(ACF2) RADIUS Support (RO97949 and RO99164) (CARS1712)

The product now supports Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). Users supply RADIUS authentication
credentials, and the access is authenticated through communications with a RADIUS server. RADIUS provides another
effective method for proving identity as part of multi-factor authentication.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through ACF2.

(ACF2) Allow RSA SecurID Passcodes up to 100 Characters (RO93566) (CARS1708)

The product now allows RSA SecurID passcodes up to 100 characters in response to message ACF79341 (to prove
required authority to issue an ACF2 modify command from the system operator console).

NOTE
If the passcode contains lowercase letters, you must enclose the passcode in single quotation marks.

For more information, see Sign On with Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (ACF2).

(ACF2) Increase PAMNAME Field to 255 Characters (SO10746) (CARS1912)

The PAMNAME (tag data) field length has been increased from 50 characters to 255 characters. PAMNAME maps the
ACF2 user ID to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager) user name.

For more information about the PAMNAME field, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication ACF2.

(ACF2) View Advanced Authentication Mainframe Status under SHOW ACTIVE Command (SO00111) (CARS1802)

You can now issue the SHOW ACTIVE command to see whether Advanced Authentication Mainframe is active or
inactive. This process lets you quickly assess status as part of troubleshooting or other activities.

For more information, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through ACF2.

(ACF2) Map Logonids to RSA SecurID (RO95721) (CARS1708)

The product now allows you to map an ACF2 logonid to an RSA SecurID that is up to 64 bytes.

For more information, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through ACF2.

(Top Secret) Allow Passcodes up to 100 Characters (SO06830)

The product now allows multi-factor authentication passcodes of up to 100 characters, providing increased flexibility.

For more information, see Manage Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (Top Secret).

(Top Secret) Increase PAMNAME Field to 255 Characters (SO10746) (CARS1912)

The PAMNAME (tag data) field length has been increased from 50 characters to 255 characters. PAMNAME maps the
Top Secret user ID to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager user name.

For more information about the PAMNAME field, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret).

(Top Secret) Increase RSANAME Field to 64 Bytes (RO95793) (CARS1706)

This enhancement allows up to 64 bytes for the RSANAME user mapping field under CA RSA authentication factor
CAAAMRSA. RSANAME maps to the userid defined in the RSA server.

For more information about the RSANAME field, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through Top Secret.
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(Top Secret) PIV/CAC Support (RO95464 and RO96977) (CARS1708)

You can now use common access cards (CAC) or personal identity verification (PIV) smart cards during logon, through
Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager). PIV/CAC smart cards provide another
effective method for proving identity as part of multi-factor authentication.

For more information, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret).

(Top Secret) RADIUS Support (RO97949 and RO98716) (CARS1712)

The product now supports Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). Users supply RADIUS authentication
credentials, and the access is authenticated through communications with a RADIUS server. RADIUS provides another
effective method for proving identity as part of multi-factor authentication.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through Top Secret.

(Top Secret) Support for IKJTSO PASSWORDPREPROMPT Option (SO03858) (CARS1807)

This enhancement allows TSO multi-factor authentication users to operate under IKJTSO parameter
PASSWORDPREPROMPT. This parameter requires submission of a user ID and password before presenting any other
TSO logon details or screens. You can activate or deactivate this parameter in the IKJTSOxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB.

For complete information about the PASSWORDPREPROMPT parameter, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and
Tuning Reference.

(Top Secret) Enhanced Security for Administering Authentication Factors (RO98051) (CARS1710)

To administer multi-factor authentication factors for users, a Central Security Control ACID (SCA) administrator must now
have ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.factor in the CASECAUT resource class
(where factor represents the appropriate authentication type (CARSA, IBMRSA, or CAPAM)).

For more information about administering multi-factor authentication factors, see Enable RSA SecurID
Authentication through Top Secret, Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret), or Enable RADIUS
Authentication through Top Secret.

(Top Secret) Support RADIUS Factors DEFENDER, GENERIC, OTP, PASSWORD, and SAFENET (SO01592 and
SO01630) (CARS1806)

The product now supports additional RADIUS authentication factors. A new RADIUS_PASSWORD factor allows the
logon credentials to be a Top Secret password, followed by the RADIUS passcode. The format to use for your password-
passcode credentials depends on the PSWDPHRASE control option setting.

The product also supports the following factors (to be used depending on your RADIUS authentication
method): RADIUS_DEFENDER, RADIUS_GENERIC, RADIUS_OTP (applicable for one-time password authentication
tools—for example, CA Mobile OTP), and RADIUS_SAFENET.

For more information, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through Top Secret. For examples of credential entries, see
Manage Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (Top Secret). For information about the PSWDPHRASE control option,
see the Top Secret documentation.

(IBM RACF) Advanced Authentication Mainframe Support for IBM RACF (RO90663) (CARS1702)

Advanced Authentication Mainframe is now supported in an IBM RACF environment (for RSA SecurID authentication).
Users can log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials instead of an IBM RACF password/password
phrase.

For complete information about IBM RACF use with Advanced Authentication Mainframe, see Using with IBM RACF.
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(IBM RACF) Support PassTickets on a RACF System (SO06727) (CARS1903)

This enhancement allows Advanced Authentication Mainframe users on IBM RACF to use a PassTicket in place of their
RSA SecurID credentials.

For complete information about IBM RACF use with Advanced Authentication Mainframe, see Using with IBM RACF.

(IBM RACF) Enhanced LMP Key Checking (RO96933) (CARS1708)

On IBM RACF systems, LMP key checking now accepts an LMP key for Advanced Authentication Mainframe, ACF2, or
Top Secret as valid keys.

Integrate with Security Insights
Integrate your Broadcom mainframe security products with Security Insights for reports that help you understand
mainframe security risks and recommendations.

Security Insights aggregates data from your mainframe environment and its security products into reports that offer
insights into your mainframe security posture. These reports help you identify and reduce risk to your mainframe to
improve its risk profile.

Security Insights correlates data from the available products in your mainframe environment. Therefore, the more security
products you have deployed on your mainframe, the richer the insights. Security Insights is available to any customer with
a licensed Broadcom mainframe security product.

For more information, see the Security Insights documentation.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe offers the following accessibility and compatibility features. A Advanced
Authentication Mainframe Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) is available upon request. For more
information, contact your Broadcom Account Representative.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is pressed.

Tones
Defines tones that indicate when certain keys are pressed.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Reverses the actions that are controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
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Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you adjust the following options:

• Hide the pointer while typing.
• Show the pointer location.
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen.
• Choose the pointer size and color for increased visibility.
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box.

Keyboard Shortcuts

Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports the following keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Shortcut Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Third-Party Software Agreements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc.
corporate affiliate that distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS
and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
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Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services or CCS)
• Continuous Delivery (CD)
• IBM Resource Access Control Facility (IBM RACF®)
• IBM z File System (zFS)
• Incremental Release (IR)
• Initial Program Load (IPL)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• LDAP Server for z/OS (LDAP Server)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Operating System (OS)
• Partitioned Data Set/Partitioned Data Set Extended (PDS/PDSE)
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User Interface (UI)
• Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT)
• Z File System (zFS)
• z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Zowe™

• Z Series Operation System (z/OS)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Installation Checklist
To plan your Advanced Authentication Mainframe installation, review the following checklist.

This checklist summarizes the required tasks for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order you should perform
them. The checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required for the
installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables the pre-
installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they
are responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

NOTE
You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Review Installation
Best Practices

• Configure SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval for maintenance.

• Sign up for hiper notifications.
• Register on Broadcom Support.
• Apply IBM maintenance.

Systems
Programmer

20 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Review Your Product
Download Options

Review where your product pax files reside
in Download Management on Broadcom
Support Online.

Systems
Programmer

5 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Address Software
Requirements

• Verify the IBM software.
• Apply the required external security

manager (ESM) maintenance.
• Verify the Broadcom software

requirements.

Systems
Programmer

30 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Address Browser
Requirements

Verify the browser type and level. Systems
Programmer

5 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Install Advanced Authentication Mainframe

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Install Products
Using SMP/E JCL
or
Install Products
Using CSM

Create the product SMP/E and runtime
environment (SMP/E data sets, target
libraries, and distribution libraries).

Systems
Programmer

75 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.
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Maintain Products
Using z/OSMF
Software Update
or
Maintain Products
Using SMP/E JCL
or
Maintain Products
Using CSM

Apply all PTFs required to bring Advanced
Authentication Mainframe to current
maintenance.

• Download maintenance (corrective and
preventive) automatically using SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval or manually
from Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA
(download the external HOLDDATA
file).

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

Systems
Programmer

45 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Configure Advanced
Authentication
Mainframe

• Set Up the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe Start Task Procedure

• Authorize the Started Task ID for Your
ESM

• Start the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe Started Task

Security
Administrator
Systems
Programmer

60 minutes Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.
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With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService
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Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Review Your Product Download Options
Review this article to understand your product download options for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

This article explains where your product pax files reside in Download Management on Broadcom Support Online. You can
only view the products on Broadcom Support Online for which your site is licensed. The path to specific products may vary
based on your site license.

If your site is solely licensed for one product, download it by entering the product name (for example, Auditor) in the
product search on Broadcom Support Online.

Entitlements Included with ACF2 and Top Secret

The entitlement for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z is now included with licensure
for ACF2 and/or Top Secret. If your site is licensed for ACF2 or Top Secret, the entitlement also allows the use of
Advanced Authentication Mainframe and/or Trusted Access Manager for Z in your IBM RACF environments.

With this entitlement, download Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Trusted Access Manager for Z by entering ACF2
or Top Secret in the product search on Broadcom Support Online. Select the applicable version, and select the product
package for download.

Security Insights

If your site is licensed for any Broadcom Mainframe Security product, you have no-cost access to Security Insights. To
download the product, enter the licensed product name in the product search on Broadcom Support Online.
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Next Steps

You are now prepared to navigate to the proper location on Broadcom Support Online to download your software
package. Based on your site preference, continue to Install Products using z/OSMF, Install Products Using SMP/E JCL, or
Install Products Using CSM. Each installation article explains how to download your products.

Software Requirements
Verify that your site has met the software requirements before installing Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Required software includes IBM, the ESM, Common Components and Services, and CSM.

Your IBM software must meet the following minimum requirement to use Advanced Authentication Mainframe Version 2.0:

• z/OS - For the supported versions, see the Compatibility Matrix.

The following software is required when installing Advanced Authentication Mainframe. To verify that the software with the
latest maintenance has been installed, contact your installer.

• External Security Manager (ESM)—You must be a licensed user of one of the following ESMs:
– Top Secret Version 16.0
– ACF2 Version 16.0
– IBM RACF Release 2.2 (with OA48359 and OA48650 applied) or 2.3

• Common Components and Services for z/OS Version 15.0
– Java to z/OS (J2Z) service

The J2Z service is part of the 15.0 base pax file. For more information, see the Common Components and Services
documentation

• IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition, Version 8
• IBM z/OS Communications Server
• (Optional) RSA SecurId Authentication Agent API for C and Java (SDK), version 8.4 or higher, if using the legacy SDK

for multi-factor authentication.
• (Optional) RSA SecurId Authentication Agent API (REST), if using REST API for multi-factor authentication.
• (Applicable only for ACF2 and Top Secret) Symantec Privileged Access Manager Release 2.8 or higher (required for

successful PIV/CAC card authentication between the external security manager and Symantec Privileged Access
Manager)

• (Applicable only for ACF2 and Top Secret) TPX: A PTF is required for CV64 data support (necessary for handling
factor records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager). To obtain this PTF, contact TPX Support.

NOTE
The APAR encompasses only single LU support. Group/shared LUs are not supported at this time.

• RADIUS server if using RADIUS factor authentication

Browser Requirements
Verify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe browser requirements for the browser product and version and the optimal
screen resolution before you begin the product installation.

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe user interface (UI) runs as a browser-based web application. The UI is certified
for use with the following browsers and versions:

• Google Chrome 106
• Microsoft Edge 106
• Mozilla Firefox 105
• Apple Safari 15
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You can use Advanced Authentication Mainframe in other browsers and versions. However, until each release officially
passes our certification test, you might face intermittent issues.

Recommended Screen Resolution

For optimal performance, use a minimum resolution of 1280 x 1024.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:
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NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -
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  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:
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• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary
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 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
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BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/
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mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
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//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

Use ISPF EDIT Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
Use TSO ISHELL Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
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4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMPE Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this topic. Steps 4 through 9 are documented
in Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is documented in the
section describing how to complete product configuration.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

Establishing a zSeries File System (zFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of the
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro FF7SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type FF7SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
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NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FF7SEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in
the FF7AREAD member, and submit the FF7EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member FF71HOLD in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.
FF71HOLD is customized.

3. Submit FF71HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member FF72ALL in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF72ALL is customized.

5. Submit FF72ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Complete the following steps only if your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the
product that requires a USS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 7.

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FF72ALLU in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.
FF72ALLU is customized.

b. Submit FF72ALLU.
This job allocates your HFS or zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member FF73MKD in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.
FF73MKD is customized.

d. Submit FF73MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member FF73CSI in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF73CSI is customized.

8. Submit FF73CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member FF73CSIU in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.
FF73CSIU is customized.

b. Submit FF73CSIU.
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This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a PAX Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the FF7SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the FF7AREAD
member, and submit the FF7EDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FF74RECD in an edit session, and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.
FF74RECD is customized.

2. Submit FF74RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom Support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member FF75APP in an edit session, and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.

FF75APP is customized.
5. Submit FF75APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member FF76ACC in an edit session, and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF76ACC is customized.

7. Submit FF76ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.
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2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.
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NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.
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Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.
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Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the FF7SEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member FF77RECH in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update FF77RECH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

FF77RECH is customized.
12. Submit FF77RECH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member FF77RECP in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command

line.
FF77RECP is customized.

14. Submit FF77RECP.
The PTFs are received.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.
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Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member FF78APYP in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF78APYP is customized.

2. Submit FF78APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FF79ACCP in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the
command line.
FF79ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit FF79ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member FF77CARS in an edit session, update FF77CARS SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF77CARS is customized.

2. Submit FF77CARS.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member FF77RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF77RECP is customized.

4. Submit FF77RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member FF78APYP in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the command line.
FF78APYP is customized.

6. Submit FF78APYP.
The CARS PTFs are applied.
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7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FF79ACCP in an edit session and execute the FF7SEDIT macro from the
command line.
FF79ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit FF79ACCP.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe
Perform the tasks in this section to configure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, started task logonid,
and permissions.

After your product installation and maintenance, complete the product configuration. Configuration includes set up of the
started task procedure, set up of the started task logonid, configure tracing for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
Java component, and enabling the multi-factor authenticator of choice.

Set Up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Procedure

In this task, you create and customize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

NOTE

• The started task procedure must contain a STEPLIB DD. Advanced Authentication Mainframe looks for load
module MAARTSSI in the STEPLIB.

• Because Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe started task is started after TCP/IP is available.

1. Create a copy of yourhlq.CFF7OPTN Data Set. The copy is referred to in subsequent steps as custdsn. It is used to
contain any site-specific customizations to the MFAOPTN, MFAPARMS, and MAACRSA members that are shipped in
yourhlq.CFF7OPTN.

2. Create a sequential data set with an LRECL of 80 that contains a line specifying the name of the JVM module for Java
8. This is referred to in subsequent steps as parmdsn.
Ensure the following line format:
JVMNAME(jvm_name)
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3. Copy the MFASTC member in yourhlq.CFF7PROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set. The member must use
CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF. Update the following items in the JCL:

JAVALIB
Specify the Java JVM library containing member JVMLDM86. Java 8 is supported.

STEPLIB DD
Change CAI.MFA.CFFLINK to yourhlq.CFF7LINK library. You also must add this library to the list of APF-
authorized libraries.

SYSTCPD DD
(If your TCP/IP PROFILE data set name is not TCPIP.PROFILE) Uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and specify
the name of your TCP/IP PROFILE data set. This data set is also in your TCPIP started task procedure in the
SYSTCPD DD.

CEEOPTS DD
Change CAI.MFA.CEEOPTS(MFAOPTN) to custdsn(MFAOPTN).

STDENV DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAPARMS) to custdsn(MFAPARMS).

MFAPARMS DD
Change CAI.MFA.MFAPARMS to parmdsn.

MAINARGS DD
Specify the following input:
/MFASTC/directory/props integer

/MFASTC/directory/props
Specifies the path where rsa_api.properties is located. This file defines properties for the RSA Agent.
Only applicable for RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK).

integer
Specifies the number of consecutive signon failures that must occur before Advanced Authentication
Mainframe checks if all RSA servers are down. If you are not using RSA SecurID Authentication API for C
and Java (SDK), specify a value of 10.

NOTE
Ensure that the MAINARGS DD does not have sequence numbers.

4. Update the following environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS).
NOTE
Make sure that the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure that no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64
Change /usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64 to your Java 8 path.

export MFA_HOME=/MFASTC/directory
Change /MFASTC /directory to the USS directory where Advanced Authentication Mainframe executes.

(Optional) export RSA_HOME=/MFASTC/directory/rsa
Change /MFASTC/directory/rsa to the directory where RSA AuthSDK Jar files authapi.jar, cryptoj.jar, and
log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar are located. This is the directory to which you previously transferred these jar files.
The RSA_HOME is only required if using the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). If you are
not implementing RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), comment out the RSA_HOME.

export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib
Change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS Version
15.0 Java to z/OS Service (J2Z) component is located.
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(Optional) export USE_RSA_API=true
To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

5. (Optional) Configure RADIUS options in the MFAPARMS. Update the following environment parameters in
custdsn(MFAPARMS).

NOTE
Make sure that the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure that no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

export RADIUS_FAILURE_INFO_ALERT=No
To issue each RADIUS connection failure as a warning message, MFA9001W, uncomment line
#RADIUS_FAILURE_INFO_ALERT=No and set the value to Yes. Default value is No.

NOTE
RADIUS_FAILURE_INFO_ALERT is mutually exclusive from the MFAPARMS of
RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD and RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL.

export RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD=nn
To issue a RADIUS connection failure as an error message, MFA9002E, only after a number of RADIUS
connection failures occur, uncomment line #RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD=nn and enter a threshold
value. When RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD equals zero no alerting of RADIUS connection failures
will occur. Default value is zero.
nn

The number of RADIUS connection failures to occur before alerting. Value: Any decimal value of 0 or
greater.

Example: You view a RADIUS connection failure as an error and want to issue a error message for each failure
instance set the RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD to 1, and the RADIUS_FAILURE_INFO_ALERT to
No. Advanced Authentication Mainframe will issue message MFA9002E for every RADIUS connection failure.
Example: You view a RADIUS connection failure as an error and want to issue a error message for
every third RADIUS connection failure set the RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD to 3, set the
RADIUS_FAILURE_INFO_ALERT to No. Advanced Authentication Mainframe will issue message MFA9002E for
every third RADIUS connection failure.

export RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL=nn
To issue an error message, MFA9002E, only when the threshold number of RADIUS connection failures has been
met inside a time-frame, uncomment line #RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL=nn and enter a time value.
When RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL is zero the time interval will be set to one day. Default value is
zero.
nn

The time in seconds for the interval to record RADIUS connection failures to occur before alerting.
Value: Any decimal value in the range of 0 to 86400.

Example: You view a RADIUS connection failure as an error and want to issue a error message if the RADIUS
connection fails three times in a ten minute timeframe. Set the RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD to
3 and the RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL to 600. Advanced Authentication Mainframe will issue error
message MFA9002E when there are three radius connection in a ten minute timeframe.

(ACF2) Set Up an Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Logonid

To set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid, edit and run the sample security job member
MFAIACF in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 or create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid by performing
this task manually using the following procedure:

1. Create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid:
INSERT aamstc STC AUDIT GROUP(group) UID(n) HOME(/MFASTC/directory)

MEMLIMIT(1G) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) ASSIZE(2147483647)
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NOTE
Choose a UID number and replace UID(n) with the number.
The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid must have the AUDIT attribute.

aamstc
Specify the LID of the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

2. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task the following data set accesses:
– Read/Execute access to the STEPLIB data sets in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task
– Read access to the custdsn data set in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task
– Read access to the parmdsn data set in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task
– Read access to TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA
– Read access to TCPIP.STANDARD.TCPXLBIN

3. Give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid the following resource accesses:
SET RESOURCE(FAC) 

            RECKEY IRR ADD(RFACTOR.MFADEF.- UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

            RECKEY BPX ADD(CONSOLE UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC)

SET RESOURCE(SER) 

RECKEY EZB ADD(SOCKOPT.system_name.TCPIP.SO_BROADCAST UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY EZB ADD(INITSTACK.smfid.TCPIP UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.smfid.TCPIP UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REFRESH(SER)

          

aamstc_uid
Specify the UID of the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

4. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task access to the zFS file system where Java resides if class
FSACCESS is active.

NOTE
If Java resides on an HFS file system, this step is not needed. If the ACF2 GSO UNIXOPTS record specifies
NOFSSEC, this step is not needed.

a. Determine whether FSSEC is specified:
SHOW UNIXOPTS

If you see FSSEC_ACTIVE: YES, FSACCESS is being used. If you see FSSEC_ACTIVE: NO, do not run this step.
b. If FSACCESS is being used, find the three-character type code for class FSACCESS by showing the CLASMAP:

SHOW CLASMAP 

In the following example of the SHOW CLASMAP command, the three-character type code for class FSACCESS is
FSA
SHOW CLASMAP

-- MERGED CLASMAP DEFINITIONS --                                             

                                                                           

 MUSASS    RESOURCE   TYPE   ENTITY  PROFINT   LOG MIXED EXTERNAL POSIT SIGNL

   ID        CLASS    CODE   LENGTH                               VALUE      

========   ========    ===   ======  =======   === ===== ======== ===== =====

********   FSACCESS    FSA    44                                   595

c. After determining the three-character type code for class FSACCESS, grant the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task access to the zFS file system where Java resides:
SET R(typ) 

RECKEY zfs_file_system_name ADD(UID(aamstc_uid) ALLOW) 

aamstc_uid
Specify the UID of the user that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
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typ
Specifies the three-character type code that is associated with the FSACCESS class.

zfs_file_system_name
Specifies the name of the zFS directory where Java resides.

5. Make the FSACCESS class resident in the GSO INFODIR.
IMPORTANT
Run this step only if you have run step 4.

a. Determine whether FSACCESS is already resident:
SHOW RESIDENT

If FSACCESS is already resident, do not run this step. If FSACCESS is not resident, complete the remaining
substeps.

b. Define FSACCESS as resident in the GSO INFODIR record:
SET C(GSO)

CHANGE INFORDIR TYPES(R-Rxxx) ADD

xxx
Specifies the three-character type code for class FSACCESS.

c. Refresh the system:
F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

d. Activate changes to the FSACCESS records:
F ACF2,REBUILD(xxx)

xxx
Specifies the three-character type code of class FSACCESS.

The zfs_file_system_name rule is now resident.
6. (If not already in the GSO INFODIR) Make the SERVAUTH class resident by following a similar procedure to the

procedure for FSACCESS.
7. In OMVS, give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid access to the /MFASTC/directory contents:

cd /MFASTC/directory

chown -R MFASTC /MFASTC/directory

chmod -R 700 /MFASTC/directory

8. Ensure that GSO CLASMAP record for the CASECMFA class is active by displaying the CLASMAP records:
SHOW CLASMAP

The CASECMFA resource class should appear as part of the output:
********   CASECMFA    CAS    39                           

If the CASECMFA resource class is not part of the CLASMAP records, insert the CASEMFA resource class and
refresh the CLASMAP records:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.CASECMFA ENTITYLN(39) RESOURCE(CASECMFA) RSRCTYPE(cas)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

cas
Specifies the explicit three-character resource type code that is associated with the class. Recommended
resource type is CAS.
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(Top Secret) Set Up an Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Region ACID

To set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task acid, edit and run the sample security job member
MFAITSS in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 or create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task acid by performing this
task manually using the following procedure:

1. Create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task region ACID.
TSS CREATE(aamstc_acid) NAME('MFA STC') DEPT(anydept) PASSW(NOPW)

TSS ADD(aamstc_acid) NODSNCHK NOVOLCHK FAC(STC)

TSS ADD(aamstc_acid) UID(n) GROUP(omvsgrp) DFLTGRP(omvsgrp)

TSS ADD(aamstc_acid) HOME(/MFASTC/directory) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

TSS ADD(aamstc_acid) MEMLIMIT(1G) ASSIZE(2147483647)

TSS ADD(STC) PROCNAME(aamstc) ACID(aamstc_acid)

aamstc_acid
Specify the ACID of the user that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

aamstc
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

NOTE
Choose a UID number and replace UID(n) with the number.

2. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task the following data set accesses:
– Read/Execute access to the STEPLIB data sets in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure
– Read access to the custdsn data set in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure
– Read access to the parmdsn data set in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure
– Read access to TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA
– Read access to TCPIP.STANDARD.TCPXLBIN

3. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task the following resource accesses:
– Read access to resource OMVSZ21.ZFS210S.JAVA64V8 in class FSACCESS
– Read access to resource EZB.INITSTACK.smfid.TCPIP in class SERVAUTH
– Read access to resource EZB.STACKACCESS.smfid.TCPIP in class SERVAUTH
– Read access to resource EZB.SOCKOPT.smfid.TCPIP.SO_BROADCAST in class SERVAUTH
– Read access to resource BPX.CONSOLE in class IBMFAC
– Read access to resource IRR.RFACTOR.USER in class IBMFAC
– Read access to resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in class IBMFAC (where factor is the factor being defined

—for example, CAPAM).
4. (If FSACCESS resource checking is active) Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task access to the zFS

file system where Java resides:
NOTE
This step is not needed if Java resides on an HFS file system. This step is not needed if the FSACCESS
resource checks are disabled by the FSACCESS(DISABLE) control option specification.

a. Determine whether FSACCESS resource checking is enabled:
TSS MODI STATUS(BASE)

If you see FSACCESS(ENABLED), FSACCESS is being used. If you see FSACCESS(DISABLED), do not run this
step.

b. Add a permit to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ACID, granting READ access to
zfs_file_system_name in the FSACCESS class.
TSS PERMIT(aamstc_acid) FSACCESS(zfs_file_system_name) 

aamstc_acid
Specify the ACID of the user that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
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zfs_file_system_name
Specifies the file name of the zFS file where Java resides.

5. In OMVS, give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task acid access to the /MFASTC/directory contents:
cd /aamstc_acid/directory

chown -R MFASTC /MFASTC/directory

chmod -R 700 /MFASTC/directory

aamstc_acid
Specify the ACID of the user that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

(IBM RACF) Set Up an Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Userid

To set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid, edit and run the sample security job member
MFAIRAC in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 or create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid by performing this
task manually using the following procedure:

1. Create the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid:
ADDUSER aamstc_userid NOPASSWORD NAME('CA-AAM STCID') DFLTGRP(group) OWNER(owner) 

ALTUSER aamstc_userid OMVS(HOME(/MFASTC/directory) PROGRAM(bin/sh) UID(n) ASSIZEMAX(2147483647)

 MEMLIMIT(1G)) 

aamstc_userid
Specify the userid that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

NOTE
Choose a UID number and replace UID(n) with the number.

2. Define the started task class:
RDEFINE STARTED aamstc.* STDATA(USER(aamstc_userid)) 

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH 

aamstc
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

3. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task the necessary data set access:
ADDGROUP MFA DATA('CA AAM')

ADDSD 'yourhlq.CFF7LINK' UACC(NONE)

ADDSD 'custdsn' UACC(NONE)

ADDSD 'parmdsn' UACC(NONE)

ADDSD 'IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor' UACC(NONE)

PERMIT 'yourhlq.CFF7LINK' ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT 'custdsn' ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT 'parmdsn' ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT 'TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA' ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT 'TCPIP.STANDARD.TCPXLBIN' ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

         

The preceding command provides READ access to the STEPLIB, CEEOPTS, CEEOPTS, and STDENV data
sets in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. The command also provides READ access to
the TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA and TCPIP.STANDARD.TCPXLBIN data sets.

4. Give Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task the necessary resource access:
RDEFINE FACILITY IRR.RTICKETSERV UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRR.RTICKETSERV CLASS(FACILITY) ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

RDEFINE IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor

PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor ID(aamstc_userid) CLASS(FACILITY) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)
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SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.application.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.application.target-userid CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(aamstc_userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

factor
Name of the factor to be used. The factor for Radius is CAAAMRAD. The factor for RSA is CAAAMRSA.

The preceding commands provide READ access to the IRR.RTICKETSERV, IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor,
BPX.CONSOLE, and IRRPTAUTH.application.target-userid resources.

5. In OMVS, give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid access to the /MFASTC/directory contents:
cd /MFASTC/directory

chown -R aamstc_userid /MFASTC/directory

chmod -R 700 /MFASTC/directory

You have granted Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid access to the /MFASTC/directory contents.

(Optional) Configure Tracing for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Java Component

To get a more detailed record of the operations performed by Advanced Authentication Mainframe using Java, configure
tracing by updating logback.xml located in the /MFASTC/directory.

NOTE

logback.xml is an ASCII file and must be updated in ASCII format.

Review the following options and update if desired.

<root level="INFO">
Determines the log level. The five levels are (ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, and TRACE). These levels are in
order from the least amount of information logged (ERROR) to the most (TRACE).
Default: INFO

<file>
Contains the path and the name of the file to which the log data is sent.
Default:  MFASTC/directory/logs

<FileNamePattern>
Determines where to archive log files and the name format. The default path is MFASTC/directory/logs. (%i is
the index where the index ranges from what is specified by <MinIndex> and <MaxIndex>.) The default values of
<MinIndex> and <MaxIndex> are 1 and 20 respectively.

<MaxFileSize>
Specifies how large the file can get before the file resets and archives.
Default: 50 MB

Upon the next start of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, the updated logback.xml tracing file will be
used.

Verify the Installation

After you install, and configure the product, you verify that the installation was successful. To do so, you confirm that the
Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is up and running. To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.
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WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00561 Factor CAAAMRAD is active
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

Complete the Configuration

You have now configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. Continue with configuration for a multi-factor
authenticator:

• For configuration of RSA SecurID Authentication, see the Enable RSA SecurID Authentication topic under each ESM.
– For ACF2, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through ACF2.
– For Top Secret, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through Top Secret.
– For IBM RACF, see Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through IBM RACF.

• For configuration of RADIUS Authentication, see the Enable RADIUS Authentication topic under each ESM.
– For ACF2, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through ACF2.
– For Top Secret, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through Top Secret.
– For IBM RACF, see Enable RADIUS Authentication through IBM RACF.

• For configuration of PIV/CAC, see the Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication topic under each ESM.
– For ACF2, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication ACF2.
– For Top Secret, see Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret).

• For configuration of a RADIUS Server, see Configure RADIUS Server.

When finished, you can enable multi-factor authentication by activating authentication factors through your external
security manager.

Configure RADIUS Server
Configure your RADIUS server to accept requests from the z/OS system that Advanced Authentication Mainframe is
running on.

Refer to your RADIUS server documentation for instructions on adding a RADIUS Client. Contact your network or TCP/IP
support to ensure the z/OS system can communicate with the RADIUS server.

When a user with a RADIUS factor attempts to log on, the Advanced Authentication Mainframe RADIUS client sends
Access-Request packets to the RADIUS server for authentication. These packets use the standard attributes as outlined
in Internet RFC 2865 (specifically, User-Name, User-Password, and NAS-IP-Address (or NAS-Identifier)). Make sure the
RADIUS Server is set up to check for these attributes in authentication requests coming from the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe RADIUS Client or authentication attempts may fail.

After the RADIUS server receives an Access-Request packet and processes the authentication request, it sends back
one of three types of response packets: Access-Accept, Access-Reject, and Access-Challenge. Access-Accept packets
inform the RADIUS Client the authorization lookup was successful and the logon proceeds. Access-Reject packets inform
the RADIUS Client of the failed authentication and fail the logon attempt. Access-Challenge packets are sent back if
the RADIUS server requires more information to process the authentication request. A message is issued by Advanced
Authentication Mainframe informing the user to contact their RADIUS administrator for assistance and the log-on attempt
is rejected. Access-Challenge packet information is recorded in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Java Component
Trace file.
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Getting Started
Learn how to get started using Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multi-factor authorization on your mainframe.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe can significantly increase the security of the mainframe environment by requiring
additional information beyond a password. By requiring additional information beyond a password, applications have a
greater assurance that its users are who they say they are. Working with External Security Managers (ESMs) of  ACF2, 
Top Secret and IBM RACF,  Advanced Authentication Mainframe features deliver multi-factor authentication to strictly
control who has access to critical business resources.  Advanced Authentication Mainframe is designed to help you
address compliance mandates and leverage the same authentication mechanisms as enterprise systems, while remaining
implicitly mainframe ESM-centric.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe features address National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
requirements and support hard and soft tokens for two-factor authentication to the mainframe. These features provide
the extra layer of security that is needed to protect against the rising tide of social engineering attacks.  Advanced
Authentication Mainframe is perfect for privileged users due to the increased risk of access. You can implement the
product for any user on the system. Implementation is flexible, allowing for a phased approach in your environment.

To get started using the product to require multi-factors to access your mainframe, review the following topics:

• To determine the key tasks to start using the product for the first time, using Advanced Authentication Mainframe with
RSA SecurID Authentication, review the Day 1 Task Checklist Using RSA SecurID Authentication.

• To determine the key tasks to start using the product for the first time, using Advanced Authentication Mainframe with
RADIUS, review the Day 1 Task Checklist Using RADIUS.

• To determine the key tasks to start using the product for the first time, using  Advanced Authentication Mainframe with
PIV/CAC, review the Day 1 Task Checklist Using PIV/CAC.

• To see which Advanced Authentication Mainframe PTFs are installed on a SYSVIEW LPAR, see the Configure
SYSVIEW to Show Installed Advanced Authentication Mainframe PTFs.

Day 1 Task Checklist When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Advanced Authentication Mainframe when using Enterprise
Multi-Factor Authentication on your mainframe.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using your product for the first time. The checklist includes a brief description
of the tasks, with links to the procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the
task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all-inclusive but represents the top tasks that we recommend you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Enable Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for
ACF2
or
Enable Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for
Top Secret
or
Enable Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for
IBM RACF

Overview of Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication Started
Task for ACF2
or
Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication Started
Task for Top Secret
or
Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication Started
Task for IBM RACF

Pre-requisites of VIP Authentication Hub, configure
the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started
task, and the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
started task.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure AT-TLS for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with ACF2
or
Configure AT-TLS for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with Top
Secret
or
Configure AT-TLS for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with IBM
RACF

Provide a secure connection between Advanced
Authentication Mainframe and distributed multi-factor
authentication solutions.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication for ACF2
or
Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication for Top
Secret
or
Configure Enterprise
Multi-Factor
Authentication for IBM
RACF

Activate the factor, and generate the global factor
record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Configure a User for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for ACF2
or
Configure a User for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for Top
Secret
or
Configure a User for
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication for IBM
RACF

Add controls to allow users to sign
on by using Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication credentials.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Sign On When Using
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with ACF2
or
Sign On When Using
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with Top
Secret
or
Sign On When Using
Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with IBM
RACF

Example of how to sign on when using Enterprise
Multi-Factor Authentication

User Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Control Signon by
Application (ACF2)
or
Control Signon by
Application (IBM RACF)

Exempt applications or users from multi-factor
authentication.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Day 1 Task Checklist When Using RADIUS
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Advanced Authentication Mainframe when using Radius
authentication on your mainframe.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using your product for the first time. The checklist includes a brief description
of the tasks, with links to the procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the
task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all-inclusive but represents the top tasks that we recommend you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Enable RADIUS
Authentication through
ACF2
or
Enable RADIUS
Authentication through
Top Secret
or
Enable RADIUS
Authentication through
IBM RACF

Add the global factor record and control which users
must sign on by using multi-factor authentication
credentials.

Security Administrator
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Control Signon by
Application for ACF2
or
Control Signon by
Application for IBM RACF

Exempt applications or users from multi-factor
authentication

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Day 1 Task Checklist When Using RSA SecurID Authentication
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Advanced Authentication Mainframe when using RSA SecurID
Authentication on your mainframe.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using your product for the first time. The checklist includes a brief description
of the tasks, with links to the procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the
task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all-inclusive but represents the top tasks that we recommend you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Enable RSA SecurID
Authentication through
ACF2
or
Enable RSA SecurID
Authentication through
Top Secret
or
Enable RSA SecurID
Authentication through
IBM RACF

Control which users must sign on by using multi-
factor authentication credentials.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure AT-TLS
for RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with ACF2
or
Configure AT-TLS
for RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with Top Secret
or
Configure AT-TLS
for RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with IBM RACF

Provide a secure connection between Advanced
Authentication Mainframe and distributed multi-factor
authentication solutions.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with ACF2
or
Configure RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with Top Secret
or
Configure RSA SecurID
Authentication API
(REST) with IBM RACF

Add Authentication Agents on the RSA Security
Console, generate the rsa-api configuration file for
RSA, activate the factor, and generate the global
factor record for RSA.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Configure a User for RSA
SecurID Signon with
ACF2
or
Configure a User for RSA
SecurID Signon with Top
Secret
or
Configure a User for RSA
SecurID Signon with IBM
RACF

Add controls to allow users to sign on by using multi-
factor authentication credentials.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Control Signon by
Application for ACF2
or
Control Signon by
Application for IBM RACF

Exempt applications or users from multi-factor
authentication.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.
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Day 1 Task Checklist When Using PIV/CAC
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Advanced Authentication Mainframe when using PIV/CAC
authentication on your mainframe.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using your product for the first time. The checklist includes a brief description
of the tasks, with links to the procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the
task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all-inclusive but represents the top tasks that we recommend you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can run tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Enable PIV CAC Smart
Card authentication
through ACF2
or
Enable PIV CAC Smart
Card authentication
through Top Secret

Control which users must sign on by using multi-
factor authentication credentials.

Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
MFA Administrator

Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Control Signon by
Application for ACF2

Exempt applications or users from multi-factor
authentication.

Security Administrator Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Product Overview
Review the product overview to learn how Advanced Authentication Mainframe can help you achieve business goals by
increasing the security of application and data access.

By requiring additional information beyond a password, applications have a greater assurance that its users are who
they say they are. Working with External Security Managers (ESMs) of ACF2, Top Secret and IBM RACF, Advanced
Authentication Mainframe features deliver multi-factor authentication to strictly control who has access to critical business
resources. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is designed to help you address compliance mandates and leverage the
same authentication mechanisms as enterprise systems, while remaining implicitly mainframe ESM-centric.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe features address National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
requirements and support hard and soft tokens for two-factor authentication to the mainframe. These features provide
the extra layer of security that is needed to protect against the rising tide of social engineering attacks. Advanced
Authentication Mainframe is perfect for privileged users due to the increased risk of access. You can implement the
product for any user on the system. Implementation is flexible, allowing for a phased approach in your environment.

Configure SYSVIEW to Show Installed Advanced Authentication
Mainframe PTFs
To see which Advanced Authentication Mainframe PTFs are installed on a SYSVIEW LPAR, enter the following
information about the product in the SYSVIEW ADMIN, SMPE, PTFS view.

XMLLIB  yourHLQ.CFF7XML

CSI     yourHLQ.CSI

FMID    CFF7200
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yourHLQ
Specifies the path where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed in SMP/E.

Example:

XMLLIB  CAINST.AAMV20.CFF7XML

CSI     CAINST.AAMV20.CSI  

FMID    CFF7200

NOTE
SYSVIEW Essentials is available to any customer with a Broadcom product. SYSVIEW Essentials is a
lightweight configuration of SYSVIEW, available in Version 17.0. The configuration is designed to assist in the
management of product installs, maintenance, and Common Components and Services (CCS), as well as
interaction with customer support for all Broadcom products. For more information, see the SYSVIEW Essentials
documentation.
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Using with ACF2
This section includes topics to help you implement Advanced Authentication Mainframe with ACF2 to begin using multi-
factor authentication.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe lets ACF2 users perform the following types of multi-factor authentication activities:

• Log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials (instead of an ACF2 password/password phrase).
RSA SecurID authentication is available through Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

NOTE
For information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA
documentation.

• Log on to z/OS applications (through Symantec Privileged Access Manager) by using a common access card (CAC)
or a personal identity verification (PIV) smart card (followed by an ACF2 password/password phrase or RSA SecurID
credentials).

• Log on to z/OS applications using authentication credentials (security code, push requests) provided by any multi-
factor authentication software that supports RADIUS protocol (for example, Symantec VIP). Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a network protocol that secures a network by enabling centralized authentication
and authorization of dial-in users. For more information about RADIUS protocol support, check with your multi-factor
authentication software documentation.

Multi-factor authentication allows increased diligence in verifying the identity of users who seek access to z/OS.
Mainframe advanced authentication capabilities are designed to prevent data breaches and address compliance
requirements.

Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for ACF2
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

The emergence of the cloud, mobile smartphones, and the continuous evolution of connected devices have dramatically
expanded the perimeter that enterprises must secure. To securely manage access to your applications and data for your
end users, you must ensure that the identity of the user is correct. By requiring additional information beyond a password,
applications have a greater assurance that their users are who they say they are.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe allows users to provide an authentication credential, such as RSA
SecurID PassCode or a RADIUS Token, to be entered directly into the z/OS application(In-Band authentication) or to
provide authentication credentials to an application outside of the z/OS application(Out-of-Band authentication). Out-of-
Band authentication is supported in Advanced Authentication Mainframe using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

With Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication, users supply authentication credentials into a web application that interfaces
with VIP Authentication Hub to process this request. After the user is authenticated, through one or many factors, the user
is presented with a Cache Token Credential (CTC), an 8-byte token that can be used to log in to the z/OS application. The
following illustrations show how Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and VIP
Authentication Hub integrate the Out-of-Band authentication.
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Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe provides the following benefits:

• Allows any legacy z/OS applications, that are constrained by 8-byte password limits to be enabled for multi-factor
authentication

• Allows for advances in identity assurance on z/OS by using advanced credentials
• Allows for a single view of multi-factor authentication across an Enterprise that includes the Mainframe.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on using enterprise
multi-factor authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply multi-factor authentication credentials through
Advanced Authentication Mainframe. Enterprise multi-factor authentication lets you enter credentials for multiple factors,
and a token is returned. The token can then be used to log on to z/OS applications.

After you install and configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe, set up controls to dictate who is required to sign on
using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication credentials.

Next Steps

To begin the configuration of Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for ACF2, go to Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Started Task for ACF2.

Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task for ACF2
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to support Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

As a systems programmer you want to use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Advanced Authentication
Mainframe. After configuring the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and started task id, perform
these tasks to configure support for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Configuration includes setting up the started
task procedure and assigning a user ID to the started task.
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Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters

To use enterprise multi-factor authentication support in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, update the following
environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS).

NOTE
Make sure that the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure that no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true|false
To use out of band authentication, add line export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true.
Default: false

export SCT_TOKEN_CASE=upper|mixed
Indicates whether the Token is to be generated in upper-case or mixed-case.
Default: upper

export SCT_CU_SUPPRESS_MSGS=true|false
Specify whether messages MFA4590I and MFA4591I are surfaced in the Job Log and Syslog each time the cache
sweep runs to discard the expired tokens/CTCs.
Specify true to suppress the surfacing of the messages. Specify false to surface the messages in the Job Log
and Syslog.
Default: true

export SCT_CU_INTERVAL=nn
Specify the amount of time, in minutes, desired to wait to clean up Tokens that have expired. Valid values are 1 -
60.
Default: 15

export SCT_SUBLIST_COUNT=nn
Specifies the number of lists to manage the distributed token entries. Valid values are 64 - 4096.
Default: 256

(Optional) Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters for Cross-
System Coupling Facility (XCF)

Set Advanced Authentication Mainframe up to share tokens across members (LPAR) of a sysplex that communicates
using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF). By setting up the Cross-System Coupling Facility, users can use a generated
Cache Token Credential to authenticate on any member LPAR (primary or secondary) subject to token timeout and reuse
restrictions.

To enable enterprise multi-factor authentication with XCF, uncomment and update the following environment parameters
in custdsn(MFAPARMS).

export SCT_XCF_GROUP_NAME=string
Specifies the XCF Group name. The field must be upper-case and can contain alphanumeric, @, #, and $
characters. The field can be from one to eight characters, embedded blanks are not allowed. For more information
on XCF Group name, see the IXCJOIN macro in z/OS MVS Programming: Sysplex Services Reference.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

• When the XCF Group Name is blank or not specified, each instance of the enterprise multi-factor
authentication Server operates independently. All requests that are associated with a given token/userid
combination must be directed to the same instance of the server within the Sysplex.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, all instances of the server within the Sysplex that specify the same
XCF Group Name work together to manage enterprise multi-factor authentication tokens. A token userid
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combination that is created by any instance within the group can be validated by the same or any other
instance within the group. Usage and Timeout values are managed at the group level.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, one instance becomes the primary instance and all others within the
group are secondary instances. The first instance to initialize will become the primary instance.

NOTE
The primary instance manages the token userid combinations for all secondary instances. Should
the primary instance of a group fail, all instances within the group need to be brought down. When all
instances are down, restarting is possible. All tokens are invalidated as part of the restart process.

export SCT_XCF_FUNCTION=nn
Specifies the string to be passed to XCF.  The string will be included by XCF when displaying various information
about the XCF group member. The maximum length of the string is 24 characters. The string can contain any
alphanumeric (A-Z), national (@,#,$), or special characters (underscore or blank). Leading blanks, and all blank
descriptors are not permitted.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

Default: CAMMA20
export SCT_XCF_ENQ_RETRY_COUNT=nn

Specifies the number of times Advanced Authentication Mainframe will attempt to become the primary instance
when the status of the primary region is changing as instances initialize or terminate. Valid values are 1-20.
Default: 3

Activate Changes to the MFAPARMS

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and reinitialized. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:

STOP aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the started task procedure.

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

To reinitialize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure:

S aamstc,,,REINIT 

NOTE
REINIT is required only the first time Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started with the Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication support in place.

Set Up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task Procedure

In this task, create and customize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task procedure.
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NOTE
Because Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task is started after TCP/IP is available.

1. Copy members MFAENTAR, and MFAENTPR from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN to your custdsn.
2. Copy the MFAENT member in yourhlq.CFF7PROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set.

The member must use CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF
Update the following items in the JCL:

MAINARGS DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTAR) to custdsn(MFAENTAR).

STDENV DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAPARMS) to custdsn(MFAPARMS).
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTPR) to custdsn(MFAENTPR).

SYSTCPD DD
(If your TCP/IP PROFILE data set name is not TCPIP.PROFILE) Uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and specify
the name of your TCP/IP PROFILE data set. This data set is also in your TCPIP started task procedure in the
SYSTCPD DD.

3. Update the following environment parameters in custdsn(MFAENTPR).
@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@

Specifies the host name or IP address where Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is going to run.

@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

Assign and Authorize a Logonid to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Started Task

If you are using the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication instance, you must assign
a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT).
Assign the same user to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task that
is assigned to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

1. Assign a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.
SET CONTROL(GSO) 

INSERT STC.mfaent LOGONID(aamstcid) STCID(mfaent) 

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

aamstcid
Specifies the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

mfaent
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.

2. Give the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
started task read access to IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC in the FACILITY class.
SET RESOURCE(FAC) 

RECKEY IRR ADD(RFACTOR.GETCTC UID(aamstcid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW) 

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

VIP Authentication Hub Requirements

To use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you must have VIP Authentication
Hub installed and configured. As part of the process you need to:
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• Create a tenant for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
VIP Authentication Hub is a multi-tenant service. A single deployment of VIP Authentication Hub provides logically
isolated environments for multiple independent business entities. Each tenant can manage their configurations and
policies without affecting other tenants in the system. Take a note of the tenant name as this will be used later.

• Create and configure an application under the tenant
– The attribute redirectURIs must be set to https://hostname:server_port/aam/authComplete

hostname
Specifies the host name or IP address that Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is running on.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

server_port
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

– The attribute allowedGrantTypes must be set to 'authorization_code' and 'refresh_token'
– The attribute allowedOperations must be set to Introspect

NOTE
For more information, see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing Applications.

– Take a note of the Client ID and Client Secret as this will be used later.
• Create policies for authentication

Policy comprises of a set of conditions defined in rules that govern the workflows that users must comply with, to
access a protected resource.

• (Optional) Branding Customization
As a tenant administrator, you can customize the branding of the SignIn User Interface (UI) to suit the requirements
of your organization. For example, you may want to change the logo, background image, or tenant name in the UI. To
perform such modifications, you can use the branding APIs.

(Optional) Use Enterprise Identification During Multi-Factor Authentication

LDAP Server setup is needed on z/OS when one or both of the following are true:

• When the mainframe User ID is different from the Enterprise Active Directory ID.
• When the multi-factor authentication policy in VIP Authentication Hub needs to include Mainframe Password or

Password Phrase as one of the authentication factors.

For information about setup of LDAP Server, see LDAP documentation System z Security Communication Servers (DSI,
LDAP, PAM).

This instance of LDAP Server on z/OS should be defined in VIP Authentication Hub for resolution. For more information,
see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing LDAP Configuration.

Next Steps

After configuring the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task and Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task, go to Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with ACF2 to setup the AT-TLS connection.

Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with ACF2
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server.

The Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection,
Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application
Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-
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TLS encrypted TCP/IP connection details. This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, key rings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a key ring, and connects the key ring to
the certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the user
who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task read access to the key ring. Finally,
the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the key ring, host, port, and started task userid. Upon
completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.

Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, key rings, and certificates:

Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
key ring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Retrieve the Client and Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server
and the root certificate from VIP Authentication Hub. These certificates are used to establish the inbound and outbound
connections.

1. Download the  VIP Authentication Hub certificate and all signing certificates. Work with your VIP Authentication
Hub administrator to download the certificates to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  VIP Authentication Hub signing certificates to the
LPAR as a data set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.

Set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Server to use trusted certificates for improved browser security. If you
are using a well-known, trusted certificate authority (CA) instead of an unsigned certificate for Advanced Authentication
Mainframe, insert the certificates and connect them to your key ring.

1. Submit the certificate signing request (CSR) to a well-known CA.
2. Receive the signed certificate from the CA.
3. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  signed certificate to the LPAR as a data set.

The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.
4. Add the signed certificate to the keystore (for example, PKCS12 format) to complete the chain.
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Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for
authentication calls through the ESM. For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM,
defines the key ring, and connects the certificates to the key ring. The security administrator then grants the user who is
associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the key ring.

Supply the VIP Authentication Hub Server Certificate to ACF2

1. Add the client root certificate for the VIP Authentication Hub server to ACF2. Doing so makes the VIP Authentication
Hub root certificate available for authentication calls:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.certname DSNAME('dsname') LABEL(labelname) TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

certname
Specify the record name for the certificate.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

aamstc
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

2. Create a client key ring for the client to connect to the VIP Authentication Hub certificates:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT aamstc.keyname RINGNAME(clientaamring)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

aamstc
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

clientaamring
Specify a name for the key ring.

keyname
Specify a record name for the key ring.

3. Connect the root certificate to client key ring to create the trust relationship.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.certname) KEYRING(aamstc.keyname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) DEFAULT

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

4. Verify that the certificates are connected to the key ring by listing the VIP Authentication Hub key ring:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

LIST AAMSTC.VIPRING

KEYRING / KEYRING LAST CHANGED BY USER ON 10/02/20-09:35    
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          DEFAULT(CERTAUTH.DIGICERT) RINGNAME(clientaamring)

The following certificates are connected to this key ring:

CERTDATA record     Label                Usage      

-----------------   ------------------   --------  

CERTAUTH.DIGICERT  Digicert Global Root CA           CERTAUTH

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Server Certificates to ACF2

1. Add all signing certificates of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server root certificates to ACF2. Doing so makes
the signing certificates available for authentication calls.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.certname DSNAME('dsname') LABEL(labelname) TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

certname
Specify the record name for the certificate.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

2. Add the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server private certificate to ACF2. Doing so makes the server certificate
available for authentication calls.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT aamstcid.aamsrvr DSNAME('dsname') LABEL(labelname) TRUST PASSWORD(password)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

aamstcid
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

aamsrvr
Specify the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.

password
Specify the password of the certificate.

3. Create a server key ring for the server to connect to the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT aamstcid.aamsrvr RINGNAME(serveraamring)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

aamstcid
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

aamsrvr
Specify the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.

clientaamring
Specify a name for the key ring.
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4. Connect the server signing certificates to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.certname) KEYRING(aamstc.AAMSRVR) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

5. Connect the private certificates to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(aamstc.AAMSRVR) KEYRING(aamstc.AAMSRVR) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

6. Add permissions to the started task to read the key ring. Doing so provides the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task user id the access that is required to read its associated certificates and key rings. The RECKEY
command is used to add or modify the rule line to the resource rule that is associated with granting access
to the key ring. For the key ring owner, READ authority is required to the Resource class FACILITY resource:
IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING. For users who are not the owner of the key ring, key ring UPDATE authority is required to
the resource class FACILITY resource:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING ADD(UID(aamstcuid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

aamstcuid
Specify the UID of the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

7. Verify that the certificates are connected to the key ring by listing the server key ring:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

list AAMSTCID.AAMSRVR                                                

 KEYRING / AAMSTCID.AAMSRVR LAST CHANGED BY BAYJO02 ON 12/06/22-13:59

                      DEFAULT(AAMSTCID.AAMSRVR) RINGNAME(AAMRING)    

 The following certificates are connected to this key ring:          

 CERTDATA record    Label                             Usage          

 -----------------  --------------------------------  --------       

 CERTAUTH.DIGICERT  Digicert Global Root CA           CERTAUTH       

 CERTAUTH.GEOTRUST  GeoTrust RSA CA 2018              CERTAUTH       

 AAMSTCID.AAMSRVR    abc12345.broadcom.net             PERSONAL 

Update Client Rule

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AUTHHUB_HOST

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address
%AUTHHUB_PORT

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub port
%AUTHHUB_RING

Specifies the client key ring name associated to the VIP Authentication Hub
%AUTHHUB_URL

Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub url
is 50-characters.
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Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 

## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AUTHHUB_HOST - the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address

##    %AUTHHUB_PORT - the VIP Authentication Hub server port

##    %AUTHHUB_RING - the VIP Authentication Hub key ring name (clientaamring)

##    %AUTHHUB_URL - the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamClientGroup 

##    AamClientEnv

##    AamClientAdvParms

##    AamClientCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------
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##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamClientRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %AUTHHUB_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %AUTHHUB_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamClientGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamClientGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AUTHHUB_RING

       }

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamClientAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamClientCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamClientAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       ClientHandshakeSNI               Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIMatch          Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIList           %AUTHHUB_URL 

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamClientCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
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}

Update Server Rule

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AAM_SERVER_PORT

Specifies the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port
%AAM_SERVER_RING

Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server key ring name
Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 

## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AAM_SERVER_PORT - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port

##    %AAM_SERVER_RING - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server key ring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamServerGroup 
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##    AamServerEnv

##    AamServerAdvParms

##    AamServerCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamServerRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID

       RemotePortRange                  %AAM_SERVER_PORT

       Direction                        Inbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamServerGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamServerEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamServerGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamServerEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAM_SERVER_RING

       }

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamServerAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamServerCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    SERVER

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamServerAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamServerCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256
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        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

}

Update PAGENT Policy

After adding the TTLSRules for client and server, update the PAGENT started task from the console:
MODIFY PAGENT,UPDATE

Next Steps

After configuration of AT-TLS, go to Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for ACF2.

Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for ACF2
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

The Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with ACF2. To configure
support for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication activate the global factor per ESM, generate global factors and then
complete ESM-specific steps to enable support.

Add Global Factor Records for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication

To enable Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication, add a global factor record. To add a new factor record with Enterprise
Multi-Factor Authentication information:
SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

INSERT AAMAUTHB ACTIVE

NOTE
You can make the record inactive by specifying NOACTIVE.

Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

Update Global Factor Records

You grant access to submit the MAAGFVIP with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFVIP job with a SET statement, your ID must have the SECURITY attribute.
• The AAMSTC logonid must have AUDIT attribute. The following sample demonstrates how to provide the AUDIT

attribute:
SET LID

CHANGE aamstc AUDIT

WARNING

• The MAAGFVIP job that is run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Also, after you update
the factor data, it is recommended to delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, remove the Secret).

• The AAMAUTHB global factor record that is updated must be inserted before running the job.

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
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2. Review and edit the JCL variables. Specify custdsn where the MFAPARMS member is located for the STDENV.
Specify the SET statement as the first JCL variable to set the factor data. The value for factor must be set in tick
marks.
SET MODE=SET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Review and edit the job RFACIN variables according to the comments. Use the following RFACIN variables:
AuthHubUrl=authhub_url 

TenantName=authhub_tenant_name

ClientId=client_id        

ClientSecret=client_secret

OrigName=zos_lpar_name

authhub_tenant_name
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's tenant name.

authhub_url
Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url followed by a colon and the VIP Authentication Hub
port. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub url is 50-characters. VIP Authentication Hub url
example:
demo-broadcom.com:443

client_id
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client id value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub client
id is 36-characters.

client_secret
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client secret value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub
client secret is 36-characters.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

4. Submit the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the value that was specified for ClientId

and ClientSecret.
ClientId=xxxxxxxx

ClientSecret=xxxxxxxx

6. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:
F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

7. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. If Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is
already up, shut down the started task and restart the started task.

Display Global Factor Record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

To submit an MAAGFVIP job with a GET statement, your ID must have the AUDIT or SECURITY attribute.

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first JCL variable to display the

factor data. Any variables in RFACIN are ignored.
SET MODE=GET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Run the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the ClientSecret, which is never
displayed.
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Start the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task

After the global factor record has been SET with the MAAGFVIP, start the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task.

START mfaent

mfaent
Specifies the name of the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.

Next Steps

Once the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task has initialized, go to Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for ACF2.

Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for ACF2
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use enterprise multi-factor
credentials for authentication.

To configure a user to use enterprise multi-factor authentication credentials for sign on, follow these steps:

Define a Multi-Factor Authentication Policy Record

The multi-factor authentication policy defines which authentication factors are required during enterprise multi-factor
authentication. To add a policy record:
SET CONTROL(MFP)

INSERT policyname FACTORS(AAMAUTHB) TIMEOUT(time) REUSE|NOREUSE

policyname
Defines the policy name. Policy names can be from 1 to 20 characters. Valid characters are A through Z and 0
through 9

FACTORS(AAMAUTHB)
Specifies factors. At least one factor must be specified. Factor names have a maximum length of 20. AAMAUTHB
is the only factor that is supported by Advanced Authentication Mainframe for a MFA policy record.

TIMEOUT(time)
Indicates the length of time in seconds the enterprise multi-factor authentication token is valid. Valid values are
one second to 86400 seconds (one day). The default is 300 seconds (five minutes).

REUSE|NOREUSE
Determines if the enterprise multi-factor authentication token can be used more than once. The default is
NOREUSE.

Refresh the policy records:
F ACF2,REFRESH(MFP),TYPE(MFP)

The policy record has been refreshed and is available for use. Next, define the user's policies for enterprise multi-factor
authentication.

Define the MFACOM User Profile Record

The MFACOM segment of the user profile record defines the user’s policies for enterprise multi-factor authentication. Add
an MFACOM user profile record:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(MFACOM)

INSERT userid POLICIES(policyname)
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userid
Indicates the user's logonid.

POLICIES(policyname)
Indicates the policy name defined in the CONTROL(MFP) record.  Policy names can be from 1 to 20 characters.
Valid characters are A through Z and 0 through 9.

NOTE
You must define the policy in a CONTROL(MFP) record and issue a refresh command for the policy
record before you can specify the policy name in the MFACOM record.

Refresh the user profile record:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P),DIVISION(MFACOM)

The user's MFACOM profile record has been refreshed and is available for use. Next, define the user's MFA profile record
for enterprise multi-factor authentication.

Define the MFA User Profile Record

Define the user MFA profile record for the AAMAUTHB factor. The MFA user profile record must be set to active.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(MFA)

INSERT userid.AAMAUTHB ACTIVE

MFA / userid.AAMAUTHB LAST CHANGED BY USER03 ON 11/28/22-14:30

         ACTIVE

userid
Indicates the user's logonid.

Refresh the user profile record:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P),DIVISION(MFA)

The user's policies for enterprise multi-factor authentication have been defined.

Next Steps

Once a user has defined a MFACOM and MFA USER profle, go to Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication with ACF2.

Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with ACF2
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

As a user, you want to get a token to sign on to a z/OS application. You need to logon to the Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication user interface, which will and generate a token. The returned token can be used to logon to z/OS
applications.

Prerequisites

Verify the following requirements before you attempt to log in to the product UI:

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be running.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT) that hosts the

UI must be running.
• You must use a supported browser.
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Log In to the User Interface

Log in to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe user interface (UI) to use the product. The UI runs as a browser-based
application. After you have confirmed the prerequisites, log in to the user interface.

1. Open a supported browser and log in using the following format:
https://host_name:http_port/aam

host_name
Specifies the host name for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

http_port
Specifies the port number for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

The Login screen appears.
2. Enter your login credentials, including any policy-based multi-factor authentication.
3. Upon successful completion of authentication, a Cache Token Credential is generated.
4. Use the Cache Token Credential to logon to any z/OS application.

Enable RADIUS Authentication through ACF2
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RADIUS credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on by using multi-factor
authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply RADIUS credentials through Advanced Authentication
Mainframe. The RADIUS Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RADIUS credentials are validated on the RADIUS
Authentication Manager, RADIUS signons experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS signons. Administrators
may choose between normal RADIUS and RADIUS with Compound In-Band.

WARNING
For an Advanced Authentication Mainframe sign on to be successful, the application that is performing the sign-
on validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

NOTE

• To properly implement Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you must perform installation and configuration.
• For complete information about RADIUS, see the RADIUS documentation.

ACF2 reverts to using the regular logonid password/password phrase for signon validation when any of the following
conditions is true:

NOTE
If you do not have an active factor, use regular password/password phrase.

• The logonid record includes a FALLBACK field and RADIUS authentication is not active.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is not running.
• For RADIUS, PIV/CAC and IBM MFA, the logonid matches the MFABYPASS rule.

RADIUS Authentication with Compound In Band

Compound In-Band lets users authenticate to z/OS applications using their RADIUS passcode plus their password
or password phrase. You can only use Compound In-Band authentication if the application supports entering more than
eight characters for the password field.
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WARNING
If both the RADIUS passcode and ESM passwords or password phrases can contain the value that is used as a
delimiter, do not use Compound In-Band.

The following restrictions and considerations with Compound In-Band apply to users configured with ESM Passwords:

• When using a password, the minimum length of the RADIUS passcode plus their password must be greater than
seven.

• If the password field contains more than eight characters, a user cannot change their ESM password from applications
that prohibit entering a value in the new password field that is eight characters or less. For example, some applications
will not process attempts to mix ESM password and password phrase usage in their password and new password
fields. Such applications are unaware that what the user supplied the password field is more than eight characters
because it contains MFA credentials and ESM password and not because it is a passphrase.

The following restrictions with Compound In-Band apply to users configured with ESM password phrases:

• The size of a user’s password phrase must not exceed 100, minus the length of the maximum size of the MFA
credential plus one.

Set Up Control Over RADIUS Authentication

After you have installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can control whether users must log on
by using RADIUS credentials.

Add Global Factor Records for RADIUS

To enable RADIUS multi-factor authentication add a global factor record. You can add a global factor record running a
batch job or by issuing manual commands. To use any RADIUS server the factorname can only be RADIUS_RSA.

To add global factor records running a batch job:

• Run the batch job using the MFAIACF4 member (Step 1) in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0

To add global factor records manually:

1. Add a new factor record with RADIUS information:
SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

INSERT factorname ACTIVE

factorname
Specify the name of the Factor. For any RADIUS server the factorname can only be RADIUS_RSA.

2. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:
F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

For more information about the factor record see Administer Records in the ACF2 documentation.

Next Steps

After adding the global factor record, go to Update the Global Factor Record for Using MAAGFRAD to update the global
factor record.

If you do not have RADIUS Authentication with Compound In-Band support (PTF LU03845) applied, go to Update the
Global Factor Record for ACF2 Using MAABURAD to setup the global factor record.

Update the Global Factor Record for  Using MAAGFRAD
Configure the global factor record for RADIUS in ACF2, and enable users to use RADIUS as a factor.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for RADIUS.
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You grant access to submit the MAAGFRAD with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRAD job with a SET statement, your ID must have the SECURITY attribute.
• To submit an MAAGFRAD job with a GET statement, your ID must have the AUDIT or SECURITY attribute.
• The user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid must have AUDIT

attribute. The following sample demonstrates how to provide the AUDIT attribute:
SET LID

CHANGE aamstc AUDIT

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

WARNING

• The MAAGFRAD job that is run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Also, after you
update the factor data, it is recommended to delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, remove the Secret).

• The RADIUS_RSA global factor record that is updated must be inserted before running the job.

1. Update the MAAGFRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the JCL variables. Specify custdsn where the MFAPARMS member is located for the STDENV.

Specify the SET statement as the first JCL variable to set the factor data. The value for factor must be set in tick
marks.
SET MODE=SET       

SET FACTOR='RADIUS_RSA'

3. Review and edit the job RFACIN variables according to the comments. Use the following RFACIN variables:
HostName=radius_server_name

Secret=shared_secret

AuthPort=auth_port

AcctPort=acct_port

OrigName=zos_lpar_name 

CompoundInBand=Y|N|P   

PasswordFirst=Y|N

CompoundInBandDelimiter=delimiter_value

PushString=string

radius_server_name
Specifies the hostname of the RADIUS Server.

shared_secret
Specifies the RADIUS Server's shared secret value. This field must be entered within double quotes.

auth_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Authentication Port number

acct_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Accounting Port number.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

CompoundInBand=Y|N|P
(Optional) Specifies whether Compound In-Band will be used for RADIUS. If the parameter is set to Y
(yes), Compound In-Band is enabled. If the parameter is set to N (no), Compound In-Band is disabled. If the
parameter is set to P (push), PushString variable is enabled and required. The maximum length of this value is 1-
character.
Default: N, specifies that Compound In-Band is disabled.
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PasswordFirst=Y|N
(Optional) Specifies whether password must be entered before or after RADIUS passcode. PasswordFirst is only
valid if the parameter CompoundInBand is set to Y (yes). Y specifies password must be entered first, N specifies
password must be entered last. The maximum length of this value is 1-character.
Default: N, specifies password must be entered last.

NOTE
If your passwords or passphrases can contain the CompoundInBandDelimiter value, the RADIUS
passcode must come first.

CompoundInBandDelimiter=delimiter_value
(Optional) Specify a single non alpha-numeric character delimiter that is required to separate the password and
RADIUS passcode. CompoundInBandDelimiter is only valid if the parameter CompoundInBand is set to Y (yes).
Default: : (specifies the delimiter is a colon)

WARNING
ACF2 does not support the use of forward slash "/" or comma "," as a delimiter.

PushString=string
(Optional) Specifies a string that is sent to the multi-factor authentication server to determine what non-passcode
factor should be used to authenticate. If the parameter CompoundInBand is set to P (push), PushString is
required. PushString is only valid if the parameter CompoundInBand is set to P (push).The minimum length of the
string is 1 character, the maximum length is 100 characters.

4. Submit the MAAGFRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the value that was specified for Secret.

Secret:"xxxxxxxx"

6. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:
F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

7. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. If Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is
already up, shut down the started task and restart the started task.

Display Global Factor Record for RADIUS

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

1. Update the MAAGFRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first JCL variable to display the

factor data. Any variables in RFACIN are ignored.
SET MODE=GET       

SET FACTOR=RADIUS_RSA

3. Run the MAAGFRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the shared secret, which is never
displayed.

Add User Profile MFA Record for RADIUS Users

A user profile record connects a user to a factor. After this connection is defined, log on to z/OS applications using your
RADIUS credentials.

NOTE
The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must already be started.

You can exempt certain applications from multi-factor authentication by creating an MFABYPASS rule. For more
information about creating an MFABYPASS rule, see Control Signon by Application(ACF2).

You can add user profile records running a batch job or by issuing manual commands.
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To add a user profile record running a batch job:

• Run the batch job using the MFAIACF4 member (Step 1) in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0

To add a user profile record manually:

SET PROFILE(USER),DIV(MFA)

INSERT userid.RADIUS_RSA ACTIVE|NOACTIVE TAGS('RADIUSNAME:userid')

TAGS
Contains the constant RADIUSNAME: followed by the user ID on the RADIUS server.

If you insert or change an MFA user profile record, you must issue a REBUILD command to activate the change.
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P),DIVISION(MFA)

Update the Global Factor Record for ACF2 Using MAABURAD
Configure the global factor record for RADIUS in ACF2, and enable users to use RADIUS as a factor.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record:

WARNING

• The MAABURAD job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Additionally, after
you update the factor data, we recommend deleting the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the Secret).

• The RADIUS_RSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.

1. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task:
START aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

2. Update the MAABURAD job in CFF7JCL0. (MAABURAD reads SYSIN data input; SYSPRINT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first SYSIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
SET

factorID:RADIUS_xxx

hostName:radius_server_name

Secret:"shared_secret"

authPort:auth_port

acctPort:acct_port

origName:zos_lpar_name

xxx
Must be set to RSA
MAX entry length: 20

radius_server_name
Specifies the host name of the RADIUS server.
Max entry length: 50

"shared_secret"
Specifies the RADIUS server shared secret. This field must be entered within double quotes.
Max entry length: 50
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auth_port
Specifies the Radius authentication port number.
Max entry length: 5

acct_port
Specifies the RADIUS accounting port number.
Max entry length: 5

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the host name of the z/OS LPAR where the request is originating.
Max entry length: 50

3. Run the MAABURAD job. You must have the ACF2 SECURITY attribute in your logonid to submit the MAABURAD
job.

4. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:
F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the value that was specified for Secret.
Secret:"xxxxxxxx"

6. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Rebuild the factor table in the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe address space:
F aamstc,APPL=RADFACTOR

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

Display Global Factor Record Data

Use this procedure to view global factor record data:

1. Update the MAABURAD job in SAMPJ for each record that you inserted. (MAABURAD reads SYSIN data input;
SYSPRINT contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the GET statement as the first SYSIN statement to view the factor data (excluding the Secret):

GET factorID:RADIUS_xxx

xxx
Max entry length: 20
xxx must be set to RSA

2. Run the MAABURAD job.

Add User Profile MFA Record for RADIUS Users

A user profile record connects a user to a factor. After this connection is defined, log on to z/OS applications using your
RADIUS credentials.

NOTE
The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must already be started.

You can exempt certain applications from multi-factor authentication by creating an MFABYPASS rule. For more
information about creating an MFABYPASS rule, see Control Signon by Application(ACF2).

You can add user profile records running a batch job or by issuing manual commands.

To add a user profile record running a batch job:

• Run the batch job using the MFAIACF4 member (Step 1) in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0
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To add a user profile record manually:

SET PROFILE(USER),DIV(MFA)

INSERT userid.RADIUS_RSA ACTIVE|NOACTIVE TAGS('RADIUSNAME:userid')

TAGS
Contains the constant RADIUSNAME: followed by the user ID on the RADIUS server.

If you insert or change an MFA user profile record, you must issue a REBUILD command to activate the change.
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P),DIVISION(MFA)

Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through ACF2
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe support for RSA SecurID
Authentication API.

After you configure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and have set up the Started Task ID,
perform these tasks to configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports both the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) and the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The RSA SecurID Authentication API interfaces are available from RSA
SecurID. For more information and determine the path to use based on your site standards, see the RSA documentation.

Based on your environment, use one of the following methods to configure RSA SecurID Authentication:

RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
The new REST-based interface from RSA SecurID to allow users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic. For more information about enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with ACF2. For
more information about configuration steps, see Configure the REST API with ACF2.

RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK)
The original SDK-based interface from RSA SecurID to allowed users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. For more information about configuration steps, see Configure SDK API with ACF2. RSA has
announced the end of support for this interface.

NOTE
RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) will be deprecated in the future from Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

Broadcom recommends that existing users of the RSA SecurID factor (CAAAMRSA) migrate to the new REST-based
interface. If migrating to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), there is a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with ACF2 for enabling AT-TLS support. For more information about
migration steps, see Migrate to the REST API with ACF2.

Configure AT-TLS for REST API with ACF2
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA
SecurID Authentication API.

The RSA SecurID Authentication API requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection, Advanced
Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application Transparent
Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-TLS
encrypted TCP/IP connection details. This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, keyrings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a keyring, and connects the keyring to
the certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the user
who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task read access to the keyring. Finally,
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the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the keyring, host, port, and started task userid. Upon
completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.

Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, keyrings, and certificates:

Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
Keyring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Export the Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
server. These certificates are used to establish the connection.

1. Export the signing certificates for RSA SecurID Access Authentication Manager, Identity Router, or Cloud
Authentication Service. Work with your RSA administrator to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the RSA server signing certificates to the LPAR as a data
set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.

Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the RSA certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for authentication calls through the ESM.
For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM, defines the keyring, and connects
the certificates to the keyring. The security administrator then grants the user who is associated with the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the keyring.

Supply the Certificate to ACF2

1. Add the certificate for RSA to the ACF2. Doing so makes the RSA certificate available for authentication calls:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)
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INSERT aamstc.CAAAMRSA DSNAME(dsname) LABEL(labelname) TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

aamstc
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

2. Create a keyring for the userid associated with the server:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT aamstc.CAAAMRING RINGNAME(aamring)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

aamring
Specify a name for the KEYRING.

3. Connect a signing certificate to a keyring to let your product find the signing certificates in a single location:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(aamstc.CAAAMRSA) KEYRING(aamstc.CAAAMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

4. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task user id the access that is required to read its associated certificates and keyrings. The RECKEY command
is used to add or modify the rule line to the resource rule that is associated with granting access to the keyring. For
the keyring owner, READ authority is required to the Resource class FACILITY resource: IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
For users who are not the owner of the keyring, keyring UPDATE authority is required to the resource class FACILITY
resource:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING ADD(UID(aamstcuid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

aamstcuid
Specify the UID of the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

5. Verify that the certificates are connected to the keyring by listing the AAMSTC.CAAAMRING:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

LIST AAMSTC.CAAAMRING

KEYRING / KEYRING LAST CHANGED BY USER ON 10/02/20-09:35    

          DEFAULT(AAMSTC.CAAAMRSA) RINGNAME(caaamring)

The following certificates are connected to this key ring:

CERTDATA record     Label                Usage      

-----------------   ------------------   --------  

AAMSTC.CAAAMRSA     RSA ROOT CA        PERSONAL

Update PAGENT Policy

The AT-TLS policy statements are interpreted by the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT is the started task and IBM
z/OS Communications Server application that controls the secure exchange of data. Incorporate these policies into
your Policy Agent configuration according to your site-specific standards. When you activate these AT-TLS policies, all
communication between Advanced Authentication Mainframe client and the authentication server is encrypted using TLS.
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The policy statements require the following settings:
%MFASTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%RSA_HOST

Specifies the RSA SecurID host name or IP address
%RSA_API_PORT

Specifies the RSA SecurID server port
%AAMRING

Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server keyring ringname
Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between RSA Server and Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA

## SecurID API (REST).

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, keyrings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %MFASTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %RSA_HOST - the RSA host

##    %RSA_API_PORT - the RSA API server port

##    %AAMRING - the MFA server keyring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamRsaGroup 
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##    AamRsaClientEnv 

##    AamAdvParms

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM RSA REST Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     TTLSRuleAAM

{

       Userid                           %MFASTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %RSA_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %RSA_API_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamRsaGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamRsaClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamRsaGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamRsaClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAMRING

       }

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamAdvParms

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          Off

}

Next Steps

For a new installation, see Configure the REST API with ACF2.
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For a migration from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
Migrate to the REST API with ACF2.

Configure the REST API with ACF2
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with ACF2. To configure support for the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST) set up the RSA Security console interface, create rsa-api.conf, activate the global
factor per ESM, generate global factors and then complete ESM-specific steps to enable support.

For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA
documentation.

Add Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you add authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

The RSA security staff members in your organization should perform this procedure. Doing so involves working in the
RSA Security Console Web user interface.

1. On the RSA Security Console, select Access, Authentication Agents, and Add New.
2. Enter the host name of the LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed, and select Resolve IP.
3. Confirm that the IP address resolves to the correct IP address for that LPAR.
4. Select Save.
5. Repeat the previous steps for each LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed and RSA

authentication occurs.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:

• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)
• The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) host name and port

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified is considered to be the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.
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attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.

rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS) are updated with the
following:

NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• For export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib, change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where CCS Java to z/OS Service
(J2Z) component is located.

• To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Confirm that the Started Task Is Running

Give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the facility resource
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task:
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START aamstc

aamstc
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

Activate Global Factor Records for ACF2

To control multi-factor authentication services globally for ACF2, issue the following commands:

SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

INSERT CAAAMRSA ACTIVE

NOTE
You can make the record inactive by specifying NOACTIVE.

Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use the RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have the SECURITY attribute.
• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have the AUDIT attribute.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task LID must have AUDIT attribute. The following sample

demonstrates how to provide the AUDIT attribute:
SET LID

CHANGE aamstcid AUDIT

aamstcid
Specify the LID that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

To update a global factor record:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key
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AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Submit the MAAGFRSA job.
3. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

4. Rebuild the factor table in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe address space:
F aamstc,APPL=REFRESH,RSA

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
ACF2.

Migrate to the REST API with ACF2
Migrate Advanced Authentication Mainframe from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with ACF2. Perform the following tasks to migrate
from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

Started Task Confirmation

To migrate seamlessly from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication
API (REST) check the following conditions:

• Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task running.
• Give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the facility

resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to
provide READ access:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA UID(aamstc_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

aamstc_uid
Specify the UID of the logonid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

For the migration to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) you need to update the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure MFAPARMS, and continue with configuration. Make sure that the MFAPARMS member
uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
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To update MFAPARMS for RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST):

NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• If desired, make a backup copy of the configured MFAPARMS in your custdsn.
• Copy the new MFAPARMS from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN data set into the custdsn.
• Update the MFAPARMS with values from your previously configured version.
• Update the following environment parameters in MFAPARMS.
export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib

Change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS Version
15.0 Java to z/OS Service (J2Z) component j2zsdk.jar is located.

#export USE_RSA_API=true
To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:

• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified is considered to be the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.

attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.

rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
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value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.

Activate Global Factor Records for ACF2

To control multi-factor authentication services globally for ACF2, issue the following commands:

SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

INSERT CAAAMRSA ACTIVE

NOTE
You can make the record inactive by specifying NOACTIVE.

Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have the SECURITY attribute.
• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have the AUDIT attribute.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task logonid must have AUDIT attribute. The following sample

demonstrates how to provide the AUDIT attribute:
SET LID
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CHANGE aamstcid AUDIT

aamstcid
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

To update a global factor record:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key

AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Run the MAAGFRSA job.
3. (ACF2 Only) Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

Re-start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and restarted. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:

STOP aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

After shutdown is complete, start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from
the console:

START aamstc

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.
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Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

If you are migrating from RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) and already have users and resources
that are defined, attempt to signon with a user. Verify that the logon with the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
succeeded. To do so check the RSA Authentication Monitor to see that the user signed on successfully.

(Optional) Clean Up the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK

After verification of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), you may remove configuration artifact files from RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The following files can be archived or deleted, these files may be
located in RSA_HOME or MFA_HOME depending on configuration, some files may not be present based on settings:

NOTE
If you wish to revert from the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) back to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), do not clean up the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK files.

• authapi.jar
• cryptoj.jar
• log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar
• failover .dat
• rsa_api.properties
• rsa_api_debug.log
• sdconf.rec
• sdopts.rec
• securid
• JAStatus.1

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
ACF2.

Configure SDK API with ACF2
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RSA SecurID Authentication
API for C and Java (SDK).

Perform these tasks only if you must configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) that
allows users to log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
RSA has announced the end of support for RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), see RSA
documentation for more information. To use the supported RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
the Configure AT-TLS for RSA SecurID Authentication API article under Configure Advanced Authentication
Mainframe.

For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, refer to the RSA
documentation.
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Transfer the RSA AuthSDK Jar Files

To allow Advanced Authentication Mainframe to make calls to RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK),
transfer the RSA AuthSDK jar files.

1. Find the following jar files in the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) AuthSDK:
– authapi.jar
– cryptoj.jar
– log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar

2. Transfer these jar files to /RSA/directory in binary mode.
/RSA/directory can be any OMVS directory of your choosing. Make sure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task user ID has access to /RSA/directory. You can put /RSA/directory under the MFASTC/directory if desired.

Create and Recognize Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you create and recognize authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

WARNING

We recommend having the RSA security staff members in your organization perform this procedure (which
involves working in the RSA Security Console Web user interface).

1. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Add New.
2. Enter the host name, then click Resolve IP. Make sure the IP address resolves to the correct IP address of the z/OS

system where RSA authentication occurs.
3. Click Save.
4. Repeat the previous steps for each system on which RSA authentication occurs.
5. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Generate Configuration File.

You should receive a zip file.
6. Extract sdconf.rec and failover.dat from the zip file, then copy them into /MFASTC/directory in binary mode.

Create a Copy of the RSA Properties File

In this task, you create a copy of the RSA properties file and define the properties for calls to the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK).

WARNING
If you experience problems or failures with RSA credentials, temporarily specify settings
RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=YES and RSA_LOG_LEVEL=DEBUG, then restart the CA Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure. These settings provide more data for troubleshooting your problem.

1. Find “rsa_api.properties” in the AuthSDK 8.4 package, then copy (Ctrl+C) the rsa_api.properties file and paste (Ctrl+P)
the file into /MFASTC/directory/props/rsa_api.properties.
Make sure the MAINARGS DD in the CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task JCL also points to /
MFASTC/directory/props.

2. Edit the following:
RSA_AGENT_HOST=

Specifies the name of the agent that you created on the RSA Security Console.
RSA_LOG_LEVEL=INFO

Specifies the RSA log level setting (available settings are OFF, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, or FATAL).
RSA_LOG_TO_CONSOLE=YES

Specifies to send the RSA log to the console (in this case, the started task job output). This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.
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RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=NO
Specifies to not send the RSA log to the file that is specified by RSA_LOG_FILE. This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.

RSA_LOG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api.log
Specifies the location and name of the file that keeps the log information.

RSA_LOG_FILE_SIZE=1MB
Specifies the maximum size the log file.

RSA_LOG_FILE_COUNT=10
Specifies the number of backup log files (10) to maintain. When one file gets full, another log file can begin
collecting data.

RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG=NO
Specifies to not use the RSA Debugger. A YES setting would be used only when trying to debug a problem; the
debugger provides much more information.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_CONSOLE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to the console (in this case, the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task job output). This field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_FILE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to a specified file. This field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set
to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api_debug.log
Specifies the location and file name that receives the RSA Debugger output.

RSATRACELEVEL=15
Specifies the TRACE level.
Range: 0 to 15 (A higher number produces more information.)

RSA_DEBUG_ENTRY=YES
Allows function entry tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_EXIT=YES
Allows function exit tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_FLOW=YES
Allows control flow tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_NORMAL=YES
Allows regular tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_LOCATION=YES
Specifies to display class name and line number in the trace.

SDCONF_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdconf.rec
Specifies the full path of the sdconf.rec file (including the name sdconf.rec).

SDNDSCRT_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/securid
Specifies the location of the SecurID file. This file is generated upon the first successful RSA signon from any
valid user and is required for all subsequent authentications. The file is specific to the Authentication Agent (z/OS
system).

NOTE
Once you successfully authenticate through RSA on the z/OS machine you are configuring, copy the
existing SecurID file to /MFASTC/directory. If you reset the SecurID file on the RSA Security Console,
remove the file from the /MFASTC/directory; as the file does not regenerate on its own. Upon the next
successful logon, the new SecurID file is generated.
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SDSTATUS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/JAStatus.1
Specifies the location of the file that is generated for authentication attempts.

SDOPTS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdopts.rec
Specifies the path and name of the sdopts.rec file.

Create the sdopts.rec File

Create the sdopts.rec file in /MFASTC/directory to specify IP address of the z/OS system. This file is only one line as
follows:

CLIENT_IP=xxx.xxx.xx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx.xx
Specifies the IP address of the z/OS system.

Clear the Node Secret

The following steps are required only if switching from IBM’s Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) to CA Advanced
Authentication Mainframe. This should be done before CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started.

1. Delete the SecurID file, if it exists, from the /MFASTC/directory.
2. Clear the node secret for the agent on the RSA Security Console.

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
ACF2.

Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with ACF2
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RSA SecurID credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on by using multi-factor
authentication credentials. You can mandate that users supply RSA SecurID credentials through Advanced Authentication
Mainframe.
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WARNING

• For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the
signon validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new
password.

ACF2 reverts to using the regular logonid password/password phrase for signon validation when any of the following
conditions is true:

• The user does not have proper access to the CASECMFA resource rule class, or the RSA Authentication Manager is
not available.

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is not running.

Set Up Control Over RSA SecurID Authentication

After you installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can set up a resource rule in the CASECMFA
class and control whether users log on by using RSA SecurID credentials.

NOTE

The RSA Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RSA credentials are validated on the RSA Authentication
Manager, RSA signons might experience a slight delay that is compared with regular z/OS signons.

Define and Set Up a Resource Rule

You can define and set up a resource rule running a batch job or by issuing manual commands.

NOTE

Logonids that must use RSA authentication must have access to a resource with $KEY(RSA). The resource rule
class name is CASECMFA, and the three-character type code, by default, is CAS.

WARNING

Perform this step if you have a GSO CLASMAP record with a masked RESOURCE class value that matches the
CASECMFA class.

To define and set up a resource rule running a batch job:

• Run the batch job using the MFAIACF2 member (Step 1) in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.

To define and set up a resource rule manually:

1. (Optional) Change the default CAS type code by inserting a new GSO CLASMAP record for the CASECMFA class and
specifying the desired three-character type code.
For example, if you want the code to be XYZ, issue the following commands before defining the rule or updating the
INFODIR record:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.CASECMFA ENTITYLN(39) RESOURCE(CASECMFA) RSRCTYPE(XYZ)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

2. (Required for checking the rule during system entry validation) Make the rule resident:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RCAS) ADD

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

3. Create the rule.
The resource rule key is RSA. The resource names are of the form RSA.applid where applid is the application name
where the logon is taking place.
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For CICS, IMS, or APPC/MVS applications, this is the VTAM application ID. For TSO, it is the characters “TSO”
suffixed with the SMF system ID as defined in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. For z/OS batch jobs, it is
the characters “MVS” suffixed with the SMF system ID.

NOTE
Any special characters in the SMF system ID are ignored (for example, “SY*6” becomes “SY6”). Consult
your product documentation for details regarding the application name that is used by your product.

SMF records are not normally cut for the RSA rule, even when the rule line says LOG. To generate SMF logging
records for the RSA rule, set TRACE in the user logonid record. Use the ACFRPTRV report to view the loggings.
Depending on the logon application, it might not be clear what is used for the applid in the RSA rule. The ACFRPTRV
report shows the applid in the resource name.
Use the following specification as an example for creating the rule:
set resource(cas)

RESOURCE

compile

ACF70010 ACF COMPILER ENTERED

. $KEY(RSA) TYPE(CAS)

. CICS01 UID(ABC) ALLOW

. MVSSYSA UID(DEF) ALLOW

. TSOSYSA UID(GHI) ALLOW

. - UID(JKL) ALLOW

. END

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(CAS)

NOTE
The rebuild must be issued whenever the rule is changed.

Based on this sample rule:
– All logonids whose UID strings start with ABC, must supply their RSA passcode when logging on to the CICS01

application.
– All logonids whose UID strings start with DEF, must supply their RSA passcode during batch system entry validation

on system SYSA (unless the logonid is inherited from the submitter).
– All logonids whose UID strings start with GHI, must supply their RSA passcode when logging on to TSO on system

SYSA.
– All logonids whose UID strings start with JKL, must supply their RSA passcode for any type of system entry

validation.

Map ACF2 Logonids to RSA Userids

Sometimes the RSA userid and the ACF2 logonid do not match for a user. Optionally, you can map an RSA userid to an
ACF2 logonid. A user-defined logonid field can be used to store the RSA userid in the ACF2 logonid record for the user.
The user-defined logonid field is then referenced in the $USERDATA line of a resource rule that is called RSAUMAP in the
CASECMFA class:

$KEY(RSAUMAP) TYPE(CAS) 

$USERDATA(user_defined_logonid_field_name)

For example, if the user-defined logonid field is called RSAID, the rule would be:

$KEY(RSAUMAP) TYPE(CAS) 

$USERDATA(RSAID)

After the RSAUMAP rule is stored, issue the F ACF2,REBUILD(CAS) command to make it active.

ACF2 reverts to using the regular ACF2 logonid for the RSA signon validation when one of the following conditions is true:
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• There is no RSAUMAP rule.
• There is no $USERDATA in the RSAUMAP rule.
• The Logonid field defined in the $USERDATA is not defined as type character.
• The Logonid field defined in the $USERDATA is empty.

RSA mapped userids can be up to 64 bytes long.

If the Advanced Authentication Mainframe shuts down, RSA users must use their regular ACF2 password or password
phrase to log on.

To verify if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is active, issue command:

SHOW ACTIVE

       -- Advanced Authentication Mainframe (AAM) Facility -- AAM STATUS = ACTIVE

The SHOW ACTIVE command displays the status as active.

Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication ACF2
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use PIV/CAC credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on by using multi-factor
authentication credentials. You can mandate that users supply a common access card (CAC) or a personal identity
verification (PIV) smart card (through Symantec Privileged Access Manager).

WARNING

• To properly implement Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you must perform installation and configuration.
• Before attempting to set up PIV/CAC signon capability, you must configure Symantec Privileged Access

Manager for use with PIV/CAC cards and with z/OS applications. For more information, see the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager documentation. You also need the Symantec Privileged Access Manager support
for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

ACF2 reverts to using the regular logonid password/password phrase for signon validation when any of the following
conditions are true:

• The logonid record includes a FALLBACK field and Symantec Privileged Access Manager PIV/CAC authentication is
not available

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is not running.
• For RADIUS, PIV/CAC, and IBM MFA, the logonid matches the MFABYPASS rule.

NOTE
If you do not have an active factor, use regular password/password phrase.

After you have installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can control if users log on by using PIV/
CAC credentials (through Symantec Privileged Access Manager) by adding global factor records.

Add Global Factor Records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager

To set up  Advanced Authentication Mainframe for use with Symantec Privileged Access Manager, a global factor
record needs to be inserted into the security environment. Edit and run the batch job MFAIACF3 member (Step 1) in
yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 or insert the global factor record by performing this task manually using the following procedure:

1. Add a new factor record with Symantec Privileged Access Manager information:
SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

INSERT CAPAM_PIVCAC# ACTIVE
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#
Specifies an integer (from 0 to 9) identifying a specific Symantec Privileged Access Manager server that a user
can go to for authorization. You can define up to 10 Symantec Privileged Access Manager servers.

NOTE
You can make the record inactive by specifying NOACTIVE.

2. Verify the fator record has been added.
SET CONTROL(FACTOR)

LIST CAPAM_PIVCAC#

The factor record has been inserted and is ready to update the factor data.

Update Global Factor Records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager

Use this procedure to update a global factor record data.

WARNING

• To submit a MAABUPIV job with a SET statement, you must have SECURITY attribute; to submit
a MAABUPIV job with a GET statement, you must have AUDIT attribute.

• The user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must have AUDIT
attribute.

• The MAABUPIV job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Additionally, after
you update the factor data, we recommend deleting the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the donorSecret).

• All CAPAM_PIVCAC# global factor records that you intend to update must have been added and set to
ACTIVE.

1. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task:
START aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

2. Update the MAABUPIV job in CFF7JCL0 for each record that you inserted. (MAABUPIV reads SYSIN data input;
SYSPRINT contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first SYSIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
SET

factorID:CAPAM_PIVCAC#

donorID:donor_userid

donorSecret:"donor_password"

pamIP:ip_address

pamPort:pam_port

#
Specifies an integer (from 0 to 9) identifying a specific Symantec Privileged Access Manager server that a user
goes to for authorization.
Max entry length: 20

donor_userid
Specifies the userid of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.
Max entry length: 50

donor_password
Specifies the password of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.
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Max entry length: 50
ip_address

Specifies the IP address of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server (in IPv4 or IPv6 format).
Max entry length: 39

pam_port
Specifies the port of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.
Max entry length: 5

3. Run the MAABUPIV job.
4. Perform a refresh to activate the record changes:

F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

5. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Rebuild the factor table in the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe address space:
F aamstc,APPL=PAMFACTOR

Display Global Factor Record Data

Use this procedure to view global factor record data.

1. Update the MAABUPIV job in SAMPJ for each record that you inserted. (MAABUPIV reads SYSIN data input;
SYSPRINT contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the GET statement as the first SYSIN statement to view the factor data (excluding the donorSecret):

GET

                factorID:CAPAM_PIVCAC#

#
Specifies an integer from 0 through 9.
Max entry length: 20

2. Run the MAABUPIV job.

Add User Profile MFA Records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager Users

A user profile record connects a user to a factor. After this connection is defined, the user must log on to a z/OS
application through a specific Symantec Privileged Access Manager server and must use a PIV or CAC smart card when
logging into Symantec Privileged Access Manager.

You can exempt certain applications from multi-factor authentication by creating an MFABYPASS rule. For more
information about creating an MFABYPASS rule, see Control Signon by Application(ACF2).

To add user profile records, edit and run the batch job MFAIACF3 member (Step 2) in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 or issue a
command manually:

• Add a user profile MFA record for a Symantec Privileged Access Manager user:
SET PROFILE(USER),DIV(MFA)

INSERT userid.CAPAM_PIVCAC# ACTIVE|NOACTIVE TAGS('PAMNAME:pam_user_name')

#
Specifies a single digit (from 0 through 9) identifying a specific defined Symantec Privileged Access Manager
server that a user goes to for authorization. The corresponding CONTROL(FACTOR) record must be defined and
active; otherwise, the PROFILE(USER),DIV(MFA) record has no effect.

TAGS
Maps the ACF2 userid to the associated Symantec Privileged Access Manager user name (pam_user_name)
that is defined in Symantec Privileged Access Manager. Contains the constant "PAMNAME:" followed by the
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pam_user_name on the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.  Although you can assign the PAMNAME
value to more than one userid, the smart card can be assigned to only one user in Symantec Privileged Access
Manager.
Examples
TAGS('PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey XX883B10F754164EBA3CFE83DEE050XX')

When using clustering with Symantec Privileged Access Manager, you can allow for a trusted user setup. Trusted
users must sign in to Symantec Privileged Access Manager, secondary authentication checks for PIV/CAC card are not
performed by Advanced Authentication Mainframe. To add a trusted user, do not include the TAGS on the user profile
record.

If you insert or change an MFA user profile record, you must issue a REBUILD command to activate the change.
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P),DIVISION(MFA)

Activate the VTAM APPL for Symantec Privileged Access Manager

To activate the VTAM application program major node (APPL) for Symantec Privileged Access Manager, you must add
major node MAAAPPL to VTAM.

To add the MAAAPPL node, locate member MAAAPPL in CFF7JCL0, and copy this member to your VTAMLST data set.

Start Multi-Factor Authentication Services

Perform this procedure to start multi-factor authentication services:

1. Activate the Symantec Privileged Access Manager VTAM appl:
V NET,ACT,ID=MAAAPPL

2. Refresh the Symantec Privileged Access Manager ACB appl:
F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB

3. Perform a refresh to update the CONTROL(FACTOR) records:
F ACF2,REFRESH(FAC),TYPE(FAC)

4. Launch the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure:
S aamstc,,,REINIT 

aamstc
Specifies the name of the started task procedure.

NOTE
REINIT is required only the first time Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started with the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager interface support in place.

Control Signon by Application (ACF2)
Define users to be exempt from multi-factor authentication requirements and allow a user to perform a regular ACF2 login
to defined applications.

After a user is set up with a RADIUS, RSA, or PIV/CAC factor, you can exempt them for certain applications. A RADIUS or
RSA user does not need to use their RADIUS or RSA credentials. A PIV/CAC user does not need to be signed on through
Symantec Privileged Access Manager with their PIV/CAC card. You can set up a resource rule in the MFADEF class to
exempt certain applications from multi-factor requirements and allow a user to perform a regular ACF2 login to those
applications.
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Define and Set Up the MFABYPASS Resource Rule

You can set up a resource rule. The resource rule class name is MFADEF, and the three-character type code, by default,
is MFA.

1. (Optional) Change the default MFA type code by inserting a new GSO CLASMAP record for the MFADEF class and
specify the desired three-character type code.
If you want the type code to be ABC before defining the rule or updating the INFODIR record specify the following
commands i:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.MFADEF ENTITYLN(39) RESOURCE(MFADEF) RSRCTYPE(ABC)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

2. (Optional) Making the MFABYPASS rule resident improves performance at login. Make the rule resident by issuing the
following command.
SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RMFA) ADD

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

NOTE

If you performed step 1, where it says R-RMFA in the command, change the mfa type code.
3. Create the rule.

The resource rule key is MFABYPASS. The resource names are of the form:

MFABYPASS.APPL.applid
- where applid is the application name where the login is taking place. For applid to be used, the application must
pass the applid on the login request.

MFABYPASS.USERID.userid
- where userid is the address space userid of the application. When the applid is not passed on the login request,
but the address space userid is available, MFABYPASS.USERID.userid is used as the resource name. For
example, if an application called FIDO runs under the userid FIDO11 and does not pass an applid, then the
resource name that is used would be MFABYPASS.USERID.FIDO11.

MFBYPASS.DEFAULT
- this resource name is used when no applid is passed on the login request and there is no address space
logonid, such as for TSO logons.

Depending on the login application, it might not be clear what the MFABYPASS resource name should be. The
ACFRPTRV report can show the resource name that is being used. SMF records are not typically cut for the MFABYPASS
rule, even if the rule line says LOG. To generate SMF logging records for the MFABYPASS rule, set TRACE in the user
logonid record. Attempt to log in to the application. Run the ACFRPTRV report to view the logging. This report shows what
MFABYPASS resource name was used.

Use the following specification as an example for creating the rule:

SET R(MFA)

RESOURCE

COMPILE

ACF70010 ACF COMPILER ENTERED

. $KEY(MFABYPASS) TYPE(MFA)

. APPL.CICS01 UID(ABC) ALLOW

. USERID.FIDO11 UID(DEF) ALLOW

. DEFAULT UID(GHI) ALLOW

. END

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(MFA)
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NOTE

The rebuild must be issued whenever the rule is changed if the rule is resident.

Based on this sample rule:

• All logonids whose UID strings start with ABC and have a RADIUS, RSA, or PIV/CAC factor active should log in to the
CICS01 application using their regular ACF2 password or password phrase.

NOTE

For PIV/CAC users, since they use their regular ACF2 password or password phrase to login anyway, it does
not hurt anything if they are logged on through their PIV/CAC card even though the rule says they must be.

• All logonids whose UID strings start with DEF and have a RADIUS, RSA, or PIV/CAC factor active should log in to the
FIDO application using their regular ACF2 password or password phrase.

• All logonids whose UID strings start with GHI and have a RADIUS, RSA, or PIV/CAC factor active should log in to TSO
using their regular ACF2 password or password phrase.

Manage Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (ACF2)
Using Advanced Authentication Mainframe to sign on to z/OS applications through multi-factor authentication credentials.

After controls are set up for who must sign on using Multi-Factor Authentication, perform one of the following tasks to sign
on with the appropriate factor.

Sign On with RSA Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the ACF2 user ID is defined to the RSA server and a SecurID token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user is defined to the ACF2 RSA resource rule.

2. Sign on by entering the RSA passcode in the password or password phrase area or by using the password and new
password fields:

Password Method
If the RSA passcode is eight characters or less, the password field can be used to enter the RSA passcode.

Password Phrase Method
If the application supports password phrases, the RSA passcode can be entered in the password phrase area
of the application logon screen. ACF2 supports entering RSA passcodes as a password phrase for TSO logons
without actually turning on password phrase support for everyone.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode. The soft token is entered in the
password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new password field.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RSA passcode. So, you might need to
enter the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.
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Sign On with RADIUS Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RADIUS credentials.

WARNING
For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the ACF2 user ID is defined to the RADIUS server and a token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user has a profile MFA record is defined to match the userid to the RADIUSNAME, and the profile

record is rebuilt.
– Ensure the global factor record for RADIUS_RSA was defined.

2. Sign on by entering the RADIUS passcode in the password or password phrase area or by using the password and
new password fields:

Password Method
If the RADIUS passcode is eight characters or less, the password field can be used to enter the RADIUS
passcode.

Password Phrase Method
If the application supports password phrases, the RADIUS passcode can be entered in the password phrase
area of the application logon screen. ACF2 supports entering RADIUS passcodes as a password phrase for TSO
logons without actually turning on password phrase support for everyone.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RADIUS passcode. The soft token is entered in
the password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new password field.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RADIUS passcode. So, you might
need to enter the new password portion of the RADIUS passcode twice.
WARNING
Advanced Authentication Mainframe does not handle any RADIUS challenges, contact your Security
Adminstrator or follow Self-Service Console steps to reset PIN or resynchronize Token.

Sign On with RADIUS Credentials Using Compound In-Band

Perform this task to sign on with the RADIUS credentials, delimiter, and password or pasphrase.

WARNING
For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the ACF2 user ID is defined to the RADIUS server and a token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user has a profile MFA record is defined to match the userid to the RADIUSNAME, and the profile

record is rebuilt.
– Ensure the global factor record for RADIUS_RSA was defined using the MAAGFRAD.

2. Sign on by entering the RADIUS passcode in the password or password phrase area or by using the password and
new password fields:

Password Phrase Method
If the application supports password phrases, the RADIUS passcode, delimiter, and password or passphrase
can be entered in the password phrase area of the application logon screen. ACF2 supports entering RADIUS
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passcodes as a password phrase for TSO logons without actually turning on password phrase support for
everyone.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RADIUS passcode. So, you might
need to enter the new password portion of the RADIUS passcode twice.
WARNING
Advanced Authentication Mainframe does not handle any RADIUS challenges, contact your Security
Adminstrator or follow Self-Service Console steps to reset PIN or resynchronize Token.

Sign On with a PIV/CAC Smart Card

When the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager) authentication method is active,
users sign on to z/OS applications as follows:

• Use a common access card (CAC) or personal identity verification (PIV) card to establish a secure connection to a
Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.

• Supply an ACF2 password/password phrase to complete the signon.

During the signon, ACF2 communicates with Symantec Privileged Access Manager to ensure that the user is signing
on to the application through Symantec Privileged Access Manager and that the user signed into Symantec Privileged
Access Manager with a CAC or PIV card.

WARNING

• The Symantec Privileged Access Manager client must be installed. The client allows access to the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager server. For complete information about preparing, installing, and running the
client, see the Symantec Privileged Access Manager documentation.

• Session managers must support CV64 data to be used with Symantec Privileged Access Manager. CV64
is TCP/IP Information Control Vector X’64’, which contains IP address and port for the LU where the user is
signing on.

Perform this task to sign on to z/OS applications by using a CAC or PIV card.

1. Sign on to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server with your PIV/CAC credentials:
a. Start the Symantec Privileged Access Manager client.
b. Insert the PIV/CAC card into the card reader, select the appropriate option on the login screen, and click Login.
c. Provide a PIN number to the smart card reader (the PIN that is associated with this smart card).

2. From the Symantec Privileged Access Manager applet screen, select which application you want.
3. Supply your ACF2 user ID and password credentials to sign on to the application.

Sign On with a PassTicket

Users with an active Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor can also use a PassTicket for signon.

Sign On When Using RADIUS with Compound In-Band
This topic describes different scenarios for signing on with a RADIUS, when you are using RADIUS with Compound In-
Band authentication.

The following scenarios assume that the MAAGFRAD job to define the global factor record was set with the following
values, CompoundInBand=Y, PasswordFirst=N, and CompoundInBandDelimiter=:.
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Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid RADIUS Passcode and Password or Password Phrase

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and password or password phrase by following these
steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01137 userid LAST SYSTEM ACCESS 11.42-03/02/22 FROM ABCDEF26

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid RADIUS Passcode and Password or Password Phrase and a New
Password or Password Phrase

You can change the password or password phrase at sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and
password or password phrase by following these steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, the password or password phrase, the forward slash, and new password
or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp/nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ACF82000   ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF011237  PASSWORD SUCCESSFULLY ALTERED

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication, and changed the
password or password phrase.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid RADIUS Passcode and an Expired Password or Password Phrase

You can change the password or password phrase at sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and
password or password phrase by following these steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, the password or password phrase, the forward slash, and new password
or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the expired password or password phrase

The following messages will display:
ACF82000   ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01017  PASSWORD FOR LOGNID userid HAS EXPIRED

ACF82008   ACF2, ENTER NEW PASSWORD -
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3. Enter the new password.

ACF82008   ACF2, ENTER NEW PASSWORD - nnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase
4. Prompt to re-enter new password or password phrase

ACF82020  ACF2, REENTER NEW PASSWORD FOR VERIFICATION - nnnnnnnn

The following messages will display:
ACF82000   ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01129  PASSWORD SUCCESSFULLY ALTERED

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication, and changed the
password or password phrase.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid RADIUS Passcode and an Invalid Password or Password Phrase

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and password or password phrase by following these
steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, followed by the password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the invalid password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ACF01012 PASSWORD NOT MATCHED

ACF82006  ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - 

3. To logon successfully, re-enter your RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, followed by the valid password or password
phrase.
ACF01012 PASSWORD NOT MATCHED

ACF82006  ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01138 userid HAD # INVALID PASSWORD(S) SINCE LAST LOGON

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with an Invalid RADIUS Passcode and a valid Password or Password Phrase

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and password or password phrase by following these
steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, followed by the password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the invalid RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase
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The following messages display:
ACF82000  ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01072 INVALID LOGON 

ACF82006  ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE -

3. To logon successfully, re-enter your valid RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, followed by the valid password or password
phrase.
ACF82006  ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the valid RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01138 userid HAD # INVALID PASSWORD(S) SINCE LAST LOGON

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid Password or Password Phrase with PUSH Enabled

The following scenario assumes that the MAAGFRAD job to define the global factor record was set with the following
values, CompoundInBand=P, PushString=PUSH.

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid password or password phrase with PUSH enabled by following these steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - pppppppp

pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase
3. The following message displays:

ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

The PUSH notification is in progress.
4. Verify your identity though the PUSH notification that you received.

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with PUSH enabled.

Sign On through TSO/E with a New Password or Password Phrase with PUSH Enabled

The following scenario assumes that the MAAGFRAD job to define the global factor record was set with the following
values, CompoundInBand=P, PushString=PUSH.

You can sign on through TSO/E and can change your password or password phrase with PUSH enabled by following
these steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - pppppppp/nnnnnnnn

pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase
nnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase

3. The following message displays:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

The PUSH notification is in progress.
4. Verify your identity though the PUSH notification that you received.
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You have successfully changed your password or password phrase and logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with PUSH
enabled.

Sign On through TSO/E with an Expired Password or Password Phrase with PUSH Enabled

The following scenario assumes that the MAAGFRAD job to define the global factor record was set with the following
values, CompoundInBand=P, PushString=PUSH.

You can sign on through TSO/E with an expired password or password phrase with PUSH enabled by following these
steps:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - userid

2. Type your password or password phrase.
ACF82006 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD OR PASSWORD PHRASE - pppppppp

pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase
3. The following message displays:

ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

The PUSH notification is in progress.
4. Verify your identity though the PUSH notification that you received.
5. The following messages displays

ACF01017  PASSWORD FOR LOGNID userid HAS EXPIRED

ACF82008   ACF2, ENTER NEW PASSWORD -

6. Enter the new password or password phrase.

ACF82008   ACF2, ENTER NEW PASSWORD - nnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase
7. Prompt to re-enter new password or password phrase

ACF82020  ACF2, REENTER NEW PASSWORD FOR VERIFICATION - nnnnnnnn

The following messages will display:
ACF82000   ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01129  PASSWORD SUCCESSFULLY ALTERED

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication, and changed the
password or password phrase.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID (ACF2)
This topic describes different scenarios for a z/OS sign on when using RSA SecurID, including while in a Next Token
mode, and New Pin mode.

Sign On with RSA Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the ACF2 user ID is defined to the RSA server and a SecurID token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user is defined to the ACF2 RSA resource rule.
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2. Sign on by entering the RSA passcode in the password or password phrase area or by using the password and new
password fields:

Password Method
If the RSA passcode is eight characters or less, the password field can be used to enter the RSA passcode.

Password Phrase Method
If the application supports password phrases, the RSA passcode can be entered in the password phrase area
of the application logon screen. ACF2 supports entering RSA passcodes as a password phrase for TSO logons
without actually turning on password phrase support for everyone.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode. The soft token is entered in the
password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new password field.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RSA passcode. So, you might need to
enter the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in Next Token Mode (ACF2)

Next token mode takes place when an incorrect token is entered multiple times in a row. When this occurs, you must
logon again using a new valid token.

Logging on to TSO:

1. Type your userid.
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - 

2. Type your RSA passcode.
ACF82004 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD -

The following messages display:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01073 CA AAM: ENTER NEXT TOKEN

3. Wait for the token to change then type only the token at the password prompt.
ACF01073 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD - 

Logon is successful.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in New PIN Mode (ACF2)

New PIN mode occurs when setting up a new PIN or if your current PIN expired. When attempting to logon, a message
displays prompting you to enter a new PIN.

Log on to TSO:

1. Type your Userid:
ACF82003 ACF2, ENTER LOGON ID - 

2. Type your RSA passcode using the password + new password method.
The token is added to the password and the PIN (if any), is added to the new password. Do not use the password
phrase method.
ACF82004 ACF2, ENTER PASSWORD - 

The following messages display:
ACF82000 ACF2, LOGON IN PROGRESS

ACF01067 CA AAM: ENTER NEW PIN

ACF82008 ACF2, ENTER NEW PASSWORD -

3. Type a new PIN.
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ACF82020 ACF2, REENTER NEW PASSWORD FOR VERIFICATION - 

4. Re-enter the new PIN.
A message displays stating NEW PIN ACCEPTED and the logon fails. Once the new PIN is accepted, you can
perform a successful logon.

5. Wait for the token value to change, then logon using the newly set PIN and token.

Logging on to CICS using CESN:

1. Logon using your userid and RSA passcode in the CESN panel. The following message displays:
ACF01067 CA AAM: ENTER NEW PIN

2. Type a new PIN in the New Password field and in the new password re-verify field.
A message displays stating NEW PIN ACCEPTED and the logon fails. Once the new PIN is accepted, you can
perform a successful logon.

3. Wait for the token value to change and then logon using the newly set PIN and token.

New PIN rejected message:

If the new PIN is rejected, a message displays stating AAM: NEW PIN REJECTED - RETRY LOGON.

Reasons the new PIN is rejected:

• You reused an old PIN
• The new PIN was too long or too short
• The new PIN has invalid characters

When the new PIN is rejected, repeat the new PIN process.

NOTE
New PIN rules are set by the RSA administrator. Check with your RSA administrator to understand the PIN
rules.

Allow or Prevent Password Fallback (ACF2)
Grant users the ability to fallback to use password or password phrase when the multi-factor authentication process
cannot be completed.

You can enable or disable password fallback. When password fallback is enabled, the user can log on with their regular
password or password phrase when the multi-factor authentication process cannot be completed, such as when
the started task is not running. For the Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA SecurID factor, password fallback is
enabled regardless of the setting in the Logonid.

To allow or prevent password fallback during factor authentication downtime, issue the following change to a logonid.

set lid

change logonid FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK

FALLBACK
Attempts native password or password phrase validation when factor authentication is not available.

NOFALLBACK
Does not invoke native password or password phrase validation when factor authentication is not available.
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Using with Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you implement Advanced Authentication Mainframe with Top Secret to begin using
multi-factor authentication.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe lets Top Secret users perform the following types of multi-factor authentication
activities:

• Log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials (instead of a Top Secret password/password phrase).
RSA SecurID authentication is available through Advanced Authentication Mainframe or IBM Multi-Factor
Authentication (MFA).

NOTE
For information about IBM MFA, see the IBM documentation. For information about RSA SecurID
authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA documentation.

• Log on to z/OS applications (through Symantec Privileged Access Manager) by using a common access card (CAC) or
a personal identity verification (PIV) smart card (followed by a Top Secret password/password phrase).

• Log on to z/OS applications using authentication credentials (security code, push requests) provided by any multi-
factor authentication software that supports RADIUS protocol (for example, Symantec VIP). Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a network protocol that secures a network by enabling centralized authentication
and authorization of dial-in users. For more information about RADIUS protocol support, check with your multi-factor
authentication software documentation.

Multi-factor authentication allows increased diligence in verifying the identity of users who seek access to z/OS.
Mainframe advanced authentication capabilities are designed to prevent data breaches and address compliance
requirements.

Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Top Secret
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

The emergence of the cloud, mobile smartphones, and the continuous evolution of connected devices have dramatically
expanded the perimeter that enterprises must secure. To securely manage access to your applications and data for your
end users, you must ensure that the identity of the user is correct. By requiring additional information beyond a password,
applications have a greater assurance that their users are who they say they are.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe allows users to provide an authentication credential, such as RSA
SecurID PassCode or a RADIUS Token, to be entered directly into the z/OS application(In-Band authentication) or to
provide authentication credentials to an application outside of the z/OS application(Out-of-Band authentication). Out-of-
Band authentication is supported in Advanced Authentication Mainframe using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

With Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication, users supply authentication credentials into a web application that interfaces
with VIP Authentication Hub to process this request. After the user is authenticated, through one or many factors, the user
is presented with a Cache Token Credential (CTC), an 8-byte token that can be used to log in to the z/OS application. The
following illustrations show how Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and VIP
Authentication Hub integrate the Out-of-Band authentication.
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Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe provides the following benefits:

• Allows any legacy z/OS applications, that are constrained by 8-byte password limits to be enabled for multi-factor
authentication

• Allows for advances in identity assurance on z/OS by using advanced credentials
• Allows for a single view of multi-factor authentication across an Enterprise that includes the Mainframe.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on using enterprise
multi-factor authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply multi-factor authentication credentials through
Advanced Authentication Mainframe. Enterprise multi-factor authentication lets you enter credentials for multiple factors,
and a token is returned. The token can then be used to log on to z/OS applications.

After you install and configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe, set up controls to dictate who is required to sign on
using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication credentials.

Top Secret reverts to using the regular ACID password/password phrase for signon validation when one of the following
conditions is true:

• The MFA control option setting is FACILITY, and the user does not have a PERMIT in the CASECMFA class to
resource TSSMFA.OTHER.facility with ACCESS(USE).

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe interface is deactivated through started task shutdown or an MFA control
option specification—for example, MFA(OTHER(NO)).

NOTE
If you do not have an active factor, use regular password/password phrase.
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Next Steps

To begin the configuration of Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Top Secret, go to Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Started Task for Top Secret.

Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task for Top Secret
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to support Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

As a systems programmer you want to use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Advanced Authentication
Mainframe. After configuring the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and started task id, perform
these tasks to configure support for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Configuration includes setting up the started
task procedure and assigning a user ID to the started task.

Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters

To use enterprise multi-factor authentication support in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, update the following
environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS).

NOTE
Make sure that the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure that no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true|false
To use out of band authentication, add line export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true.
Default: false

export SCT_TOKEN_CASE=upper|mixed
Indicates whether the Token is to be generated in upper-case or mixed-case.
Default: upper

export SCT_CU_SUPPRESS_MSGS=true|false
Specify whether messages MFA4590I and MFA4591I are surfaced in the Job Log and Syslog each time the cache
sweep runs to discard the expired tokens/CTCs.
Specify true to suppress the surfacing of the messages. Specify false to surface the messages in the Job Log
and Syslog.
Default: true

export SCT_CU_INTERVAL=nn
Specify the amount of time, in minutes, desired to wait to clean up Tokens that have expired. Valid values are 1 -
60.
Default: 15

export SCT_SUBLIST_COUNT=nn
Specifies the number of lists to manage the distributed token entries. Valid values are 64 - 4096.
Default: 256

(Optional) Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters for Cross-
System Coupling Facility (XCF)

Set Advanced Authentication Mainframe up to share tokens across members (LPAR) of a sysplex that communicates
using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF). By setting up the Cross-System Coupling Facility, users can use a generated
Cache Token Credential to authenticate on any member LPAR (primary or secondary) subject to token timeout and reuse
restrictions.

To enable enterprise multi-factor authentication with XCF, uncomment and update the following environment parameters
in custdsn(MFAPARMS).
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export SCT_XCF_GROUP_NAME=string
Specifies the XCF Group name. The field must be upper-case and can contain alphanumeric, @, #, and $
characters. The field can be from one to eight characters, embedded blanks are not allowed. For more information
on XCF Group name, see the IXCJOIN macro in z/OS MVS Programming: Sysplex Services Reference.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

• When the XCF Group Name is blank or not specified, each instance of the enterprise multi-factor
authentication Server operates independently. All requests that are associated with a given token/userid
combination must be directed to the same instance of the server within the Sysplex.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, all instances of the server within the Sysplex that specify the same
XCF Group Name work together to manage enterprise multi-factor authentication tokens. A token userid
combination that is created by any instance within the group can be validated by the same or any other
instance within the group. Usage and Timeout values are managed at the group level.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, one instance becomes the primary instance and all others within the
group are secondary instances. The first instance to initialize will become the primary instance.

NOTE
The primary instance manages the token userid combinations for all secondary instances. Should
the primary instance of a group fail, all instances within the group need to be brought down. When all
instances are down, restarting is possible. All tokens are invalidated as part of the restart process.

export SCT_XCF_FUNCTION=nn
Specifies the string to be passed to XCF.  The string will be included by XCF when displaying various information
about the XCF group member. The maximum length of the string is 24 characters. The string can contain any
alphanumeric (A-Z), national (@,#,$), or special characters (underscore or blank). Leading blanks, and all blank
descriptors are not permitted.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

Default: CAMMA20
export SCT_XCF_ENQ_RETRY_COUNT=nn

Specifies the number of times Advanced Authentication Mainframe will attempt to become the primary instance
when the status of the primary region is changing as instances initialize or terminate. Valid values are 1-20.
Default: 3

Activate Changes to the MFAPARMS

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and reinitialized. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:

STOP aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the started task procedure.

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

To reinitialize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure:
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S aamstc,,,REINIT 

NOTE
REINIT is required only the first time Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started with the Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication support in place.

Set Up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task Procedure

In this task, create and customize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task procedure.

NOTE
Because Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task is started after TCP/IP is available.

1. Copy members MFAENTAR, and MFAENTPR from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN to your custdsn.
2. Copy the MFAENT member in yourhlq.CFF7PROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set.

The member must use CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF
Update the following items in the JCL:

MAINARGS DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTAR) to custdsn(MFAENTAR).

STDENV DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAPARMS) to custdsn(MFAPARMS).
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTPR) to custdsn(MFAENTPR).

SYSTCPD DD
(If your TCP/IP PROFILE data set name is not TCPIP.PROFILE) Uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and specify
the name of your TCP/IP PROFILE data set. This data set is also in your TCPIP started task procedure in the
SYSTCPD DD.

3. Update the following environment parameters in custdsn(MFAENTPR).
@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@

Specifies the host name or IP address where Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is going to run.

@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

Assign and Authorize an ACID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Started Task

If you are using the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication instance, you must assign
a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT).
Assign the same user to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task that
is assigned to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

1. Assign a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.
TSS ADD(STC) PROCNAME(mfaent) ACID(aamstcid)

aamstcid
Specifies the ACID that is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

mfaent
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.

2. Give the ACID who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
started task read access to IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC in the IBMFAC class.
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TSS PERMIT(aamstcid) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC) ACCESS(READ)

VIP Authentication Hub Requirements

To use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you must have VIP Authentication
Hub installed and configured. As part of the process you need to:

• Create a tenant for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
VIP Authentication Hub is a multi-tenant service. A single deployment of VIP Authentication Hub provides logically
isolated environments for multiple independent business entities. Each tenant can manage their configurations and
policies without affecting other tenants in the system. Take a note of the tenant name as this will be used later.

• Create and configure an application under the tenant
– The attribute redirectURIs must be set to https://hostname:server_port/aam/authComplete

hostname
Specifies the host name or IP address that Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is running on.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

server_port
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

– The attribute allowedGrantTypes must be set to 'authorization_code' and 'refresh_token'.
– (Optional) The attribute allowedGrantTypes may also select 'client_credentials'
– The attribute allowedOperations must be set to Introspect

NOTE
For more information, see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing Applications.

– Take a note of the Client ID and Client Secret as this will be used later.
• Create policies for authentication

Policy comprises of a set of conditions defined in rules that govern the workflows that users must comply with, to
access a protected resource.

• (Optional) Branding Customization
As a tenant administrator, you can customize the branding of the SignIn User Interface (UI) to suit the requirements
of your organization. For example, you may want to change the logo, background image, or tenant name in the UI. To
perform such modifications, you can use the branding APIs.

(Optional) Use Enterprise Identification During Multi-Factor Authentication

LDAP Server setup is needed on z/OS when one or both of the following are true:

• When the mainframe User ID is different from the Enterprise Active Directory ID.
• When the multi-factor authentication policy in VIP Authentication Hub needs to include Mainframe Password or

Password Phrase as one of the authentication factors.

For information about setup of LDAP Server, see LDAP documentation System z Security Communication Servers (DSI,
LDAP, PAM).

This instance of LDAP Server on z/OS should be defined in VIP Authentication Hub for resolution. For more information,
see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing LDAP Configuration.

Next Steps

After configuring the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task and Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task, go to Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Top Secret to setup the AT-TLS connection.
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Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Top Secret
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server.

The Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection,
Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application
Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-
TLS encrypted TCP/IP connection details. This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, key rings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a key ring, and connects the key ring to
the certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the user
who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task read access to the key ring. Finally,
the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the key ring, host, port, and started task userid. Upon
completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.

Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, key rings, and certificates:

Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
Key Ring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Retrieve the Client and Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server
and the root certificate from VIP Authentication Hub. These certificates are used to establish the inbound and outbound
connections.

1. Download the  VIP Authentication Hub certificate and all signing certificates. Work with your VIP Authentication
Hub administrator to download the certificates to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  VIP Authentication Hub signing certificates to the
LPAR as a data set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.
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Set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Server to use trusted certificates for improved browser security. If you
are using a well-known, trusted certificate authority (CA) instead of an unsigned certificate for Advanced Authentication
Mainframe, insert the certificates and connect them to your key ring.

1. Submit the certificate signing request (CSR) to a well-known CA.
2. Receive the signed certificate from the CA.
3. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  signed certificate to the LPAR as a data set.

The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.
4. Add the signed certificate to the keystore (for example, PKCS12 format) to complete the chain.

Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for
authentication calls through the ESM. For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM,
defines the key ring, and connects the certificates to the key ring. The security administrator then grants the user who is
associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the key ring.

Supply the VIP Authentication Hub Server Certificate to Top Secret

1. Add the client root certificate for the VIP Authentication Hub server to Top Secret. Doing so makes the VIP
Authentication Hub root certificate available for authentication calls:
 TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(certname) LABLCERT('labelname') DCDSN('dsname') TRUST 

certname
Specify the record name for the certificate.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

2. Create a client key ring for the client to connect to the VIP Authentication Hub certificates:
 TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) KEYRING(clientaamring) 

aamstcid
Specify the ACID associated to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

clientaamring
Specify a name for the key ring.

3. Connect the root certificate to client key ring to create the trust relationship.
TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) KEYRING(clientaamring) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) DEFAULT

4. Verify that the certificates are connected to the key ring by listing the VIP Authentication Hub key ring:
TSS LIST(aamstcid) KEYRING(ALL)

KEYRING =  AAMRING          ACCESSORID = MFASTC                        

   ADMIN BY= BY(USER1   )    SMFID(A20Q)   ON(10/19/2021)  AT(17:04:27)

KEYRING LABEL = AAMRING                                                

KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:                       

  ACID(aamstc)  DIGICERT(TSSRSACT)  DEFAULT(YES)  USAGE(PERSONAL)     

  LABLCERT(RSA Root CA                     )                            
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TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL         

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Server Certificates to Top Secret

1. Add all signing certificates of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server root certificates to Top Secret. Doing so
makes the signing certificates available for authentication calls.
TSS ADDTO(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(certname) LABLCERT('labelname') DCDSN('dsname') TRUST 

certname
Specify the record name for the certificate.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

2. Add the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server private certificate to Top Secret. Doing so makes the server
certificate available for authentication calls.
TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) DIGICERT(certname) LABLCERT('labelname') DCDSN('dsname') PKCSPASS('password') TRUST 

aamstcid
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

password
Specify the password of the certificate.

3. Create a server key ring for the server to connect to the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates.
 TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) KEYRING(serveraamring)

aamstcid
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

serveraamring
Specify a name for the key ring.

4. Connect the server signing certificates to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) KEYRING(serveraamring) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certname) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

5. Connect the private certificates to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
TSS ADDTO(aamstcid) KEYRING(serveraamring) RINGDATA(aamstcid,certname) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

6. Add permissions to the started task to read the key ring. Doing so provides the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
started task user id the access that is required to read its associated certificates and key rings. For the key ring owner,
READ authority is required to the Resource class FACILITY resource: IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING. For users who are
not the owner of the key ring, key ring UPDATE authority is required to the resource class FACILITY:
 TSS PER(aamstcid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACCESS(READ) 

aamstcid
Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

7. Verify that the certificates are connected to the key ring by listing the server key ring:
TSS LIST(aamstcid) KEYRING(ALL)

KEYRING =  AAMRING          ACCESSORID = MFASTC                        

   ADMIN BY= BY(USER1   )    SMFID(A20Q)   ON(10/19/2021)  AT(17:04:27)

KEYRING LABEL = AAMRING                                                

KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:                       
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  ACID(aamstc  )  DIGICERT(TSSRSACT)  DEFAULT(YES)  USAGE(PERSONAL)     

  LABLCERT(RSA Root CA                     )                            

TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL         

Update Client Rule in PAGENT Policy

The AT-TLS policy statements are interpreted by the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT is the started task and IBM
z/OS Communications Server application that controls the secure exchange of data. Incorporate these policies into
your Policy Agent configuration according to your site-specific standards. When you activate these AT-TLS policies, all
communication between Advanced Authentication Mainframe client and the authentication server is encrypted using TLS.

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AUTHHUB_HOST

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address
%AUTHHUB_PORT

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub port
%AUTHHUB_RING

Specifies the client key ring name associated to the VIP Authentication Hub
%AUTHHUB_URL

Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub url
is 50-characters.

Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 
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## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AUTHHUB_HOST - the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address

##    %AUTHHUB_PORT - the VIP Authentication Hub server port

##    %AUTHHUB_RING - the VIP Authentication Hub key ring name (clientaamring)

##    %AUTHHUB_URL - the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamClientGroup 

##    AamClientEnv

##    AamClientAdvParms

##    AamClientCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamClientRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %AUTHHUB_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %AUTHHUB_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamClientGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamClientGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AUTHHUB_RING

       }

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamClientAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamClientCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT
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}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamClientAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       ClientHandshakeSNI               Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIMatch          Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIList           %AUTHHUB_URL 

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamClientCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

}

Update Server Rule

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AAM_SERVER_PORT

Specifies the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port
%AAM_SERVER_RING

Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server key ring name
Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference
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##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 

## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AAM_SERVER_PORT - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port

##    %AAM_SERVER_RING - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server key ring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamServerGroup 

##    AamServerEnv

##    AamServerAdvParms

##    AamServerCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamServerRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID

       RemotePortRange                  %AAM_SERVER_PORT

       Direction                        Inbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamServerGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamServerEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamServerGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamServerEnv
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{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAM_SERVER_RING

       }

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamServerAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamServerCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    SERVER

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamServerAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamServerCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

}

Update PAGENT Policy

After adding the TTLSRules for client and server, update the PAGENT started task from the console:
MODIFY PAGENT,UPDATE

Next Steps

After configuration of AT-TLS, go to Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Top Secret.

Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Top Secret
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

The Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Top Secret. To
configure support for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication activate the global factor per ESM, generate global factors
and then complete ESM-specific steps to enable support.

Activate Multi-Factor Authentication Services Globally for Top Secret

To control multi-factor authentication services globally for Top Secret, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY MFA(OTHER(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))
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OTHER
Selects the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor.
FACILITY

Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.
FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK

Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

Generate the Global Factor Records for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use the Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication on the mainframe. Storing the ClientId and ClientSecret on the mainframe is a more secure way to save
these values.

NOTE
The OTHER global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFVIP job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the ClientId and ClientSecret.).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFVIP with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFVIP job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
AAMAUTHB). The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB) ACCESS(UPDATE)

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must have READ access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
AAMAUTHB). The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to provide READ access:
TSS PERMIT(aamstcid) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB) ACCESS(READ)

To update a global factor record:

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the JCL variables. Specify custdsn where the MFAPARMS member is located for the STDENV.

Specify the SET statement as the first JCL variable to set the factor data. The value for factor must be set in tick
marks.
SET MODE=SET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Review and edit the job RFACIN variables according to the comments. Use the following RFACIN variables:
AuthHubUrl=authhub_url 

TenantName=authhub_tenant_name

ClientId=client_id        

ClientSecret=client_secret

OrigName=zos_lpar_name
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authhub_tenant_name
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's tenant name.

authhub_url
Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url followed by a colon and the VIP Authentication Hub
port. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub url is 50-characters. VIP Authentication Hub url
example:
demo-broadcom.com:443

client_id
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client id value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub client
id is 36-characters.

client_secret
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client secret value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub
client secret is 36-characters.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

4. Submit the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the value that was specified for ClientId,

and ClientSecret.
ClientId=xxxxxxxx

ClientSecret=xxxxxxxx

6. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. If Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is
already up, shut down the started task and restart the started task.

Display Global Factor Record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, AAMAUTHB).  The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to provide READ access:
TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB) ACCESS(READ)

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first JCL variable to display the

factor data. Any variables in RFACIN are ignored.
SET MODE=GET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Run the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the ClientSecret, which is never
displayed.

Start the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task

After the global factor record has been SET with the MAAGFVIP, start the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task.

START mfaent

mfaent
Specifies the name of the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.
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Next Steps

Once the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task has initialized, go to Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for Top Secret.

Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use enterprise multi-factor
credentials for authentication.

To configure a user to use enterprise multi-factor authentication credentials for sign on, follow these steps:

Define a Policy Record to the Static Data Table (SDT)

Policy records define the policies used for Enterprise Multi-Factor authentication. Policy records let Top Secret users use
Enterprise Multi-Factor authentication. The following list includes the field descriptions of the policy record. To define a
policy record to the Static Data Table (SDT):
TSS ADD(SDT) MFPOLICY(policy) PFACTORS(AAMAUTHB) TIMEOUT(time) REUSE(YES|NO) 

    

NOTE
To manage the SDT, you must have:

• MISC3(SDT) for full authority
• MISC8(LISTSDT) to limit authority to list the SDT Record only

MFPOLICY(policy)
Indicates the user's acid name.

PFACTORS(AAMAUTHB)
Specifies the factor name. Advanced Authentication Mainframe only supports the factor name of AAMAUTHB.

TIMEOUT(time)
Indicates the length of time in seconds the IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication token is valid. Valid values are
one second to 86400 seconds (one day). The default is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

REUSE(YES|NO)
Determines if the IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication token can be reused by an application. The default is
REUSE(NO).

Add Factor Authentication Data for an ACID

To authorize an ACID for use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication add the factor authentication data. The MFA user
profile record must be set to active. A Master Security Control ACID (MSCA) or Central Security Control ACID (SCA) with
proper authorities can add a factor to an ACID record; define user mapping; and modify/remove existing factors or user
mapping for the ACID.

NOTE
To administer the authentication data, the MSCA/SCA needs ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE access to
CASECAUT resource class entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.AAMAUTHB

To add a factor to an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS ADD(acid) MFACTOR(AAMAUTHB) MFACTIVE(YES|NO|FACILITY)

MFACTOR(AAMAUTHB)
Specifies the factor name. Advanced Authentication Mainframe only supports the factor name of AAMAUTHB.

MFACTIVE
Specifies whether the factor is active:
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YES
Specifies that the factor is active for this ACID.

NO
Specifies that the factor is disabled and never called for signon authentication.

FACILITY
Specifies that the factor is controlled by facility-specific PERMITs for the user. With this setting,
authentication is required only if the user has a PERMIT to resource TSSMFA.OTHER.facility in the
CASECMFA class.

Define the User’s MFA Segment Record

The MFA segment of the user record defines the user’s policies for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Define the MFA
segment of the user record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication factor AAMAUTHB.
TSS ADD(acid) MFPOLICY(policy1) PFACTORS(AAMAUTHB)

acid
Indicates the user's acid name.

MFPOLICY(policy1)
Specifies the policy names, which can be from 1-character to 20-characters. Valid characters are A through Z and
0 through 9.

PFACTORS(AAMAUTHB)
Specifies the factor names. AAMAUTHB is the only factor that is supported by Advanced Authentication
Mainframe for a MFA segment record.

The user's policies for enterprise multi-factor authentication have been defined.

Next Steps

Once a user has defined a MFA segment record, go to Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with
Top Secret.

Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Top Secret
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

As a user, you want to get a token to sign on to a z/OS application. You need to logon to the Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication user interface, which will and generate a token. The returned token can be used to logon to z/OS
applications.

Prerequisites

Verify the following requirements before you attempt to log in to the product UI:

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be running.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT) that hosts the

UI must be running.
• You must use a supported browser.
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Log In to the User Interface

Log in to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe user interface (UI) to use the product. The UI runs as a browser-based
application. After you have confirmed the prerequisites, log in to the user interface.

1. Open a supported browser and log in using the following format:
https://host_name:http_port/aam

host_name
Specifies the host name for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

http_port
Specifies the port number for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

The Login screen appears.
2. Enter your login credentials, including any policy-based multi-factor authentication.
3. Upon successful completion of authentication, a Cache Token Credential is generated.
4. Use the Cache Token Credential to logon to any z/OS application.

Enable RADIUS Authentication through Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RADIUS credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to mandate that users be authenticated through Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS). When activated, the RADIUS factor authenticates an access attempt
through communications with a RADIUS server.

NOTE

• Because CA authentication credentials are validated on the Authentication Manager, signons might
experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS signons.

• Any CICS region facility that will use CA authentication methods must be running with the RES attribute
(assigned through the RES suboption of the FACILITY control option)

Top Secret reverts to using the regular ACID password/password phrase for signon validation when one of the following
conditions is true:

• The MFA control option setting is FACILITY, and the user does not have a PERMIT in the CASECMFA class to
resource TSSMFA.RAD.facility with ACCESS(USE).

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe interface is deactivated through started task shutdown or an MFA control
option specification—for example, MFA(RADIUS(NO)).

Perform the following tasks to enable RADIUS factor authentication under Advanced Authentication Mainframe:

Configure the RADIUS Client and RADIUS Server

To allow users to receive authentication through RADIUS, configure the RADIUS client. The RADIUS client sends
standard packet attributes as defined in Internet Request for Comments (RFC) 2865. For more information about this
RFC, contact the Internet Engineering Task Force or visit their website.

NOTE

• To submit a MAABURAD job with a SET statement, you must have UPDATE access to resource
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
RADIUS_RSA); to submit a MAABURAD job with a GET statement, you must have READ access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.
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The following sample PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
TSS PERMIT(MFASTC) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.RADIUS_RSA) ACCESS(UPDATE)

 

• The MAABURAD job must be in a protected data set. Additionally, after you update the factor data, we
recommend deleting the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the secret).

To create and configure the RADIUS factor, use the supplied job MAABURAD from CFF7JCL0.

1. Update the MAABURAD job for each record that you want to insert. (MAABURAD reads SYSIN data input; SYSPRINT
contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first SYSIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
SET

factorID:radius_factor_name

hostName:host_name

Secret:"shared_secret”

authPort:RADIUS_port_for_authorizations

acctPort:RADIUS_port_for_accounting

origName:zos_lpar_name

radius_factor_name
Specifies the factor name of the RADIUS server that you are defining to Top Secret. The factor names correlate to
the RADIUS server that you are using to perform your RADIUS logon authentications.
Available values: RADIUS_RSA, RADIUS_SAFENET, RADIUS_GENERIC, RADIUS_DEFENDER,
RADIUS_OTP (applicable for one-time password authentication tools—for example, CA Mobile OTP),
or RADIUS_PASSWORD

NOTE
If option PSWDPHRASE(ON) is set (allowing passphrases), RADIUS_PASSWORD requires signon
credentials to be the user’s security password/passphrase followed by a forward slash (/) and the
RADIUS passcode. If PSWDPHRASE(OFF) is set (prohibiting passphrases), RADIUS_PASSWORD
requires the password followed by the RADIUS passcode. For examples of these credential entries, see
the documentation about signing on with RADIUS credentials.

host_name
Specifies the host name or IP address of the RADIUS server.

shared_secret
Specifies the shared secret of the RADIUS server.

RADIUS_port_for_authorizations
Specifies the port of the RADIUS server that listens for authorization requests.

RADIUS_port_for_accounting
Specifies the port of the RADIUS server that listens for accounting requests (unused, but required for
configuration).

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the host name of the z/OS LPAR where the request is originating.

2. Run the MAABURAD job.
NOTE
Executing MAABURAD adds a record to the Top Secret VSAM file for each defined factor. You can delete
factor records from the VSAM file by issuing the TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(factor_name) command.

3. Configure your RADIUS server to accept requests from Top Secret. For complete instructions about configuring the
RADIUS server, refer to your RADIUS server documentation.
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Next, you need to start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task and then activate multi-factor authentication
services globally (see below) to begin authenticating users through this factor. Advanced Authentication Mainframe then
uses its RADIUS client to send authorization requests to the specified RADIUS server.

Start the Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task

Before activating multi-factor authentication services, you need to initiate the started task. You can also stop the started
task (STOP MFASTC) if you want users to use their regular password or password phrase for logon.

From the console, issue the following command to start the multi-factor authentication started task:

START MFASTC

WARNING

• The started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, messages appear, confirming initialization. Now you can activate multi-factor authentication services globally.

Activate Multi-Factor Authentication Services Globally

After starting the multi-factor authentication started task, you can use the MFA control option to globally activate multi-
factor authentication services.

NOTE

Although this process activates global settings, you can add/modify the fallback capability for individual users.

To control multi-factor authentication services globally, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY MFA(RADIUS(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

RADIUS
Selects the RADIUS authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor.
FACILITY

Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.
FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK

Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

Example: Activate the RADIUS Factor and Allow Password Fallback

This example activates the RADIUS authentication factor and allows native password validation if factor authentication
becomes unavailable:

TSS MODIFY MFA(RADIUS(YES,FALLBACK))
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Define PERMITs for Controlling Authentication by Facility

If you activate MFA(RADIUS) using the FACILITY option, all users must have USE access to the following resource in the
CASECMFA resource class:

TSSMFA.RAD.facility

RAD
Specifies that RADIUS is the service provider:

facility
Specifies the Top Secret facility where a security event occurs:

• For CICS, IMS, or APPC/MVS applications, this is the facility name.
• For TSO, it is the characters TSO.
• For z/OS batch jobs, it is the characters BATCH.

Consult your product documentation for details regarding the facility name that is used by your product.

Member MFAITSS4 in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 contains the JCL to create the PERMIT and provide the proper access.

WARNING

• Do not place this type of PERMIT in the ALL record.
• AUDIT records are never cut for the access checks, even if auditing is active for the user.
• If the security file is shared, the PERMIT can be qualified by the SYSID() restriction.

To define the PERMIT for controlling authentication, take one of the following actions:

• Follow the instructions in each job step in the MFAITSS4 JCL to update it, then submit the MFAITSS4 job.
• Create the PERMIT manually.

TIP

The PERMIT may be assigned to a profile so that all users attached to the profile become controlled.

Example: Create the PERMIT Manually

This example creates a PERMIT manually. With this PERMIT in place, the user must provide RADIUS credentials when
signing on to TSO.

TSS ADD(dept) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.RAD)

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.RAD.TSO) ACC(USE)

Add, Modify, or Remove Factor Authentication Data for an ACID

A Master Security Control ACID (MSCA) or Central Security Control ACID (SCA) with proper authorities can add a factor
to an ACID record; define user mapping; and modify/remove existing factors or user mapping for the ACID.

NOTE

• To administer the authentication data, the MSCA/SCA needs ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE
access to CASECAUT resource class entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.RADIUS. All users need READ access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.USER in class IBMFAC.

• The factor name that you use must match the factor ID specified in the MAABURAD job.
• Although you can assign multiple factors to a user, only one factor can be active at any given time.

After adding or modifying factor authentication data, you can list the factor authentication data portion of a security record
to verify settings. After activation of RADIUS factor authentication, users can sign on with their multi-factor authentication
credentials.
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Add a Factor or User Mapping to an ACID

To add a factor to an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS ADD(acid) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name)

              MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:user_id)

              MFACTIVE(YES|NO|FACILITY)

              MFAPUSH(YES|NO|string)

MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name)
Specifies the factor name.

MFACTIVE
Determines whether the factor is active:
YES

Specifies that the factor is active for this ACID.
NO

Specifies that the factor is disabled and never called for signon authentication.
FACILITY

Specifies that the factor is controlled by facility-specific PERMITs for the user. With this setting,
authentication is required only if the user has a PERMIT to resource TSSMFA.RAD.facility in the
CASECMFA class.

MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:user_id)
(Case-sensitive and required only for user ID mapping) Maps the Top Secret user ID to the associated RADIUS
user ID that is defined in the RADIUS server.

IMPORTANT
To successfully validate the data, the RADIUS server must be actively running.

Limit: 1024 characters
MFAPUSH

Provides the ability to pass a value of “PUSH” or some other user-defined value (such as SMS, PHONE, etc.) to
a RADIUS server to invoke an automatic push or phone call to a mobile device. This feature works with the MFA
factor RADIUS_PASSWORD.
YES

Automatically inserts the string “PUSH” in place of a token value.
NO

Disables the “PUSH” value in the event that one was already assigned.
STRING

Use for a value other than PUSH, like SMS, PHONE, or PHONE2.
Example: Define a Factor for an ACID

This example defines a factor for an ACID, specifying that the RADIUS factor is active for this ACID:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name) 

                 MFACTIVE(FACILITY)

Example: Add User Mapping to an Existing Factor for an ACID

This example adds user mapping to an existing factor for an ACID:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name) 

                 MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:usr1) 

                 MFACTIVE(YES)
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Remove a Factor or User Mapping from an ACID

To remove a factor or user mapping from an ACID, use the following command syntax:

NOTE

On a REMOVE command, the product allows only MFACTOR and MFADATA specifications.

TSS REM(acid) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name)

              MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:user_id)

Example: Remove User Mapping from an ACID

This example removes user mapping from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name) 

                 MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:usr1)

Example: Remove a Factor from an ACID

This example removes an entire factor from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name)

Modify Factor Data for an ACID

To modify factor data for an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS REP(acid) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name)

              MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:user_id)

              MFACTIVE(NO|YES|FACILITY)

Example: Modify Factor Data for an ACID

This example replaces user mapping for an ACID:

TSS REP(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_factor_name) 

                 MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:usr1)

Example: Modify MFAPUSH Data for an ACID

This example adds the automatic push feature to an ACID with the string “PUSH” that replaces a token value during
logon:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_PASSWORD) 

                 MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:nadia86) 

                 MFACTIVE(FACILITY)

                 MFAPUSH(YES)

TSS LIST(mfauser) DATA(MFA)  

ACCESSORID = mfauser   NAME       = MFA mfauser     

-----------  SEGMENT MFA                               

FACTOR     = RADIUS_PASSWORD                           

MFACTIVE   = FACILITY                                  

TAGS       = RADIUSNAME:mfauser86                        

MFAPUSH    = PUSH 

This example adds the automatic push feature to an ACID with the string “PHONE” that replaces a token value during
logon:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(RADIUS_PASSWORD) 

                 MFADATA(RADIUSNAME:nadia86) 

                 MFACTIVE(FACILITY)
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                 MFAPUSH(PHONE)

TSS LIST(mfauser) DATA(MFA)  

ACCESSORID = mfauser   NAME       = MFA mfauser     

-----------  SEGMENT MFA                               

FACTOR     = RADIUS_PASSWORD                           

MFACTIVE   = FACILITY                                  

TAGS       = RADIUSNAME:mfauser86                        

MFAPUSH    = PHONE                                      

(Optional) Delete Factor Records from the Top Secret VSAM File

You can delete factor records that were defined to the Top Secret VSAM file during MAABURAD job execution. This
capability lets you remove unwanted records or clean up old records as needed.

NOTE
To delete these records, the administrator must have UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.VSAM in the
CASECAUT resource class.

To delete records from the VSAM file, issue the following command:

TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(factor_name)

Example: Delete a Factor Record

This example deletes the RADIUS_RSA factor record from the VSAM file:

TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(RADIUS_RSA)

Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe support for RSA SecurID
Authentication API.

After you configure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and have set up the Started Task ID,
perform these tasks to configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports both the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) and the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The RSA SecurID Authentication API interfaces are available from RSA
SecurID. For more information and determine the path to use based on your site standards, see the RSA documentation.

Based on your environment use one of the following:

RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
The new REST-based interface from RSA SecurID to allow users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic. For more information about enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with Top
Secret. For more information about configuration steps, see Configure the REST API with Top Secret.

RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK)
The original SDK-based interface from RSA SecurID to allowed users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. For more information about configuration steps, see Configure SDK API with Top Secret.
RSA has announced the end of support for this interface.

NOTE
RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) will be deprecated in the future from Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.
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Broadcom recommends that existing users of the RSA SecurID factor (CAAAMRSA) migrate to the new REST-based
interface. If migrating to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), there is a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with Top Secret for enabling AT-TLS support. For more information
about migration steps, see Migrate to the REST API with Top Secret.

Configure AT-TLS for REST API with Top Secret
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA
SecurID Authentication API.

The RSA SecurID Authentication API requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection, Advanced
Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application Transparent
Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-TLS
encrypted TCP/IP connection details.  This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, keyrings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a keyring, and connects the keyring to the
certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the MFASTC read
access to the keyring. Finally, the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the keyring, host, port, and
started task userid. Upon completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.

Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, keyrings, and certificates:

Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
Keyring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Export the Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
server. These certificates are used to establish the connection.

1. Export the signing certificates for RSA SecurID Access Authentication Manager, Identity Router, or Cloud
Authentication Service. Work with your RSA administrator to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the RSA server signing certificates to the LPAR as a data
set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.
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Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the RSA certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for authentication calls through the ESM.
For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM, defines the keyring, and connects the
certificates to the keyring. The security administrator then grants the MFASTC READ access to the keyring.

Supply the Certificate to Top Secret

1. Add the RSA server signing certificates to the Top Secret. Doing so makes the RSA certificate available for
authentication calls.
TSS ADD(mfastc) DIGICERT(certname) LABLCERT('labelname') DCDSN('dsname') TRUST

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

mfastc
Specify the name of the MFA started task userid.

certname
Specify the name of the certificate.

2. Create a keyring to connect to the RSA certificate.
TSS ADD(mfastc) KEYRING(aamring)

aamring
Specify a name for the KEYRING.

3. Connect the certificate to keyring to create the trust relationship.
TSS ADD(mfastc) KEYRING(aamring) RINGDATA(mfastc,certname) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

4. Grant READ access for MFASTC to the keyring. For the Keyring owner, READ authority is required to the Resource
class FACILITY resource: IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING. For users who are not the owner of the keyring, Keyring
UPDATE authority is required to the resource class FACILITY resource.
TSS PER(mfastc) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACCESS(READ)

5. Verify that the certificates are connected to the keyring by listing the MFASTC keyring:
TSS LIST (mfastc) KEYRING(ALL)

KEYRING =  AAMRING          ACCESSORID = MFASTC                        

   ADMIN BY= BY(USER1   )    SMFID(A20Q)   ON(10/19/2021)  AT(17:04:27)

KEYRING LABEL = AAMRING                                                

KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:                       

  ACID(MFASTC )  DIGICERT(TSSRSACT)  DEFAULT(YES)  USAGE(PERSONAL)     

  LABLCERT(RSA Root CA                     )                            

TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL                                  

Update PAGENT Policy

The AT-TLS policy statements are interpreted by the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT is the started task and IBM
z/OS Communications Server application that controls the secure exchange of data. Incorporate these policies into
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your Policy Agent configuration according to your site-specific standards. When you activate these AT-TLS policies, all
communication between Advanced Authentication Mainframe client and the authentication server is encrypted using TLS.

The policy statements require the following settings:
%MFASTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
%RSA_HOST

Specifies the RSA SecurID host name or IP address.
%RSA_API_PORT

Specifies the RSA SecurID server port.
%AAMRING

Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server keyring ringname.
Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between RSA Server and Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA

## SecurID API (REST).

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, keyrings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %MFASTC_USERID - the MFASTC userid

##    %RSA_HOST - the RSA host

##    %RSA_API_PORT - the RSA API server port

##    %AAMRING - the MFA server keyring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 
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##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamRsaGroup 

##    AamRsaClientEnv 

##    AamAdvParms

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM RSA REST Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     TTLSRuleAAM

{

       Userid                           %MFASTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %RSA_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %RSA_API_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamRsaGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamRsaClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamRsaGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamRsaClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAMRING

       }

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamAdvParms

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          Off

}

Next Steps

For a new installation, configure the RSA SecurID Authentication API, see Configure the REST API with Top Secret.
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For a migration from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
Migrate to the REST API with Top Secret.

Configure the REST API with Top Secret
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with Top Secret. To configure support for the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST) set up RSA Security console interface, create rsa-api.conf, activate the global factor
per ESM, generate global factors and then complete ESM-specific steps to enable support.

For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA
documentation.

Add Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you add authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

The RSA security staff members in your organization should perform this procedure. Doing so involves working in the
RSA Security Console Web user interface.

1. On the RSA Security Console, select Access, Authentication Agents, and Add New.
2. Enter the host name of the LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed, and select Resolve IP.
3. Confirm that the IP address resolves to the correct IP address for that LPAR.
4. Select Save.
5. Repeat the previous steps for each LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed and RSA

authentication occurs.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:

• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)
• The RSA API host name and port

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified is considered the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.
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attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.

rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS) are updated with the
following:

NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• For export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib, change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where CCS Java to z/OS Service
(J2Z) component is located.

• To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Confirm that the Started Task Is Running

Give the MFASTC READ access to the facility resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. Start the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe started task:
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START MFASTC

Activate Multi-Factor Authentication Services Globally for Top Secret

To control multi-factor authentication services globally for Top Secret, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

CARSA
Selects the CAAAMRSA authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor (which means this factor is always called for signon authentication). If a specific user
needs access without the RSA factor, add a user mapping to the ACID and specify MFACTIVE(NO)
TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

                 MFACTIVE(NO)

FACILITY
Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.

FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK
Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use the RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
CAAAMRSA). The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA) ACCESS(UPDATE)

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to the
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.

To update a global factor record, do the following steps:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
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AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key

AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Submit the MAAGFRSA job.
3. Rebuild the factor table in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe address space:

F aamstc,APPL=REFRESH,RSA

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
Top Secret.

Migrate to the REST API with Top Secret
Migrate Advanced Authentication Mainframe from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with Top Secret. Perform the following tasks to
migrate from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

Started Task Confirmation

To migrate seamlessly from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication
API (REST) check the following conditions:

• Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task running.
• Give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the facility

resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to
provide READ access:
TSS PERMIT(aamstc) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA) ACCESS(READ)

aamstc
Specify the ACID who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

For the migration to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) you need to update the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure MFAPARMS, and continue with configuration. Make sure that the MFAPARMS member
uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.

To update MFAPARMS for RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), follow these steps:
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NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• If desired, make a backup copy of the configured MFAPARMS in your custdsn.
• Copy the new MFAPARMS from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN data set into the custdsn.
• Update the MFAPARMS with values from your previously configured version.
• Update the following environment parameters in MFAPARMS.
export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib

Change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS Version 15.0 Java
to z/OS Service (J2Z) component j2zsdk.jar is located.

#export USE_RSA_API=true
To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:

• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified will be considered the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.

attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.

rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
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value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.

Confirm that Multi-Factor Authentication Services Is Active for Top Secret

The MFA control option to globally activate multi-factor authentication services should already be set.

TSS MODIFY STATUS

If the multi-factor authentication services are not active globally, issue the following commands:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

CARSA
Selects the CAAAMRSA authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor (which means this factor is always called for signon authentication). If a specific user
needs access without the RSA factor, add a user mapping to the ACID and specify MFACTIVE(NO)
TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

                 MFACTIVE(NO)

FACILITY
Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.

FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK
Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK
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Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
CAAAMRSA). The following sample for a Top Secret PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA) ACCESS(UPDATE)

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to the
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.

To update a global factor record, do the following steps:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key

AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Run the MAAGFRSA job.

Re-start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and restarted. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:

STOP MFASTC

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

After shutdown is complete, start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from
the console:

START MFASTC
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WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.

Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

If you are migrating from RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) and already have users and resources
that are defined, attempt to signon with a user. Verify that the logon with the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
succeeded. To do so check the RSA Authentication Monitor to see that the user signed on successfully.

(Optional) Clean Up the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK

After verification of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), you may remove configuration artifact files from RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The following files can be archived or deleted, these files may be
located in RSA_HOME or MFA_HOME depending on configuration, some files may not be present based on settings:

NOTE
If you wish to revert from the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) back to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), do not clean up the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK files.

• authapi.jar
• cryptoj.jar
• log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar
• failover .dat
• rsa_api.properties
• rsa_api_debug.log
• sdconf.rec
• sdopts.rec
• securid
• JAStatus.1

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
Top Secret.

Configure SDK API with Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RSA SecurID Authentication
API for C and Java (SDK).
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Perform these tasks only if you must configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) that
allows users to log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
RSA has announced the end of support for RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), see RSA
documentation for more information. To use the supported RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
the Configure AT-TLS for RSA SecurID Authentication API article under Configure Advanced Authentication
Mainframe.

For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, refer to the RSA
documentation.

Transfer the RSA AuthSDK Jar Files

To allow Advanced Authentication Mainframe to make calls to RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK),
transfer the RSA AuthSDK jar files.

1. Find the following jar files in the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) AuthSDK:
– authapi.jar
– cryptoj.jar
– log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar

2. Transfer these jar files to /RSA/directory in binary mode.
/RSA/directory can be any OMVS directory of your choosing. Make sure the MFASTC started task user ID has access
to /RSA/directory. You can put /RSA/directory under the MFASTC/directory if desired.

Create and Recognize Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you create and recognize authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

WARNING

We recommend having the RSA security staff members in your organization perform this procedure (which
involves working in the RSA Security Console Web user interface).

1. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Add New.
2. Enter the host name, then click Resolve IP. Make sure the IP address resolves to the correct IP address of the z/OS

system where RSA authentication occurs.
3. Click Save.
4. Repeat the previous steps for each system on which RSA authentication occurs.
5. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Generate Configuration File.

You should receive a zip file.
6. Extract sdconf.rec and failover.dat from the zip file, then copy them into /MFASTC/directory in binary mode.

Create a Copy of the RSA Properties File

In this task, you create a copy of the RSA properties file and define the properties for calls to the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK).

WARNING
If you experience problems or failures with RSA credentials, temporarily specify settings
RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=YES and RSA_LOG_LEVEL=DEBUG, then restart the CA Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure. These settings provide more data for troubleshooting your problem.

1. Find “rsa_api.properties” in the AuthSDK 8.4 package, then copy (Ctrl+C) the rsa_api.properties file and paste (Ctrl+P)
the file into /MFASTC/directory/props/rsa_api.properties.
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Make sure the MAINARGS DD in the CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task JCL also points to /
MFASTC/directory/props.

2. Edit the following:
RSA_AGENT_HOST=

Specifies the name of the agent that you created on the RSA Security Console.
RSA_LOG_LEVEL=INFO

Specifies the RSA log level setting (available settings are OFF, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, or FATAL).
RSA_LOG_TO_CONSOLE=YES

Specifies to send the RSA log to the console (in this case, the started task job output). This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.

RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=NO
Specifies to not send the RSA log to the file that is specified by RSA_LOG_FILE. This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.

RSA_LOG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api.log
Specifies the location and name of the file that keeps the log information.

RSA_LOG_FILE_SIZE=1MB
Specifies the maximum size the log file.

RSA_LOG_FILE_COUNT=10
Specifies the number of backup log files (10) to maintain. When one file gets full, another log file can begin
collecting data.

RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG=NO
Specifies to not use the RSA Debugger. A YES setting would be used only when trying to debug a problem; the
debugger provides much more information.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_CONSOLE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to the console (in this case, the MFASTC started task job output). This
field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_FILE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to a specified file. This field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set
to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api_debug.log
Specifies the location and file name that receives the RSA Debugger output.

RSATRACELEVEL=15
Specifies the TRACE level.
Range: 0 to 15 (A higher number produces more information.)

RSA_DEBUG_ENTRY=YES
Allows function entry tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_EXIT=YES
Allows function exit tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_FLOW=YES
Allows control flow tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_NORMAL=YES
Allows regular tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_LOCATION=YES
Specifies to display class name and line number in the trace.
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SDCONF_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdconf.rec
Specifies the full path of the sdconf.rec file (including the name sdconf.rec).

SDNDSCRT_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/securid
Specifies the location of the SecurID file. This file is generated upon the first successful RSA signon from any
valid user and is required for all subsequent authentications. The file is specific to the Authentication Agent (z/OS
system).

NOTE
Once you successfully authenticate through RSA on the z/OS machine you are configuring, copy the
existing SecurID file to /MFASTC/directory. If you reset the SecurID file on the RSA Security Console,
remove the file from the /MFASTC/directory; as the file does not regenerate on its own. Upon the next
successful logon, the new SecurID file is generated.

SDSTATUS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/JAStatus.1
Specifies the location of the file that is generated for authentication attempts.

SDOPTS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdopts.rec
Specifies the path and name of the sdopts.rec file.

Create the sdopts.rec File

Create the sdopts.rec file in /MFASTC/directory to specify IP address of the z/OS system. This file is only one line as
follows:

CLIENT_IP=xxx.xxx.xx.xx

• xxx.xxx.xx.xx
Specifies the IP address of the z/OS system.

Clear the Node Secret

The following steps are required only if switching from IBM’s Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) to CA Advanced
Authentication Mainframe. This should be done before CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started.

1. Delete the SecurID file, if it exists, from the /MFASTC/directory.
2. Clear the node secret for the agent on the RSA Security Console.

Activate Multi-Factor Authentication Services Globally for Top Secret

Use the MFA control option to globally activate multi-factor authentication services. Although this process activates global
settings, you can add/modify the fallback capability for individual users. To control multi-factor authentication services
globally for Top Secret, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

CARSA
Selects the CAAAMRSA authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor (which means this factor is always called for signon authentication). If a specific user
needs access without the RSA factor, add a user mapping to the ACID and specify MFACTIVE(NO)
TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 
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                 MFACTIVE(NO)

FACILITY
Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.

FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK
Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

Example: Activate the CA RSA Authentication Factor and Allow Password Fallback

This example activates the CA RSA authentication factor and allows for native password validation if factor authentication
becomes unavailable:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(FACILITY,FALLBACK))

Example: Disable the CA RSA Authentication Factor

This example deactivates the CA RSA authentication factor:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(NO))

Example: Activate the CA RSA Authentication Factor and Disallow Password Fallback

This example activates the CA RSA authentication factor and disallows native password validation if factor authentication
becomes unavailable:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CARSA(YES,NOFALLBACK))

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START MFASTC

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
Top Secret.

Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with Top Secret
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RSA SecurID credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to mandate that users be authenticated by supplying RSA
SecurID credentials through Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
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NOTE

• Because CA authentication credentials are validated on the Authentication Manager, signons might
experience a slight delay that is compared with regular z/OS signons. Additionally, only one RSA agent
can be active on the z/OS platform. If the CA RSA and IBM RSA authentication factors are both active, Top
Secret uses the CA RSA rules to perform authentication.

• The MSCA is exempt from RSA authentication.
• Any CICS region facility that uses CA authentication methods must be running with the RES attribute

(assigned through the RES suboption of the FACILITY control option).

Top Secret reverts to using the regular ACID password/password phrase for signon validation when one of the following
conditions is true:

• The MFA control option setting is FACILITY, and the user does not have a PERMIT in the CASECMFA class to
resource TSSMFA.RSA.facility with ACC(USE).

• The MFA control option setting includes a FALLBACK specification (or a fallback attribute is assigned to an ACID), and
the RSA server is not available.

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe interface is deactivated through started task shutdown or an MFA control
option specification—for example, MFA(CARSA(NO)).

WARNING

• For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the
signon validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new
password.

Set Up Control Over RSA SecurID Authentication

After you have installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can set up controls for who must sign on
using RSA SecurID credentials by configuring a user of RSA Signon.

NOTE

The RSA Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RSA credentials are validated on the RSA Authentication
Manager, RSA signons might experience a slight delay that is compared with regular z/OS signons.

Define PERMITs for Controlling Authentication by Facility

If you activate MFA(CARSA) using the FACILITY option, all users must have USE access to the following resource in the
CASECMFA resource class:

TSSMFA.RSA.facility

RSA
Specifies RSA as the Advanced Authentication Mainframe service provider:

facility
Is the Top Secret facility where a security event occurs:

• For CICS, IMS, or APPC/MVS applications, this is the facility name.
• For TSO, it is the characters TSO.
• For z/OS batch jobs, it is the characters BATCH.

Consult your product documentation for details regarding the facility name that is used by your product.

Member MFAITSS2 in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 contains the JCL to create the PERMIT and provide the proper access.
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WARNING

• Do  not place this type of PERMIT in the ALL record.
• AUDIT records are never cut for the access checks, even if auditing is active for the user.
• If the security file is shared, the PERMIT can be qualified by the SYSID() restriction.

To define the PERMIT for controlling authentication, take one of the following actions:

• Follow the instructions in each job step in the MFAITSS2 JCL to update it, then submit the MFAITSS2 job.
• Create the PERMIT manually.

TIP

The PERMIT may be assigned to a profile so that all users attached to the profile become controlled.

Example: Create the PERMIT Manually

This example creates a PERMIT manually. With this PERMIT in place, TSSUSER must provide RSA credentials when
signing on to TSO.

TSS ADD(dept) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.RSA)

TSS PERMIT(TSSUSER) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.RSA.TSO) ACCESS(USE)

Add, Modify, or Remove Factor Authentication Data for an ACID

A Master Security Control ACID (MSCA) or Central Security Control ACID (SCA) with proper authorities can add a factor
to an ACID record; define user mapping; and modify/remove existing factors or user mapping for the ACID.

NOTE

• To administer the authentication data, the MSCA/SCA needs ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE
access to CASECAUT resource class entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.CARSA.

• Although you can assign multiple factors to a user, only one factor can be active at any given time.

After adding or modifying factor authentication data, you can list the factor authentication data portion of a security record
to verify settings.

Add a Factor or User Mapping from an ACID

To add a factor to an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS ADD(acid) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA)

              MFADATA(RSANAME:rsa_user_id) 

              MFACTIVE(YES|NO|FACILITY)

MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA)
Specifies the factor name.

MFACTIVE
Determines whether the factor is active:
YES

Specifies that the factor is active for this ACID.
NO

Specifies that the factor is disabled and never called for signon authentication.
FACILITY

Specifies that the factor is controlled by facility-specific PERMITs for the user. With this setting,
authentication is required only if the user has a PERMIT to resource TSSMFA.RSA.facility in the
CASECMFA class.
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MFADATA(RSANAME:rsa_user_id)
(Case-sensitive and required only for user ID mapping) Maps the Top Secret user ID to the associated RSA user
ID that is defined in the RSA Server.
Important! To successfully validate the data, the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure
(MFASTC) must be actively running.
Limit: 64 bytes
RSA mapped userids can be up to 64 bytes long.
Example: RSANAME:NADIAATHOME

Example: Define a Factor for an ACID

This example defines a factor for an ACID, specifying that the CA RSA factor is active for this ACID:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

                 MFACTIVE(FACILITY)

Example: Add User Mapping to an Existing Factor for an ACID

This example adds user mapping to an existing factor for an ACID:

TSS ADD(NADIA) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

               MFADATA(RSANAME:NADIAATHOME) 

               MFACTIVE(YES)

Remove a Factor or User Mapping from an ACID

To remove a factor or user mapping from an ACID, use the following command syntax:

NOTE

On a REMOVE command, the product allows only MFACTOR and MFADATA specifications.

TSS REM(acid) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA)

              MFADATA(RSANAME:rsa_user_id)

Example: Remove User Mapping from an ACID

This example removes user mapping from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

                 MFADATA(RSANAME:NADIAATHOME)

Example: Remove a Factor from an ACID

This example removes an entire factor from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA)

Modify Factor Data for an ACID

To modify factor data for an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS REP(acid) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA)

              MFADATA(RSANAME:rsa_user_id)

              MFACTIVE(NO|YES|FACILITY)

Example: Modify Factor Data for an ACID

This example replaces user mapping for an ACID:

TSS REP(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAAAMRSA) 

                 MFADATA(RSANAME:NADIAATHOME)
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Enable PIV/CAC (Smart Card) Authentication (Top Secret)
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use PIV/CAC credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to mandate that users be authenticated by using a common
access card (CAC) or a personal identity verification (PIV) smart card through Symantec Privileged Access Manager
(Symantec Privileged Access Manager).

NOTE

• Before setting up PIV/CAC signon capability, you must configure Symantec Privileged Access Manager
for use with PIV/CAC cards and with z/OS applications. For complete information, refer to the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager documentation. You also need the Symantec Privileged Access Manager support
for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

• Because CA authentication credentials are validated on the Authentication Manager, signons might
experience a slight delay that is compared with regular z/OS signons. Additionally, up to 10 Symantec
Privileged Access Manager agents can be active on the z/OS platform. Symantec Privileged Access
Manager can be active along with either the CA RSA or IBM RSA authentication factor.

• Any CICS region facility that uses CA authentication methods must be running with the RES attribute
(assigned through the RES suboption of the FACILITY control option).

Top Secret reverts to using the regular ACID password/password phrase for signon validation when one of the following
conditions is true:

• The MFA control option setting is FACILITY, and the user does not have a PERMIT in the CASECMFA class to
resource TSSMFA.PAM.facility with ACCESS(USE).

• The MFA control option setting includes a FALLBACK specification (or a fallback attribute is assigned to an ACID), and
PIV/CAC authentication is not available.

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe interface is deactivated through started task shutdown or an MFA control
option specification—for example, MFA(CAPAM(NO)).

Perform the following tasks to enable PIV/CAC factor authentication under Advanced Authentication Mainframe:

Configure the PIV/CAC (Symantec Privileged Access Manager) Client and Symantec Privileged Access Manager
Server

After you have installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can control whether users must log on
by using PIV/CAC credentials (through Symantec Privileged Access Manager).

Define PERMITs to Allow PIV/CAC User Signons

To sign on with PIV/CAC credentials, users must have READ access to the IRR.RFACTOR.USER resource in the
IBMFAC resource class.

Issue the following command to assign this PERMIT for each user:

TSS PER(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.USER) ACCESS(READ)

Activate the Symantec Privileged Access Manager Factor

To enable Symantec Privileged Access Manager, issue one of the following commands.

WARNING
To achieve activation, the started task region ACID (MFASTC) must have READ access to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAPAM resource in the IBMFAC resource class.
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• Activate the factor for use across all facilities:
TSS MODI MFA(CAPAM(YES))

• Activate the factor for use by facility only:
TSS MODI MFA(CAPAM(FACILITY))

Define or Update Factor Records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager

Use this procedure to define or update factor records for Symantec Privileged Access Manager.

WARNING

• To submit a MAABUPIV job with a SET statement, you must have UPDATE access to resource
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor being defined—for example,
CAPAM_PIVCAC0); to submit a MAABUPIV job with a GET statement, you must have READ access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.

• The MAABUPIV job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Additionally, after
you update the factor data, we recommend deleting the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the donorSecret).

• All CAPAM-PIVCAC# global factor records that you intend to update must have been added and set to
ACTIVE.

1. Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task:
START MFASTC

2. Update the MAABUPIV job in CFF7JCL0 for each record that you want to insert. (MAABUPIV reads SYSIN data input;
SYSPRINT contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first SYSIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
SET

factorID:CAPAM_PIVCAC#

donorID:api_key

donorSecret:"api_key_password"

pamIP:ip_address

pamPort:pam_port

#
Specifies an integer (from 0 to 9) identifying a specific Symantec Privileged Access Manager server that a user
goes to for authorization.
Max entry length: 20

api_key
Specifies the API key that was assigned to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server by a Symantec
Privileged Access Manager administrator. This key authorizes the server to manage user requests.
Max entry length: 50

api_key_password
Specifies the password that is associated with the API key for the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.
Max entry length: 50

ip_address
Specifies the IP address of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server (in IPv4 or IPv6 format).
Max entry length: 39

pam_port
Specifies the port of the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.
Max entry length: 5
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3. Run the MAABUPIV job.
NOTE
Executing MAABUPIV adds a record to the Top Secret VSAM file for each defined factor. You can delete
factor records from the VSAM file by issuing the TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(factor_name) command.

4. Rebuild the factor table in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe address space:
F mfastc,APPL=PAMFACTOR

Display Factor Record Data

Use this procedure to view factor record data for Symantec Privileged Access Manager.

1. Update the MAABUPIV job in SAMPJ for each record that you want to insert. (MAABUPIV reads SYSIN data input;
SYSPRINT contains any output messages.)
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the GET statement as the first SYSIN statement to view the factor data (excluding the donorSecret):

GET

factorID:CAPAM_PIVCAC#

#
Specifies an integer from 0 through 9.
Max entry length: 20

2. Run the MAABUPIV job.

Activate the VTAM APPL for Symantec Privileged Access Manager

To activate the VTAM application program major node (APPL) for Symantec Privileged Access Manager, you must add
major node MAAAPPL to VTAM.

To add the MAAAPPL node, locate member MAAAPPL in CFF7JCL0, and copy this member to your VTAMLST data set.

Start Multi-Factor Authentication Services

Perform this procedure to start multi-factor authentication services:

1. Activate the Symantec Privileged Access Manager VTAM appl:
V NET,ACT,ID=MAAAPPL

2. Refresh the Symantec Privileged Access Manager ACB appl:
F mfastc,APPL=PAMACB

3. Launch the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure:
S aamstc,,,REINIT 

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure.

NOTE
REINIT is required only the first time Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started with the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager interface support in place.

Start the Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task

Before activating multi-factor authentication services, you need to initiate the started task (if not already started). You can
also stop the started task (STOP MFSTC) if you want users to use their regular password or password phrase for logon.

Issue the following command to start the multi-factor authentication started task:
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START MFASTC

WARNING

• The started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, messages display confirming initialization. Now you can activate multi-factor authentication services globally.

Activate Multi-Factor Authentication Services Globally

After starting the multi-factor authentication started task, you can use the MFA control option to globally activate multi-
factor authentication services.

NOTE

Although this process activates global settings, you can add/modify the fallback capability for individual users.

To control multi-factor authentication services globally, issue the following command:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CAPAM(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

CAPAM
Selects the Symantec Privileged Access Manager authentication factor.

factor_activation
Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor. Signon validation is subject to specific factor data for the given user.
FACILITY

Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.
FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK

Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

Example: Activate the Symantec Privileged Access Manager Authentication Factor and Allow Password Fallback

This example activates the Symantec Privileged Access Manager authentication factor and allows native password
validation if factor authentication becomes unavailable:

TSS MODIFY MFA(CAPAM(YES,FALLBACK))

Define PERMITs for Controlling Authentication by Facility

If you activate MFA(CAPAM) using the FACILITY option, all users must have USE access to the following resource in the
CASECMFA resource class:

TSSMFA.PAM.facility

PAM
Specifies that Symantec Privileged Access Manager is the service provider.

facility
Is the Top Secret facility where a security event occurs:
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• For CICS, IMS, or APPC/MVS applications, this is the facility name.
• For TSO, it is the characters TSO.
• For z/OS batch jobs, it is the characters BATCH.

Consult your product documentation for details regarding the facility name that is used by your product.

Member MFAITSS3 in yourhlq.CFF7JCL0 contains the JCL to create the PERMIT and provide the proper access.

WARNING

• Do not place this type of PERMIT in the ALL record.
• AUDIT records are never cut for the access checks, even if auditing is active for the user.
• If the security file is shared, the PERMIT can be qualified by the SYSID() restriction.

To define the PERMIT for controlling authentication, take one of the following actions:

• Follow the instructions in each job step in the MFAITSS3 JCL to update it, then submit the MFAITSS3 job.
• Create the PERMIT manually.

TIP

The PERMIT may be assigned to a profile so that all users who are attached to the profile become controlled.

Example: Create the PERMIT Manually

This example creates a PERMIT manually. With this PERMIT in place, the user must provide PIV/CAC credentials when
signing on to TSO.

TSS ADD(dept) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.PAM)

TSS PERMIT(user) CASECMFA(TSSMFA.PAM.TSO) ACCESS(USE)

Add, Modify, or Remove Factor Authentication Data for an ACID

A Master Security Control ACID (MSCA) or Central Security Control ACID (SCA) with proper authorities can add a factor
to an ACID record; define user mapping; and modify/remove existing factors or user mapping for the ACID.

NOTE

• To administer the authentication data, the MSCA/SCA needs ACID(MAINTAIN) authority and UPDATE
access to CASECAUT resource class entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.CAPAM. All users need READ access to
resource IRR.RFACTOR.USER in class IBMFAC.

• The factor name that you use must match the factor ID specified in the MAABUPIV job.
• Although you can assign multiple factors to a user, only one factor can be active at any given time.

After adding or modifying factor authentication data, you can list the factor authentication data portion of a security record
to verify settings. After activation of PIV/CAC factor authentication, users can sign on with their multi-factor authentication
credentials.

Add a Factor or User Mapping to an ACID

To add a factor to an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS ADD(acid) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn)

              MFADATA('PAMNAME:pam_user_name') 

              MFACTIVE(YES|NO|FACILITY)

MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn)
Specifies the factor name, where n is a value from 0 through 9.

MFACTIVE
Determines whether the factor is active:
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YES
Specifies that the factor is active for this ACID.

NO
Specifies that the factor is disabled and never called for signon authentication.

FACILITY
Specifies that the factor is controlled by facility-specific PERMITs for the user. With this setting,
authentication is required only if the user has a PERMIT to resource TSSMFA.PAM.facility in the
CASECMFA class.

MFADATA('PAMNAME:pam>_user_name')
(Case-sensitive and required only for user mapping) Maps the Top Secret user ID to the associated Symantec
Privileged Access Manager user name (pam_user_name) that is defined in Symantec Privileged Access
Manager. Although you can assign the PAMNAME value to more than one ACID, the smart card can be assigned
to only one user in Symantec Privileged Access Manager.

IMPORTANT
To successfully validate the data, the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure
(MFASTC) must be actively running.

Examples:
MFADATA('PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey EE228562B324B7438D6E995360323E2C')
MFADATA('PAMNAME:CN=John Smith O=Blue Lock Company OU=Accounts Payable C=US')

When using clustering with Symantec Privileged Access Manager, you can allow for a trusted user setup. Trusted
users must sign in to Symantec Privileged Access Manager, secondary authentication checks for PIV/CAC card are
not performed by Advanced Authentication Mainframe. To add a trusted user, do not include the MFADATA on the user
mapping of the ACID.

Example: Define a Factor for an ACID

This example defines a factor for an ACID, specifying that the Symantec Privileged Access Manager factor is active for
this ACID:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn) 

                 MFACTIVE(FACILITY)

Example: Add User Mapping to an Existing Factor for an ACID

This example adds user mapping to an existing factor for an ACID:

TSS ADD(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn) 

                 MFADATA('PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey FF228562B324B7438D6E995360323E2C') 

                 MFACTIVE(YES)

Remove a Factor or User Mapping from an ACID

To remove a factor or user mapping from an ACID, use the following command syntax:

NOTE

On a REMOVE command, the product allows only MFACTOR and MFADATA specifications.

TSS REM(acid) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn)

              MFADATA('PAMNAME:pam_user_name')

Example: Remove User Mapping from an ACID

This example removes user mapping from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn) 

                 MFADATA('PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey FF228562B324B7438D6E995360323E2C')
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Example: Remove a Factor from an ACID

This example removes an entire factor from an ACID:

TSS REM(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn)

Modify Factor Data for an ACID

To modify factor data for an ACID, use the following command syntax:

TSS REP(acid) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn)

              MFADATA('PAMNAME:pam_user_name') 

              MFACTIVE(NO|YES|FACILITY)

Example: Modify Factor Data for an ACID

This example replaces user mapping for an ACID:

TSS REP(mfauser) MFACTOR(CAPAM_PIVCACn) 

                 MFADATA('PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey FF228562B324B7438D6E995360323E2C')

(Optional) Delete Factor Records from the Top Secret VSAM File

You can delete factor records that were defined to the Top Secret VSAM file during MAABUPIV job execution. This
capability lets you remove unwanted records or clean up old records as needed.

NOTE
To delete these records, the administrator must have UPDATE access to entity TSSCMD.ADMIN.VSAM in the
CASECAUT resource class.

To delete records from the VSAM file, issue the following command:

TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(factor_name)

Example: Delete a Factor Record

This example deletes the RADIUS_RSA factor record from the VSAM file:

TSS DELETE(VSAM) MFACTOR(RADIUS_RSA)

Manage Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (Top Secret)
Using Advanced Authentication Mainframe to sign on to z/OS applications through multi-factor authentication credentials.

After controls are set up for who must sign on using Multi-Factor Authentication, perform one of the following tasks to sign
on with the appropriate factor.

Sign On with RSA Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the Top Secret user ID is defined to the RSA server and a SecurID token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user is defined to the Top Secret RSA permit.
– For TSO signons on a Top Secret system, verify that SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx) specifies PASSPHRASE(ON) to

enable password phrases.
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2. Sign on by entering the RSA passcode in the password phrase area or by using the password and new password
fields:

Password Phrase Method
If the application supports password phrases, the RSA passcode can be entered in the password phrase area of
the application logon screen. Top Secret supports entering RSA passcodes as a password phrase for TSO logons
without actually turning on password phrase support for everyone.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode. Passcode entry occurs as
follows:

• The soft token is entered in the PASSWORD field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the NEWPW field.
• If the panel accepts more than 8 characters in the PASSWORD field, the entire string (PIN + token) can be

entered in the PASSWORD field.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does
not know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RSA passcode. So, you might
need to enter the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.

Sign On to a CICS CESL Transaction when Using RSA SecurID Authentication with a Valid PIN

You can sign on to a CICS CESL transaction with a valid PIN when Using RSA SecurID authentication, passphrase-style.

1. Begin to sign on to the CICS CESL transaction by entering your user name.
2. Complete your credentials:

a. Type your PIN followed by the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID token) in the Password field.
Example: If your PIN is 4321 and your token code is 456789, type 4321456789 in the Password field.

b. Press Enter.

Sign On CICS CESL transaction when Using RSA SecurID Authentication without a Valid PIN

This topic describes signing on to a CICS CESL Transaction without a valid PIN when Using RSA SecurID authentication.

1. Begin to sign on to the CICS CESL transaction with your user name.
2. Complete your credentials:

a. Type the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID token) in the Password field.
b. Type the current PIN in the New Password field.
c. Press Enter.

3. Type a new PIN in the New Password field and press Enter.
4. Confirm the new PIN.

A message appears, indicating that your userid or password is invalid. Because you changed the PIN, you must log in
again, but you must first wait for the token code to change.

5. When the token code (displayed by the SecurID token) changes, complete the credentials as follows:
a. Type your PIN followed by the new six- to eight-digit token code in the Password field.
b. Press Enter.

Sign On with a PIV/CAC Smart Card

When the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager) authentication method is active,
users sign on to z/OS applications as follows:

• Use a common access card (CAC) or personal identity verification (PIV) card to establish a secure connection to a
Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.

• Supply a Top Secret password/password phrase to complete the signon.
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During the signon, Top Secret communicates with Symantec Privileged Access Manager to ensure that the user is signing
on to the application through Symantec Privileged Access Manager and that the user signed into Symantec Privileged
Access Manager with a CAC or PIV card.

WARNING

• The Symantec Privileged Access Manager client must be installed. The client allows access to the Symantec
Privileged Access Manager server. For complete information about preparing, installing, and running the
client, see the Symantec Privileged Access Manager documentation.

• Session managers must support CV64 data to be used with Symantec Privileged Access Manager. CV64
is TCP/IP Information Control Vector X’64’, which contains IP address and port for the LU where the user is
signing on.

Perform this task to sign on to z/OS applications by using a CAC or PIV card (followed by a Top Secret password/
password phrase).

1. Sign on to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server with your PIV/CAC credentials:
a. Start the Symantec Privileged Access Manager client.
b. Insert the PIV/CAC card into the card reader, select the appropriate option on the login screen, and click Login.
c. Provide a PIN number to the smart card reader (the PIN that is associated with this smart card).

2. From the Symantec Privileged Access Manager applet screen, select which application you want.
3. Supply your Top Secret user ID and password credentials to sign on to the application.

Sign On with RADIUS Credentials

When the RADIUS client and server are configured and RADIUS factor authentication is active, defined/permitted users
can sign on with RADIUS credentials.

WARNING

If you will be performing a TSO signon on a Top Secret system, verify that SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx) specifies
PASSPHRASE(ON) before you sign on.

1. Access the mainframe.
2. Sign on by specifying your TSO ID and the following credentials according to your RADIUS factor.

– (RADIUS_PASSWORD factor) Specify your security password/passphrase and RADIUS passcode, based on
the PSWDPHRASE control option setting:
• (PSWDPHRASE(OFF) setting) Specify your password followed by the RADIUS passcode.

Example entry for password (Tra01yz) and RADIUS passcode (98781726): Tra01yz98781726
• (PSWDPHRASE(ON) setting) Specify your password/passphrase followed by a forward slash (/) and the

RADIUS passcode.
Example entry for passphrase and RADIUS passcode: OctavianFootwearSeededTechnology/98781726

– (All other RADIUS factors) Specify your RADIUS credentials (for example, a PIN followed by a token code)
The RADIUS server validates the user’s credentials, then Top Secret authenticates the user based on the information
from the RADIUS client.

Sign On with a PassTicket

Users with an active Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor can also use a PassTicket for signon.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID (Top Secret)
These topics describe scenarios for signing on through TSO/E, with a RSA Securid hardware token (key fob), when you
are using RSA SecurID authentication.
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Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid PIN and PASSPHRASE(OFF)

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid PIN when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is OFF.

1. Begin to log on to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete your credentials:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token) and type the code in the

Password field.
b. Type your PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
The Logon panel appears again

3. Re-type your PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid PIN and PASSPHRASE(ON)

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid PIN when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is ON.

1. Begin to log on to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete your credentials:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token).
b. Type your PIN followed by the token code in the Password field.

Example: If your PIN is 4321 and your token code is 456789, type 4321456789 in the Password field.
c. Press Enter.

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in Next Token Mode (Top Secret)
This topic describes signing on with RSA SecurID "next token" mode.

Next token mode requires you to enter two consecutive codes to successfully sign on. This mode functions as follows:

1. Your local security policy dictates the number of failed login attempts to allow, after which entering successful login
credentials can trigger next token mode.

2. The mode (if active) then requires you to enter the next displayed token code or passcode (for extra security) to
complete the login.

3. If you do not enter the next displayed token code or passcode, the login fails.

If prompted to enter the next token code, use this procedure to log in under this mode. This procedure applies when using
a token code displayed by a SecurID token, using a hardware token with a PINpad, or using a SoftToken.

WARNING
Not all login applications indicate when next token mode is in effect. The number of unsuccessful login attempts
that trigger the mode can vary, due to local security policy. If you are unable to log in after several attempts, ask
your security administrator for guidance.

1. When the token code or passcode (displayed by the SecurID token) changes, type the six- to eight-digit token code or
passcode where prompted.

2. Press Enter.

Example: How to Resolve Failed Signon Attempts that Trigger RSA SecurID Next Token Mode

This example describes how to resolve a situation where improper passcode entries trigger next token mode:

1. User TSSUSR2 has the following setup:
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– A specific password violations threshold is assigned through the PTHRESH control option.
– In the RSA Security Console, the RSA token is set to next token mode:

2. TSSUSR2 enters a series of invalid passcode (PIN+token) values, thereby exceeding the violations threshold.
3. After Top Secret suspends the user for exceeding the threshold, an administrator unsuspends TSSUSR2 (TSS

REMOVE(TSSUSR2) PSUS).
4. User TSSUSR2 logs on to TSO with a valid passcode.
5. Because the RSA Server notifies Advanced Authentication Mainframe that the RSA token is in next token status,

TSSUSR2 is prompted by Top Secret to enter the RSA next token code.
6. When the next token value appears, TSSUSR2 enters the RSA next token code in the Password field; logon is

successful and passcode validation is completed.
7. In the RSA Security Console, the Next Token condition is removed from the user’s assigned token.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in New PIN Mode (Top Secret)
This topic describes signing on through TSO/E, when you are using RSA SecurID authentication in "new PIN" mode.

New PIN mode occurs when setting up a new PIN or if your current PIN is expired. When attempting to signon, a
message displays prompting you to type a new PIN.

Sign On through TSO/E without a Valid PIN and PASSPHRASE(OFF)

You can sign on through TSO/E without a valid PIN (Clear SecureID PIN) when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is
OFF.

1. Begin to log in to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete your credentials:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token).
b. Type the code in the Password field, and press Enter.
c. If the token code is accepted, message 'TSS7060E CA AAM: Enter New PIN at next logon' indicates that you must

enter a new PIN.
d. Press Enter.

The Logon panel appears, and you are prompted to enter a new password.
3. Perform one of the following actions to create the PIN:

a. (If prompted for a new PIN) Specify the new PIN in the New Password field and press Enter.
b. (If prompted for a system-generated PIN). Specify the system-generated PIN in the New Password field, and

press Enter.
c. (If prompted to use the system-generated PIN or your own PIN) Specify the PIN that you want to use in the New

Password field and press Enter.
4. Confirm the PIN, and press Enter.
5. If the PIN is accepted, message 'TSS7060E: CA AAM: New PIN accepted - logon with new PIN' appears. Press Enter

to return to the Logon panel.
6. When the SecurID token code changes, complete your credentials:

a. Type the new token code in the Password field.
b. Type the new PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.

The Logon panel appears again.
c. Re-type the PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.
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Sign On through TSO/E without a Valid PIN and PASSPHRASE(ON)

You can sign on through TSO/E without a valid PIN (Clear SecureID PIN) when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is ON.

1. Begin to log on to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete the credentials as follows:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token).
b. Type the code in the Password field, and press Enter.
c. If the code is accepted, message 'TSS7060E CA AAM: Enter New PIN at next logon' indicates that you must enter

a new PIN. Press Enter.
The Logon panel appears, and you are prompted to enter a new password.

3. Perform one of the following actions to create the PIN:
a. (If prompted for a new PIN) Type a new PIN in the Password field and press Enter.
b. (If prompted for a system-generated PIN). Specify the system-generated PIN in the Password field, and press

Enter.
c. (If prompted to use the system-generated PIN or your own PIN) Specify the PIN that you want to use in the

Password field and press Enter.
4. Confirm the new PIN, and press Enter.
5. If the new PIN is accepted, message 'TSS7060E: CA AAM: New PIN accepted - logon with new PIN' appears. Press

Enter to return to the Logon panel.
6. When the token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token) changes, type your PIN followed by the token code

in the Password field, and press Enter.
You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid PIN, PASSPHRASE(OFF), and Require a New PIN

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid PIN when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is OFF, and require a new PIN.

1. Begin to log on to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete your credentials:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token) and type the code in the

Password field.
b. Type the PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.

The Logon panel appears again.
c. Confirm the current PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
d. If accepted, message 'TSS07060E CA AAM: Enter New PIN at next logon' appears. Press Enter to return to

the Logon panel.
3. Perform one of the following actions to create the PIN:

a. (If prompted for a new PIN) Specify the new PIN in the New Password field and press Enter.
b. (If prompted for a system-generated PIN). Specify the system-generated PIN in the New Password field, and

press Enter.
c. (If prompted to use the system-generated PIN or your own PIN) Specify the PIN that you want to use in the New

Password field and press Enter.
The Logon panel appears again.

4. Confirm the new PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
5. If the Pin is accepted, message 'TSS7060E: CA AAM: New PIN accepted - logon with new PIN' appears. Press Enter

to return to the Logon panel.
6. When the SecurID token code changes, complete your credentials:

a. Type the new token code in the Password field.
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b. Type the new PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
The Logon panel appears again.

c. Re-type the PIN in the New Password field, and press Enter.
You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid PIN, PASSPHRASE(ON), and Require a New PIN Required

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid PIN when the TSO Option for PASSPHRASE is ON, and require a new PIN.

1. Begin to log on to TSO/E by entering your user name (in response to message IKJ56700A).
The TSO/E Logon panel appears.

2. Complete your credentials:
a. Retrieve the six- to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token).
b. Type your PIN followed by the token code in the Password field.

Example: If your PIN is 4321 and your token code is 456789, type 4321456789 in the Password field, and press
Enter.

c. If accepted, message 'TSS07060E CA AAM: Enter New PIN at next logon' appears. Press Enter to return to
the Logon panel.

3. Perform one of the following actions to create the PIN:
a. (If prompted for a new PIN) Type a new PIN in the Password field and press Enter.
b. (If prompted for a system-generated PIN). Specify the system-generated PIN in the Password field, and press

Enter.
c. (If prompted to use the system-generated PIN or your own PIN) Specify the PIN that you want to use in the

Password field and press Enter.
4. Confirm the new PIN in the Password field, and press Enter.
5. If accepted, message 'TSS7060E: CA AAM: New PIN accepted - logon with new PIN' appears. Press Enter to return

to the Logon panel.
6. When the SecurID token code changes, type your PIN followed by the token code in the Password field and press

Enter.
You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RSA SecureId authentication.

List the ACID Security Record (Top Secret)
Show the factor authentication data portion of a security record.

To list the portion of an ACID record that contains factor authentication data, issue the following command.

NOTE

Administrative ACIDs need DATA(MFA) authority to perform this listing.

 TSS LIST(acid) DATA(MFA)

acid
Identifies the ACID for which you want to list information.

DATA(MFA)
Displays the portion of the ACID record that contains defined factors, factor authentication details, and data
elements.

Example: List Output Showing the Factor Authentication Data Portion of a Security Record

This ACID record output shows the defined factors, factor authentication details, and data elements for the record:

----------- SEGMENT MFA 

PWFALLBACK = YES 

FACTOR = AZFSIDP1
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MFACTIVE = NO

TAGS = SIDUSERID:KOTPA77

FACTOR = CAAAMRSA

MFACTIVE = YES

TAGS = RSANAME:KOTPA77

FACTOR = CAPAM_PIVCAC0 

MFACTIVE = YES 

TAGS = PAMNAME:CN=PIVKey EE228562B324B7438D6E995360323E2C

FACTOR = RADIUS_RSA

MFACTIVE = NO

TAGS = RADIUSNAME:KOTPA77

Allow or Prevent Password Fallback (Top Secret)
Enable user the ability to log on with their regular password or password phrase when the multi-factor authentication
process cannot be completed.

You can enable or disable password fallback. Active fallback would take effect anytime a factor authentication provider
is unable to authenticate the supplied passcode. With password fallback enabled (globally or in the factor authentication
data for an ACID), the signon attempt is not denied during provider downtime.

NOTE

If fallback occurs and the supplied password has not been used in a while, inactivity rules might trigger a
suspension and require a password reset; removing the suspension and replacing the password should restore
the ability to sign on.

To allow or prevent password fallback during factor authentication downtime, perform one or more of the following actions:

• Activate the MFA control option with a fallback specification:
TSS MODIFY MFA(factor_name(factor_activation,FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK))

factor_name
Selects the authentication factor that you want to use:
CARSA

Selects the CA RSA authentication factor.
IBMRSA

Selects the IBM RSA authentication factor.
CAPAM

Selects the Symantec Privileged Access Manager authentication factor.
RADIUS

Selects the Radius authentication factor.
factor_activation

Dictates whether the authentication factor is active:
NO

(Default) Deactivates the factor (which means this factor is never called for signon authentication).
YES

Activates the factor.
FACILITY

Activates the factor and specifies that validation is subject to facility-specific permits for the given user.
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FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK
Specifies to attempt native password validation (FALLBACK) or deny entry validation (NOFALLBACK) when factor
authentication is not available.
Default: FALLBACK

• Control fallback for individual ACIDs:
TSS ADD|REMOVE(acid) FALLBACK|NOFALLBACK

FALLBACK
Attempts native password validation when factor authentication is not available.

NOFALLBACK
Prevents entry validation when factor authentication is not available.
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Using with IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you implement Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF to begin using
multi-factor authentication.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe lets IBM RACF users perform the following types of multi-factor authentication
activities:

• Log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials (instead of a IBM RACF password/password phrase).
RSA SecurID authentication is available through Advanced Authentication Mainframe or IBM Multi-Factor
Authentication (MFA).

NOTE
For information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA
documentation.

• Log on to z/OS applications using authentication credentials (security code, push requests) provided by any multi-
factor authentication software that supports RADIUS protocol (for example, Symantec VIP). Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a network protocol that secures a network by enabling centralized authentication
and authorization of dial-in users. For more information about RADIUS protocol support, check with your multi-factor
authentication software documentation.

Multi-factor authentication allows increased diligence in verifying the identity of users who seek access to z/OS.
Mainframe advanced authentication capabilities are designed to prevent data breaches and address compliance
requirements.

Enable Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for IBM RACF
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

The emergence of the cloud, mobile smartphones, and the continuous evolution of connected devices have dramatically
expanded the perimeter that enterprises must secure. To securely manage access to your applications and data for your
end users, you must ensure that the identity of the user is correct. By requiring additional information beyond a password,
applications have a greater assurance that their users are who they say they are.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe allows users to provide an authentication credential, such as RSA
SecurID PassCode or a RADIUS Token, to be entered directly into the z/OS application(In-Band authentication) or to
provide authentication credentials to an application outside of the z/OS application(Out-of-Band authentication). Out-of-
Band authentication is supported in Advanced Authentication Mainframe using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

With Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication, users supply authentication credentials into a web application that interfaces
with VIP Authentication Hub to process this request. After the user is authenticated, through one or many factors, the user
is presented with a Cache Token Credential (CTC), an 8-byte token that can be used to log in to the z/OS application. The
following illustrations show how Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe and VIP
Authentication Hub integrate the Out-of-Band authentication.
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Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe provides the following benefits:

• Allows any legacy z/OS applications, that are constrained by 8-byte password limits to be enabled for multi-factor
authentication

• Allows for advances in identity assurance on z/OS by using advanced credentials
• Allows for a single view of multi-factor authentication across an Enterprise that includes the Mainframe.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on using enterprise
multi-factor authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply multi-factor authentication credentials through
Advanced Authentication Mainframe. Enterprise multi-factor authentication lets you enter credentials for multiple factors,
and a token is returned. The token can then be used to logon to z/OS applications.

After you install and configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe, set up controls to dictate who is required to sign on
using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication credentials.

Next Steps

To begin the configuration of Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for IBM RACF, go to Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Started Task for IBM RACF.

Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task for IBM RACF
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to support Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

As a systems programmer you want to use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with Advanced Authentication
Mainframe. After configuring the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and started task id, perform
these tasks to configure support for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication. Configuration includes setting up the started
task procedure and assigning a user ID to the started task.
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Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters

To use enterprise multi-factor authentication support in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, update the following
environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS).

NOTE
Make sure that the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure that no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true|false
To use out of band authentication, add line export ENABLE_OUT_OF_BAND_AUTHENTICATION=true.
Default: false

export SCT_TOKEN_CASE=upper|mixed
Indicates whether the Token is to be generated in upper-case or mixed-case.
Default: upper

export SCT_CU_SUPPRESS_MSGS=true|false
Specify whether messages MFA4590I and MFA4591I are surfaced in the Job Log and Syslog each time the cache
sweep runs to discard the expired tokens/CTCs.
Specify true to suppress the surfacing of the messages. Specify false to surface the messages in the Job Log
and Syslog.
Default: true

export SCT_CU_INTERVAL=nn
Specify the amount of time, in minutes, desired to wait to clean up Tokens that have expired. Valid values are 1 -
60.
Default: 15

export SCT_SUBLIST_COUNT=nn
Specifies the number of lists to manage the distributed token entries. Valid values are 64 - 4096.
Default: 256

(Optional) Update the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Environment Parameters for Cross-
System Coupling Facility (XCF)

Set Advanced Authentication Mainframe up to share tokens across members (LPAR) of a sysplex that communicates
using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF). By setting up the Cross-System Coupling Facility, users can use a generated
Cache Token Credential to authenticate on any member LPAR (primary or secondary) subject to token timeout and reuse
restrictions.

To enable enterprise multi-factor authentication with XCF, uncomment and update the following environment parameters
in custdsn(MFAPARMS).

export SCT_XCF_GROUP_NAME=string
Specifies the XCF Group name. The field must be upper-case and can contain alphanumeric, @, #, and $
characters. The field can be from one to eight characters, embedded blanks are not allowed. For more information
on XCF Group name, see the IXCJOIN macro in z/OS MVS Programming: Sysplex Services Reference.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

• When the XCF Group Name is blank or not specified, each instance of the enterprise multi-factor
authentication Server operates independently. All requests that are associated with a given token/userid
combination must be directed to the same instance of the server within the Sysplex.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, all instances of the server within the Sysplex that specify the same
XCF Group Name work together to manage enterprise multi-factor authentication tokens. A token userid
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combination that is created by any instance within the group can be validated by the same or any other
instance within the group. Usage and Timeout values are managed at the group level.

• When the XCF Group Name is specified, one instance becomes the primary instance and all others within the
group are secondary instances. The first instance to initialize will become the primary instance.

NOTE
The primary instance manages the token userid combinations for all secondary instances. Should
the primary instance of a group fail, all instances within the group need to be brought down. When all
instances are down, restarting is possible. All tokens are invalidated as part of the restart process.

export SCT_XCF_FUNCTION=nn
Specifies the string to be passed to XCF.  The string will be included by XCF when displaying various information
about the XCF group member. The maximum length of the string is 24 characters. The string can contain any
alphanumeric (A-Z), national (@,#,$), or special characters (underscore or blank). Leading blanks, and all blank
descriptors are not permitted.

NOTE
If you are using the dollar($) character, the string will need to be surrounded by single quotes(' '), or use
the escape character backslash(\) before the dollar($) character.

Default: CAMMA20
export SCT_XCF_ENQ_RETRY_COUNT=nn

Specifies the number of times Advanced Authentication Mainframe will attempt to become the primary instance
when the status of the primary region is changing as instances initialize or terminate. Valid values are 1-20.
Default: 3

Activate Changes to the MFAPARMS

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and reinitialized. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:

STOP aamstc

aamstc
Specifies the name of the started task procedure.

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

To reinitialize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure:

S aamstc,,,REINIT 

NOTE
REINIT is required only the first time Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started with the Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication support in place.

Set Up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task Procedure

In this task, create and customize the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task procedure.
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NOTE
Because Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses TCP/IP for communication, ensure that the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task is started after TCP/IP is available.

1. Copy members MFAENTAR, and MFAENTPR from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN to your custdsn.
2. Copy the MFAENT member in yourhlq.CFF7PROC to a member in a PROCLIB data set.

The member must use CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF
Update the following items in the JCL:

MAINARGS DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTAR) to custdsn(MFAENTAR).

STDENV DD
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAPARMS) to custdsn(MFAPARMS).
Change CAI.MFA.ENV(MFAENTPR) to custdsn(MFAENTPR).

SYSTCPD DD
(If your TCP/IP PROFILE data set name is not TCPIP.PROFILE) Uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and specify
the name of your TCP/IP PROFILE data set. This data set is also in your TCPIP started task procedure in the
SYSTCPD DD.

3. Update the following environment parameters in custdsn(MFAENTPR).
@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@

Specifies the host name or IP address where Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is going to run.

@AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

Assign and Authorize a User ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Started Task

If you are using the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication instance, you must assign
a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT).
Assign the same user to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task that
is assigned to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. To a

1. Assign a user ID to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.
RDEFINE STARTED mfaent.*  STDATA(USER(aamstcid))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

aamstcid
Specifies the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

mfaent
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.

2. Define the resource IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC in the FACILITY class.
RDEF FACILITY  IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Grant read access to IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC in the FACILITY class for the user id who is associated with the
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task.
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.GETCTC CLASS(FACILITY) ID(aamstcid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
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VIP Authentication Hub Requirements

To use Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication in Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you must have VIP Authentication
Hub installed and configured. As part of the process you need to:

• Create a tenant for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
VIP Authentication Hub is a multi-tenant service. A single deployment of VIP Authentication Hub provides logically
isolated environments for multiple independent business entities. Each tenant can manage their configurations and
policies without affecting other tenants in the system. Take a note of the tenant name as this will be used later.

• Create and configure an application under the tenant
– The attribute redirectURIs must be set to https://hostname:server_port/aam/authComplete

hostname
Specifies the host name or IP address that Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server is running on.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

server_port
Specifies the port number for Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.
Use the same value specified for @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

– The attribute allowedGrantTypes must be set to 'authorization_code' and 'refresh_token'
– The attribute allowedOperations must be set to Introspect

NOTE
For more information, see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing Applications.

– Take a note of the Client ID and Client Secret as this will be used later.
• Create policies for authentication

Policy comprises of a set of conditions defined in rules that govern the workflows that users must comply with, to
access a protected resource.

• (Optional) Branding Customization
As a tenant administrator, you can customize the branding of the SignIn User Interface (UI) to suit the requirements
of your organization. For example, you may want to change the logo, background image, or tenant name in the UI. To
perform such modifications, you can use the branding APIs.

(Optional) Use Enterprise Identification During Multi-Factor Authentication

LDAP Server setup is needed on z/OS when one or both of the following are true:

• When the mainframe User ID is different from the Enterprise Active Directory ID.
• When the multi-factor authentication policy in VIP Authentication Hub needs to include Mainframe Password or

Password Phrase as one of the authentication factors.

For information about setup of LDAP Server, see LDAP documentation System z Security Communication Servers (DSI,
LDAP, PAM).

This instance of LDAP Server on z/OS should be defined in VIP Authentication Hub for resolution. For more information,
see VIP Authentication Hub documentation for Managing LDAP Configuration.

Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Factor

To use Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF, activate the MFADEF class and define the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe factor (AAMAUTHB):

1. Activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(MFADEF)

2. Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor:
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RDEFINE MFADEF FACTOR.AAMAUTHB

3. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Define the Multi-Factor Authentication Policy

The multi-factor authentication policy defines which authentication factors are required during enterprise multi-factor
authentication.
RDEFINE MFADEF POLICY.policyname MFPOLICY(FACTOR(factor) -

          TOKENTIMEOUT(nn) REUSE(YES|NO))

policyname
Specifies the descriptive policy name.

factor
Specifies the authentication factor to be used. AAMAUTHB is the only factor that is supported by Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

nn
Indicates the length of time in seconds the Out-of-Band authentication token is valid. Valid values are one second
to 86400 seconds (one day). The default is 300 seconds (five minutes).

REUSE(YES|NO)
Determines if the Out-of-Band authentication token can be used more than once. The default for REUSE is no.

NOTE
For more information about the MFADEF Policy, see the IBM Multi-Factor Authentication guide.

Example: The following is an example of an RDEFINE command to add the Policy to the MFADEF record, using a
policyname of AAMAUTHB, VIP Authentication Hub as the Out-of-Band authentication factor(AAMAUTHB):
RDEFINE MFADEF POLICY.AAMAUTHB MFPOLICY(FACTOR(AAMAUTHB) -

          TOKENTIMEOUT(300) REUSE(YES))

Implement the changes to the MFADEF record:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Define and Set Up the MFABYPASS Resource Rule

Enterprise multi-factor authentication for Advanced Authentication Mainframe, requires a bypass to application CALDAP.
To allow specific applications or users to bypass multi-factor authentication define MFADEF class resource names. The
resource names are of the form:

MFABYPASS.APPL.applid
applid is the application name where the login is taking place. For applid to be used, the application must pass
the applid on the login request.

RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.CALDAP UACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Encrypt Sensitive Data in Global Factor Record

The VIP Authentication Hub Client Secret value is encrypted when stored in the Global Factor Record. Advanced
Authentication Mainframe supports one of three methods for performing the encryption.

1. Clear Key encryption using PKCS#11.
2. Secure Key encryption using PKCS#11.
3. Secure Key encryption using CKDS AES.
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The method to use depends on what cryptographic coprocessors are available and whether they are configured for CCA
or EP11.

1. If your site has no coprocessors, then you use PKCS#11 Clear Key
2. If your site has a coprocessor that is configured for CCA but none for EP11, then you can use CKDS AES Secure Key

or PKCS#11 Clear Key. CKDS AES Secure Key is recommended.
3. If your site has a coprocessor that is configured for EP11 but none for CCA, then you use PKCS#11 Secure Key.
4. If your site has a coprocessor that is configured for CCA and one for EP11, then you use either CKDS AES or

PKCS#11 Secure Key. PKCS#11 is recommended.

NOTE
Usage of CKDS AES Clear Key is not supported. CKDS AES Secure Key is referred to as CKDS. PKCS#11
Secure and Clear Key is referred to as PKCS#11. Secure vs. Clear is only added if there is need for clarification.

Before proceeding, consult with your:

• Systems Programmer to determine if any ICSF configuration steps described in the z/OS Cryptographic Services
Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility System Programmer's Guide are required.

• Security Officer (person authorized to perform ICSF administration functions and key management as described in the
z/os Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility Administrator's Guide).

Select one of the encryption methods and configure to your site standards with one of the following steps:

• For PKCS#11, Configure a PKCS#11 Token for Use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.
• For CKDS, Configure a CKDS AES Key for Use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

Configure a PKCS#11 Token for Use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Use this procedure to configure a PKCS#11 token for use with the update of the global factor record for Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Token Data set (TKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and TKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD in the FACILITY class.

1. If not already created, create the TKDS. Use the sample job provided by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB to define your TKDS.
2. If creating a TKDS, update the ICSF installation options for the CSF started task. Set the TKDSN and SYSPLEXTKDS

directives as necessary.
3. (Optional) If not already present, create governing profiles in the CRYPTOZ class.

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ CLEARKEY.** UACC(NONE)

NOTE
It is highly recommended to set these profiles so that any errors from ICSF processing have meaningful
messages that are associated. Without these in place, it is possible that some error conditions will not return
meaningful ICHnumbermessages, making troubleshooting more difficult. If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the
profile for the CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

4. Define the CRYPTOZ resources for the TOKEN:
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.token_name  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.token_name  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ CLEARKEY.token_name UACC(NONE)
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token_name
The value of the label that was specified when created.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.
IMPORTANT
Keep track of this token name value. It will be used again when you run the MAAGFVIP job for defining the
Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Factor data for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

5. If not active, activate the CRYPTOZ class.
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CRYPTOZ) GENERIC(CRYPTOZ) RACLIST(CRYPTOZ)

6. The user issuing the ADDTOKEN command must have the following permits.
PERMIT CSF1TRC CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRD CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(submitter) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

submitter
The userID submitting the ADDTOKEN command.

token_name
The token_name used on the ADDTOKEN command.

7. Permit the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ID to the Token resources:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CLEARKEY.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFIQF CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GAV CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

AAMSTC
Specifies the started task ID.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

8. Permit the submitter of the MAAGFVIP job to the Token and CSFSERV resources:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

PERMIT CLEARKEY.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFIQF CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GAV CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GSK CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1SKE CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

       

token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

user-ID
Specifies the UserID who submits the MAAGFVIP job to define the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication factor
AAM_AUTHHUB
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NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

9. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

10. Create the PKCS#11 token from the ICSF Token Management services panel or by issuing the following IBM RACF
command.
RACDCERT ADDTOKEN(token_name)

– token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for the CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

Next Steps

After configuration of a PKCS#11 token for use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication, go to Configure AT-TLS for
Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with IBM RACF to setup the AT-TLS connection.

Configure a CKDS AES Key for Use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Use this procedure to configure a CKDS Key Label for use with the update of the global factor record for Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Cryptographic Data Set (CKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and CKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAM_AUTHHUB in the FACILITY class.

1. If not already created, create the CKDS. Use the sample job provided by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB to define your CKDS.
2. If creating a new CKDS, update the ICSF installation options for the CSF started task. Set the CKDSN and

SYSPLEXCKDS directives, as necessary.
3. If not active, activate the CSFKEYS class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CSFKEYS) GENERIC(CSFKEYS) RACLIST(CSFKEYS )

4. Define the CSFKEYS resources for the CKDS AES Key Label:
RDEFINE CSFKEYS key_label UACC(NONE) ICSF(SYMCPACFWRAP(YES))

key_label
The value of the label that was specified when created.

IMPORTANT
Keep track of this Key Label value. It is used again when you run the MAAGFVIP job for defining the
Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Factor data for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

5. Permission to create the Key Label.
NOTE
The Security Officer must have permission to create the Key Label. Refer to the IBM Crypto Administration
Guide for the appropriate ICSF permissions to perform key management functions and IBM RACF
permissions that are required.

PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(secoff) ACCESS(CONTROL)
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key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

6. Permit the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ID to the CKDS AES Key:
PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

AAMSTC
Specifies the started task ID.

7. Permit the submitter of the MAAGFVIP job to the CKDS AES Key:
PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFKRR CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

submitter
Specifies the UserID who submits the MAAGFVIP job to define the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Factor
AAM_AUTHHUB.

8. Issue a REFRESH command to implement the changes.
SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFKEYS) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

9. Create the CKDS AES Key Label from the ICSF CKDS Generate Key panel.
key_label

Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

Next Steps

After configuration of a CKDS key label for use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication factor AAM_AUTHHUB, go to
Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with IBM RACF to setup the AT-TLS connection.

Configure AT-TLS for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with IBM RACF
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication server.

The Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection,
Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application
Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-
TLS encrypted TCP/IP connection details. This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, key rings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a key ring, and connects the key ring to
the certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the user
who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task read access to the key ring. Finally,
the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the key ring, host, port, and started task userid. Upon
completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.
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Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, key rings, and certificates:

Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
Key Ring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Retrieve the Client and Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server
and the root certificate from VIP Authentication Hub. These certificates are used to establish the inbound and outbound
connections.

1. Download the  VIP Authentication Hub certificate and all signing certificates. Work with your VIP Authentication
Hub administrator to download the certificates to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  VIP Authentication Hub signing certificates to the
LPAR as a data set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.

Set up the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Server to use trusted certificates for improved browser security. If you
are using a well-known, trusted certificate authority (CA) instead of an unsigned certificate for Advanced Authentication
Mainframe, insert the certificates and connect them to your key ring.

1. Submit the certificate signing request (CSR) to a well-known CA.
2. Receive the signed certificate from the CA.
3. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the  signed certificate to the LPAR as a data set.

The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.
4. Add the signed certificate to the keystore (for example, PKCS12 format) to complete the chain.

Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for
authentication calls through the ESM. For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM,
defines the key ring, and connects the certificates to the key ring. The security administrator then grants the user who is
associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task READ access to the key ring.
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Supply the VIP Authentication Hub Server Certificate to IBM RACF

1. Add the client certificate for the VIP Authentication Hub to IBM RACF. Doing so makes the VIP Authentication
Hub certificate available for authentication calls.

RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) ADD('dsname') WITHLABEL('labelname') TRUST

aamstcid
Specify the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

2. Create a client key ring for the client to connect to the VIP Authentication Hub certificates.
RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) ADDRING(clientaamring)

clientaamring
Specify a name for the key ring.

3. Connect the client certificate to client key ring to create the trust relationship.
RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) CONNECT(ID(aamstcid) LABEL('labelname') RING(clientaamring) USAGE(CERTAUTH) DEFAULT)

Supply the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Server Certificates to RACF

1. Add all signing certificates of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server certificate to IBM RACF. Doing so makes
the signing certificates available for authentication calls.

RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(dsname) WITHLABEL('labelname') TRUST

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

2. Add the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server certificate to IBM RACF. Doing so makes the server certificate
available for authentication calls.

RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) ADD('dsname') WITHLABEL('labelname') TRUST PASSWORD('password')

aamstcid
Specify the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid.

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

password
Specify the password of the certificate.

3. Create a server key ring for the server to connect to the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication certificates.
RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) ADDRING(serveraamring)

serveraamring
Specify a name for the key ring.

4. Connect the server certificate to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) CONNECT(ID(aamstcid) LABEL('labelname') RING(serveraamring) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT)
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5. Connect the server signing certificates to server key ring to create the trust relationship.
RACDCERT ID(aamstcid) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('labelname') RING(serveraamring))

6. (Optional) If the DIGTCERT class is RACLISTed, refresh the class to reflect changes to the class.
SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTCERT,DIGTRING) REFRESH

7. Verify that the certificates are connected to the key ring by listing the AAMSTC key ring:
RACDCERT ID(aamstc) LIST

Digital certificate information for user AAMSTC:                              

                                                                              

  Label: AAM_CLIENT_LABEL             

  Certificate ID: 2QbUxsHExeXZ4sHB18lA             

  Status: TRUST             

  Start Date: 2020/05/12 14:19:57                                             

  End Date:   2037/01/01 02:00:00 

  Serial Number:                  

       >1DBA2B7CD3BAA15E198E782B9E3DBD67<

  Issuers Name:

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2bbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for anb.net<

  Subjects Name

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2bbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for abc.net<

  Signing Algorithm: sha256RSA

  Key Type: RSA          

  Key Size: 2048             

  Private Key: NO 

  Certificate Fingerprint (SHA256):   

    CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AC:6A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:C4: 

    10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3C         

  Ring Associations:

  Ring Owner: AAMSTC

  Ring:

     >clientaamring<

            

  Label: AAM_SERVER_LABEL             

  Certificate ID: 2QbUxsHExeXZ4sHB18lB             

  Status: TRUST             

  Start Date: 2020/05/12 14:19:57                                             

  End Date:   2037/01/01 02:00:00 

  Serial Number:                  

       >1DBA2B7CD3CAA15E198E782B9E3DBD67<

  Issuers Name:

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2cbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for anb.net<

  Subjects Name

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2cbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for abc.net<

  Signing Algorithm: sha256RSA

  Key Usage: HANDSHAKE   

  Key Type: RSA   

  Key Size: 2048   

  Private Key: YES   

  Certificate Fingerprint (SHA256):   
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    CB:B5:22:D7:B7:F1:27:AC:7A:01:13:86:5B:DF:1C:C4: 

    10:2E:7D:07:59:AF:63:5A:7C:F4:72:0D:C9:63:C5:3C    

  Ring Associations:

  Ring Owner: AAMSTC

  Ring:

     >serveraamring<

8. Grant READ access for Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task userid to the key ring. For the key ring owner,
READ authority is required to the Resource class FACILITY resource: IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING. For users who are
not the owner of the key ring, key ring UPDATE authority is required to the resource class FACILITY resource.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(aamstcid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Add TTLSRules to PAGENT Policy

The AT-TLS policy statements are interpreted by the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT is the started task and IBM
z/OS Communications Server application that controls the secure exchange of data. Incorporate these policies into
your Policy Agent configuration according to your site-specific standards. When you activate these AT-TLS policies, all
communication between Advanced Authentication Mainframe client and the authentication server is encrypted using TLS.
Update the PAGENT policy to include a TTSRULE for both the client and server side.

Update Client Rule

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AUTHHUB_HOST

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address
%AUTHHUB_PORT

Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub port
%AUTHHUB_RING

Specifies the client key ring name associated to the VIP Authentication Hub
%AUTHHUB_URL

Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub url
is 50-characters.

Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference
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##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 

## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AUTHHUB_HOST - the VIP Authentication Hub host name or IP address

##    %AUTHHUB_PORT - the VIP Authentication Hub server port

##    %AUTHHUB_RING - the VIP Authentication Hub key ring name (clientaamring)

##    %AUTHHUB_URL - the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamClientGroup 

##    AamClientEnv

##    AamClientAdvParms

##    AamClientCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamClientRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %AUTHHUB_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %AUTHHUB_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamClientGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamClientGroup

 {
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         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AUTHHUB_RING

       }

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamClientAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamClientCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamClientAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       ClientHandshakeSNI               Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIMatch          Optional

       ClientHandshakeSNIList           %AUTHHUB_URL 

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamClientCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

}

Update Server Rule

The policy statements require the following settings:
%AAMSTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe
%AAM_SERVER_PORT

Specifies the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port
%AAM_SERVER_RING

Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server key ring name
Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication Server and Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be
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## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and 

## Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server.

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, key rings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %AAMSTC_USERID - the userid who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task

##    %AAM_SERVER_PORT - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server port

##    %AAM_SERVER_RING - the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication server key ring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamServerGroup 

##    AamServerEnv

##    AamServerAdvParms

##    AamServerCiphers

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------

##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     AamServerRule

{

       Userid                           %AAMSTC_USERID
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       RemotePortRange                  %AAM_SERVER_PORT

       Direction                        Inbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamServerGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamServerEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamServerGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamServerEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAM_SERVER_RING

       }

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamServerAdvParms

       TTLSCipherParmsRef               AamServerCiphers

       HandshakeRole                    SERVER

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamServerAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          On

}

TTLSCipherParms              AamServerCiphers

{

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

        V3CipherSuites        TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256

}

Update PAGENT Policy

After adding the TTLSRules for client and server, update the PAGENT started task from the console:
MODIFY PAGENT,UPDATE

Next Steps

After configuration of AT-TLS for use with Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication factor AAMAUTHB, go to Configure
Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for IBM RACF to setup the global factor record.
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Configure Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for IBM RACF
Configure IBM RACF for the global factor record to enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe for enterprise multi-factor
authentication.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication.

IMPORTANT

If you are using encryption services:

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Token Data set (TKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and TKDS must be shared across member LPARs.

To submit an MAAGFVIP job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, AAMAUTHB). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must have READ access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, AAMAUTHB). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide READ access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB CLASS(FACILITY) ID(aamstcid) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

WARNING

• The MAAGFVIP job that is run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Also, after you update
the factor data, it is recommended to delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, remove the ClientSecret).

• The AAMAUTHB global factor record that is updated must be inserted before running the job.

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the JCL variables. Specify custdsn where the MFAPARMS member is located for the

STDENV. Specify the SET statement as the first JCL variable to set the factor data.
SET MODE=SET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Review and edit the job RFACIN variables according to the comments. When using the CKDS key label, use the
following RFACIN parameters:
AuthHubUrl=authhub_url

KeyLabel=key_label     

TenantName=authhub_tenant_name

ClientId=client_id        

ClientSecret=client_secret

OrigName=zos_lpar_name

When using the PKCS#11 token, use the following RFACIN parameters:
AuthHubUrl=authhub_url

TokenName=pkcs#11_token_name

KeyLabel=key_label     

TenantName=authhub_tenant_name

ClientId=client_id        

ClientSecret=client_secret

OrigName=zos_lpar_name
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authhub_tenant_name
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's tenant name.

authhub_url
Specifies the hostname of the VIP Authentication Hub url. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub
url is 50-characters.

pkcs#11_token_name
(Optional) Specifies the PKCS#11 token name for encryption of the client secret field value. Can be an existing
token or a new one. Remove TokenName from the input card if not using PKCS#11.

key_label
Specifies the PKCS#11 key label or the CKDS AES key label for encryption of the client secret field value. This
can be an existing key label or new one. If it does not exist in the PKCS#11 token, Advanced Authentication
Mainframe defines the token object for the key label. The maximum length for a new or existing key label is 64-
characters.

client_id
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client id value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub client
id is 36-characters.

client_secret
Specifies the VIP Authentication Hub's client secret value. The maximum length for the VIP Authentication Hub
client secret is 36-characters.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system. The maximum length for the z/OS LPAR name is 50-characters.

4. Submit the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the values that are specified for TokenName,

KeyLabel, ClientId, and ClientSecret.
TokenName=xxxxxxxx

KeyLabel=xxxxxxxx

ClientId=xxxxxxxx

ClientSecret=xxxxxxxx

6. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Shut down the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task.

Display Global Factor Record for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

To submit an MAAGFVIP job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, AAMAUTHB). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide READ access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AAMAUTHB CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userID) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

1. Update the MAAGFVIP job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first JCL variable to display the

factor data. Any variables in RFACIN are ignored.
SET MODE=GET       

SET FACTOR=AAMAUTHB

3. Run the MAAGFVIP job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the ClientSecret, which is never
displayed.
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Start the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication Started Task

After the global factor record has been SET with the MAAGFVIP, start the Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started
task.

START mfaent

mfaent
Specifies the name of the  Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task
procedure.

Next Steps

Once the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task has initialized, go to Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-
Factor Authentication for IBM RACF.

Configure a User for Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication for IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use enterprise multi-factor
credentials for authentication.

To configure a user to use enterprise multi-factor authentication credentials for sign on, follow these steps:

1. Add the enterprise multi-factor authentication factor to the MFA segment of the IBM RACF userid.
ALTUSER userid MFA(FACTOR(factorname) ACTIVE NOPWFALLBACK)

userid
Specifies the user to alter.

factorname
Specifies the factor being modified to the userids MFA segment. The only factor that is supported by Advanced
Authentication Mainframe is VIP Authentication Hub factor of AAMAUTHB.

ACTIVE|NOACTIVE
Specifies that the userid is ACTIVE for the authenticator factor that is specified and must sign on with enterprise
multi-factor authentication credentials. NOACTIVE indicates that the factor is not active and the user does not
use enterprise multi-factor authentication to sign on.

PWFALLBACK|NOPWFALLBACK
Specifies that the user cannot sign on with their regular IBM RACF password/phrase when enterprise multi-
factor authentication is not available. PWFALLBACK specifies the user can sign on with their regular IBM RACF
password/phrase when enterprise multi-factor authentication is not available.

Example: The following is an example of an ALTUSER command to activate the MFA factor AAMAUTHB for userid
MFAUSR1:
ALTUSER MFAUSR1 MFA(FACTOR(AAMAUTHB) ACTIVE NOPWFALLBACK)

2. Add the POLICY segment to the IBM RACF userid. The following is an example of an ALTUSER command to activate
the MFA factor for userid MFAUSR1:
ALTUSER userid MFA(ADDPOLICY(policyname))

userid
Specifies the user to alter.

policyname
Specifies the name of the policy to be used for enterprise multi-factor authenticator.
Advanced Authentication Mainframe only supports one policy per user.

Example: The following is an example of an ALTUSER command to add the Policy, with a policyname of AAMAUTHB
for factor of AAMAUTHB, to the MFA segment for userid MFAUSR1:
ALTUSER MFAUSR1 MFA(ADDPOLICY(AAMAUTHB))
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NOTE
For more information about the MFA segment of the RACF userid and bypassing IBM Multi-Factor
Authentication, see the IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS Installation and Customization guide.

Next Steps

Once a user has defined a MFA factor and policy, go to Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with
IBM RACF.

Sign On When Using Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication with IBM RACF
Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication support allows mainframe users to
authenticate outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band").

As a user, you want to get a token to sign on to a z/OS application. You need to logon to the Enterprise Multi-Factor
Authentication user interface, which will and generate a token. The returned token can be used to logon to z/OS
applications.

Prerequisites

Verify the following requirements before you attempt to log in to the product UI:

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be running.
• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication started task (MFAENT) that hosts the

UI must be running.
• You must use a supported browser.

Log In to the User Interface

Log in to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe user interface (UI) to use the product. The UI runs as a browser-based
application. After you have confirmed the prerequisites, log in to the user interface.

1. Open a supported browser and log in using the following format:
https://host_name:http_port/aam

host_name
Specifies the host name for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_HOST@.

http_port
Specifies the port number for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Enterprise Multi-Factor Authentication
Server. This value was entered in the custdsn(MFAENTPR) as @AAM_ENT_MFA_SERVER_PORT@.

The Login screen appears.
2. Enter your login credentials, including any policy-based multi-factor authentication.
3. Upon successful completion of authentication, a Cache Token Credential is generated.
4. Use the Cache Token Credential to logon to any z/OS application.

Enable RADIUS Authentication through IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RADIUS credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on using multi-factor
authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply RADIUS credentials through Advanced Authentication
Mainframe. The RADIUS Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RADIUS credentials are validated on the RADIUS
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Authentication Manager, RADIUS signons experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS signons. Administrators
may choose between normal RADIUS and RADIUS with Compound In-Band.

WARNING
For an Advanced Authentication Mainframe sign on to be successful, the application that is performing the sign-
on validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

After you install and configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe, set up controls to dictate who is required to sign on
using RADIUS credentials.

NOTE
The RADIUS Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RADIUS credentials are validated on the RADIUS
Authentication Manager, RADIUS signons experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS signons.

RADIUS Authentication with Compound In-Band

Compound In-Band lets users authenticate to z/OS applications using their RADIUS passcode plus their password or
password phrase. You can only use Compound In-Band authentication if the application supports entering more than eight
characters for the password field.

WARNING
If both the RADIUS passcode and passwords or password phrases can contain the value that is used as a
delimiter, do not use Compound In-Band.

The following restrictions and considerations with Compound In-Band apply to users configured with ESM Passwords:

• When using a password, the minimum length of the RADIUS passcode plus their password must be greater than
seven.

• If the password field contains more than eight characters, a user cannot change their password from applications that
prohibit entering a new password that is eight characters or less.

• If the RADIUS passcode is a One Time passcode and the users ESM password has expired, they will not be able
to change it in response to a “password expired, enter new password” prompt. Instead, users will get message
'MFA10026 invalid credentials'. The user would have to change their password as part of the authentication attempt
by selecting the new password field on the next logon prompt.

The following restrictions with Compound In-Band apply to users configured with ESM Passphrases:

• The size of a user’s password phrase must not exceed 100, minus the length of the maximum size of the MFA
credential plus one.

• If the RADIUS passcode is a One Time passcode and the users ESM password phrase has expired, they may not be
able to change it in response to a “password expired, enter new password” prompt. Instead, users will get message
'MFA10026 invalid credentials'. The user would have to change their password phrase as part of the authentication
attempt by selecting the new password field on the next logon prompt.

To alleviate the expired password restriction, use IDTDATA.

IDTDATA(Identity Tokens)

During multi-factor authentication an application may be required to make multiple authentication calls to complete the
process. Identity tokens allow for linking multiple authentication calls into one continuous process. When the IDTDATA
class is activated, users who are configured for factor CAAAMRAD, will have an improved user experience.

• When using Compound In-Band, users will be able to change their expired password or password phrase in response
to an expired password or password phrase prompt in the application sign on process.

• With TSO PREPROMPTPASSWORD(ON) improved user messages will be issued from TSO for logon processes that
result in challenge scenarios.

To activate the IDTDATA class perform the following action:
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SETROPTS CLASSACT(IDTDATA)

To use the default profile, perform the following action:
SETROPTS RACLIST(IDTDATA)

For additional details and information on how to configure IDTDATA, see the IBM z/OS Security Server RACROUTE
Macro Reference in z/OS 2.4.

Next Steps

Define and activate the MFADEF record, go to Activate the MFADEF Class and Define the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe Factor.

Activate the MFADEF Class and Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe
Factor
After you install and configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe, set up controls to dictate who is required to sign on
using RADIUS credentials.

NOTE
The RADIUS Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RADIUS credentials are validated on the RADIUS
Authentication Manager, RADIUS signons experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS signons.

To use Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF, activate the MFADEF class and define the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe factor (CAAAMRAD):

1. Activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(MFADEF)

2. Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.CAAAMRAD

3. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Next Steps

After you define and activate the MFADEF record, go to Update the Global Factor Record for RADIUS to set up encryption
standards and the global factor.

Update the Global Factor Record for RADIUS
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to allow users to log on to z/OS applications by using RADIUS credentials.

The RADIUS Shared Secret value is encrypted when stored in the Global Factor Record. Advanced Authentication
Mainframe supports one of three methods for performing the encryption.

1. Clear Key encryption using PKCS#11.
2. Secure Key encryption using PKCS#11.
3. Secure Key encryption using CKDS AES.

The method to use depends on what cryptographic coprocessors are available and whether they are configured for CCA
or EP11.

1. If your site has no coprocessors, then you use PKCS#11 Clear Key
2. If your site has a coprocessor configured for CCA but none for EP11, then you can use CKDS AES Secure Key or

PKCS#11 Clear Key. CKDS AES Secure Key is recommended.
3. If your site has a coprocessor configured for EP11 but none for CCA, then you use PKCS#11 Secure Key.
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4. If your site has a coprocessor configured for CCA and one for EP11, then you use either CKDS AES or PKCS#11
Secure Key. PKCS#11 is recommended.

NOTE
Usage of CKDS AES Clear Key is not supported. CKDS AES Secure Key is referred to as CKDS. PKCS#11
Secure and Clear Key is referred to as PKCS#11. Secure vs. Clear is only added if there is need for clarification.

Before proceeding, consult with your:

• Systems Programmer to determine if any ICSF configuration steps described in the z/OS Cryptographic Services
Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility System Programmer's Guide are required.

• Security Officer (person authorized to perform ICSF administration functions and key management as described in the
z/os Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility Administrator's Guide).

Select one of the encryption methods and configure to your site standards with one of the following steps:

• For PKCS#11, Configure a PKCS#11 Token for Use with RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD.
• For CKDS, Configure a CKDS AES Key for Use with RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD.

Configure a PKCS#11 Token for Use with RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD
This section includes topics to help you configure a PKCS#11 Token for use with RADIUS factor.

Use this procedure to configure a PKCS#11 toke for us with factor record for Radius.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Token Data set (TKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and TKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD in the FACILITY class.

1. If not already created, create the TKDS. Use the sample job provided by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB to define your TKDS.
2. If creating a TKDS, update the ICSF installation options for the CSF started task. Set the TKDSN and SYSPLEXTKDS

directives as necessary.
3. (Optional) If not already present, create governing profiles in the CRYPTOZ class.

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ CLEARKEY.** UACC(NONE)

NOTE
It is highly recommended to set these profiles so that any errors from ICSF processing have meaningful
messages that are associated. Without these in place, it is possible that some error conditions will not return
meaningful ICHnumbermessages, making troubleshooting more difficult. If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the
profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

4. Define the CRYPTOZ resources for the TOKEN:
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.token_name  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.token_name  UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ CLEARKEY.token_name UACC(NONE)

token_name
The value of the label that was specified when created.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.
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IMPORTANT
Keep track of this token name value. It will be used again when you run the MAABRRAD job for defining
the RADIUS Factor data for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

5. If not active, activate the CRYPTOZ class.
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CRYPTOZ) GENERIC(CRYPTOZ) RACLIST(CRYPTOZ)

6. The user issuing the ADDTOKEN command must have the following permits.
PERMIT CSF1TRC CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRD CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(submitter) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

submitter
The userID submitting the ADDTOKEN command.

token_name
The token_name used on the ADDTOKEN command.

7. Permit the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ID to the Token resources:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(aamstc) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(aamstc) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CLEARKEY.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(aamstc) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFIQF CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GAV CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(AAMSTC) ACCESS(READ)

token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

aamstc
Specifies the started task ID.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

8. Permit the submitter of the MAABRRAD job to the Token and CSFSERV resources:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(CONTROL)

PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

PERMIT CLEARKEY.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFIQF CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1TRL CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GAV CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1GSK CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSF1SKE CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

       

token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

user-ID
Specifies the UserID who submits the MAABRRAD job to define the RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

9. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH
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10. Create the PKCS#11 token from the ICSF Token Management services panel or by issuing the following IBM RACF
command.
RACDCERT ADDTOKEN(token_name)

token_name
Specifies the same token name that is supplied in step 4.

NOTE
If using PKCS#11 Secure Key, the profile for CLEARKEY resource is not necessary.

Next Steps

After configuration of a PKCS#11 token for use with RADIUS factor CAAAMRAD, go to Update the Global Factor Record
Using MAAGFRAD to setup the global factor record.

If you do not have RADIUS Authentication with Compund In-Band support (PTF LU03845) applied, go to Update the
Global Factor Record for RADIUS Using MAABRRAD (PKCS#11) to setup the global factor record.

Configure a CKDS AES Key for Use with RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD
This section includes topics to help you configure a CKDS AES Key for use with RADIUS factor.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for Radius.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Cryptographic Data Set (CKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and CKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD in the FACILITY class.

Configure a CKDS Key Label for use with the CAAAMRAD Factor.

Follow these steps:

1. If not already created, create the CKDS. Use the sample job provided by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB to define your CKDS.
2. If creating a new CKDS, update the ICSF installation options for the CSF started task. Set the CKDSN and

SYSPLEXCKDS directives, as necessary.
3. If not active, activate the CSFKEYS class:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CSFKEYS) GENERIC(CSFKEYS) RACLIST(CSFKEYS )

4. Define the CSFKEYS resources for the CKDS AES Key Label:
RDEFINE CSFKEYS key_label UACC(NONE) ICSF(SYMCPACFWRAP(YES))

key_label
The value of the label that was specified when created.

IMPORTANT
Keep track of this Key Label value. It is used again when you run the MAABRRD2 job for defining the
RADIUS Factor data for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

5. Permission to create the Key Label.
NOTE
The Security Officer must have permission to create the Key Label. Refer to the IBM Crypto Administration
Guide for the appropriate ICSF permissions to perform key management functions and IBM RACF
permissions that are required.

PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(secoff) ACCESS(CONTROL)
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key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

6. Permit the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ID to the CKDS AES Key:
PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(aamstc) ACCESS(READ)

key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

aamstc
Specifies the started task ID.

7. Permit the submitter of the MAABRRD2 job to the CKDS AES Key:
PERMIT key_label CLASS(CSFKEYS) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT CSFKRR CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(submitter) ACCESS(READ)

key_label
Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

submitter
Specifies the UserID who submits the MAABRRD2 job to define the RADIUS Factor CAAAMRAD.

8. Issue a REFRESH command to implement the changes.
SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFKEYS) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

9. Create the CKDS AES Key Label from the ICSF CKDS Generate Key panel.
key_label

Specifies the same key label that is supplied in step 4.

Next Steps

After configuration of a CKDS key label for use with RADIUS factor CAAAMRAD, go to Update the Global Factor Record
Using MAAGFRAD to setup the global factor record.

If you do not have RADIUS Authentication with Compund In-Band support (PTF LU03845) applied, go to Update the
Global Factor Record for RADIUS Using MAABRRD2 (CKDS). to setup the global factor record.

Update the Global Factor Record Using MAAGFRAD
Configure IBM RACF for the global factor record to enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RADIUS
Authentication.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for RADIUS.

IMPORTANT

If you are using encryption services:

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Token Data set (TKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and TKDS must be shared across member LPARs.

To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, CAAAMRAD). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
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WARNING

• The MAAGFRAD job that is run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Also, after you
update the factor data, it is recommended to delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, remove the Secret).

• The CAAAMRAD global factor record that is updated must be inserted before running the job.

1. Update the MAAGFRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the JCL variables. Specify custdsn where the MFAPARMS member is located for the

STDENV. Specify the SET statement as the first JCL variable to set the factor data.
SET MODE=SET       

SET FACTOR=CAAAMRAD    

3. Review and edit the job RFACIN variables according to the comments. When using the CKDS key label, use the
following RFACIN variables:
HostName=radius_server_name

KeyLabel=key_label     

Secret=shared_secret

AuthPort=auth_port 

AcctPort=acct_port

OrigName=zos_lpar_name 

CompoundInBand=N     

PasswordFirst=N  

CompoundInBandDelimiter=:

When using the PKCS#11 token, use the following RFACIN variables:
HostName=radius_server_name

TokenName=pkcs#11_token_name

KeyLabel=key_label     

Secret=shared_secret

AuthPort=auth_port 

AcctPort=acct_port

OrigName=zos_lpar_name 

CompoundInBand=N     

PasswordFirst=N  

CompoundInBandDelimiter=:

radius_server_name
Specifies the hostname of the RADIUS Server.

pkcs#11_token_name
(Optional) Specifies the PKCS#11 token name for encryption of the shared secret field value. Can be an existing
token or a new one. Remove TokenName from the input card if not using PKCS#11.

key_label
Specifies the PKCS#11 key label or the CKDS AES key label for encryption of the shared secret field value. This
can be an existing key label or new one. If it does not exist in the PKCS#11 token, Advanced Authentication
Mainframe defines the token object for the key label. The maximum length for a new or existing key label is 64-
characters.

shared_secret
Specifies the RADIUS Server's shared secret value. This field must be entered within double quotes.

auth_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Authentication Port number

acct_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Accounting Port number.
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zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

CompoundInBand
(Optional) Specifies whether compound in-band will be used for RADIUS. If the parameter is set to Y
(yes), Compound In-Band is enabled. If the parameter is set to N (no), compound in-band is disabled. The
maximum length of this value is 1-character.
Default: N, specifies that Compound In-Band is disabled.

PasswordFirst
(Optional) Specifies whether password must be entered before or after RADIUS passcode. Y specifies password
must be entered first, N specifies password must be entered last. The maximum length of this value is 1-
character.
Default: N, specifies password must be entered last.

NOTE
If your passwords or passphrases can contain the CompoundInBandDelimiter value, the RADIUS
passcode must come first.

CompoundInBandDelimiter
(Optional) Specify a single non alpha-numeric character delimiter that is required to separate the password and
RADIUS passcode.
Default: : (specifies the delimiter is a colon)

4. Submit the MAAGFRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
5. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the values that are specified for TokenName,

KeyLabel, and Secret.
TokenName:xxxxxxxx

KeyLabel:xxxxxxxx

Secret:"xxxxxxxx"

6. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Shut down the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task.

Display Global Factor Record for RADIUS

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, CAAAMRAD). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

1. Update the MAAGFRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first JCL variable to display the

factor data. Any variables in RFACIN are ignored.
SET MODE=GET       

SET FACTOR=CAAAMRAD

3. Run the MAAGFRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the shared secret, which is never
displayed.

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START MFASTC
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WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00561 Factor CAAAMRAD is active
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

Next Steps

After initialization is complete, set up controls for who is required to sign on using RADIUS credentials. Go to Configure a
User for RADIUS Signon.

Update the Global Factor Record for RADIUS Using MAABRRAD (PKCS#11)
Configure IBM RACF for the global factor record to enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RADIUS
Authentication.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for Radius.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Token Data set (TKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and TKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD in the FACILITY class.

Customize and Submit the MAABRRAD Job to Update the CAAAMRAD Global Factor Record (PKCS#11)

WARNING

• The MAABRRAD job that is run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. Also, after you
update the factor data, it is recommended to delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, remove the Secret).

• The CAAAMRAD global factor record that is updated must be inserted before running the job.

1. Update the MAABRRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. The input cards must be in the following order that is shown with

your site-specific values entered.
SET                                    ← Change to SET or GET    

factorID:xxxxxxxx                      ← name of factor          

hostName:radius_server_name            ← Name of Radius server   

TokenName:pkcs#11_token_name           # PKCS#11 token name

KeyLabel:pkcs#11_key_label             # PKCS#11 key label

Secret:"sharedsecret"        ← Radius shared secret 

authPort:auth_port                     ← Radius auth port        

acctPort:acct_port                     ← Radius accounting port  

origName:zos_lpar_name                 ← Name of z/OS LPAR               

        

radius_server_name
Specifies the hostname of the RADIUS Server.
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pkcs#11_token_name
Specifies the PKCS#11 token name for encryption of the shared secret field value. This can be an existing token
or a new one.

pkcs#11_key_label
Specifies the PKCS#11 key label for encryption of the shared secret field value. This can be an existing key label
or new one. If it does not exist in the PKCS#11 token, Advanced Authentication Mainframe defines the token
object for the key label. The maximum length for a new or existing key label is 64-characters.

NOTE
You cannot create or use an existing key label with mixed case or embedded blanks. If you need to use
an existing key label with mixed case or embedded blanks use the MAAGFRAD utility.

"sharedsecret"
Specifies the RADIUS Server's shared secret value. This field must be entered within double quotes.

auth_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Authentication Port number

acct_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Accounting Port number.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

3. Submit the MAABRRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD's contain the messages from the job.
4. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended to remove the values that are specified for TokenName,

KeyLabel, and Secret.
TokenName:xxxxxxxx

KeyLabel:xxxxxxxx

Secret:"xxxxxxxx"

5. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Shut down and restart the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe started task.

Display Global Factor Record for RADIUS

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

WARNING
If the global factor record for CAAAMRAD was set with MAAGFRAD, do not use the MAABRRAD job to do a get
of the global factor record.

You grant access to submit the MAABRRAD with a GET statement. To submit an MAABRRAD job with a GET statement,
your ID must have READ access to the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the
factor that is being defined—for example, CAAAMRAD). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how
to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

1. Update the MAABRRAD job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first SYSIN statement to

display the factor data. Any variables after the factorID: cards are ignored.
GET

factorID:CAAAMRAD

3. Run the MAABRRAD job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the shared secret, which is never
displayed.
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NOTE
The additional variables after the factorID: do not need to be deleted as they are ignored.

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START MFASTC

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00561 Factor CAAAMRAD is active
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

Next Steps

After initialization is complete, set up controls for who is required to sign on using RADIUS credentials. Go to Configure a
User for RADIUS Signon.

Update the Global Factor Record for RADIUS Using MAABRRD2 (CKDS).
Configure IBM RACF for the global factor record to enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RADIUS
Authentication.

Use this procedure to update a global factor record for Radius.

IMPORTANT

• ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started.
• Cryptographic Data Set (CKDS) must be defined.
• In a SYSPLEX, the IBM RACF database and CKDS must be shared across member LPARs.
• Users submitting the job to update the factor data must have UPDATE permission to the resource

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD in the FACILITY class.
• We strongly recommend using the MAAGFRAD job to set and get the global factor record.

Customize and Submit the MAABRRD2 Job to Update the CAAAMRAD Global Factor Record (CKDS)

1. Update the MAABRRD2 job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. The input cards must be in the order that is shown with your site-

specific values entered.
SET                                    ← Change to SET or GET    

factorID:xxxxxxxx                      ← name of factor          

hostName:radius_server_name            ← Name of Radius server   

KeyLabel:key_label                     # CKDS AES key label

Secret:"sharedsecret"                  ← Radius shared secret 

authPort:auth_port                     ← Radius auth port        

acctPort:acct_port                     ← Radius accounting port  

origName:zos_lpar_name                 ← Name of z/OS LPAR
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radius_server_name
Specifies the hostname of the RADIUS Server.

key_label
Specifies the CKDS AES Key Label that is used to encrypt the shared secret.

"sharedsecret"
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s shared secret value. This field must be entered within double quotes.

auth_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Authentication Port number.

acct_port
Specifies the RADIUS Server’s Accounting Port number.

zos_lpar_name
Specifies the z/OS LPAR name for the system.

3. Run the MAABRRD2 job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the messages from the job.
4. Once the job is completed successfully, it is recommended you remove the values that are specified for TokenName,

KeyLabel, and Secret.
TokenName:xxxxxxxx

        KeyLabel:xxxxxxxx

        Secret:"xxxxxxxx"

5. (Required only if Advanced Authentication Mainframe is already up) Shut down and restart the aamstc.

Display Global Factor Record for RADIUS

Use this procedure to display the global factor record.

WARNING
If the global factor record for CAAAMRAD was set with MAAGFRAD, do not use the MAABRRD2 job to do a get
of the global factor record.

You grant access to submit the MAABRRD2 with a GET statement. To submit an MAABRRD2 job with a GET statement,
your ID must have READ access to the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the
factor that is being defined—for example, CAAAMRAD). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how
to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRAD CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

1. Update the MAABRRD2 job found in yourHLQ.CFF7JCL0.
2. Review and edit the job according to the comments. Specify the GET statement as the first SYSIN statement to

display the factor data. Any variables after the factorID: cards are ignored.
GET

factorID:CAAAMRAD

3. Run the MAABRRD2 job. The SYSPRINT DD’s contain the factor data, except for the shared secret, which is never
displayed.

NOTE
The additional variables after the factorID: do not need to be deleted as they are ignored.

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START MFASTC
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WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00561 Factor CAAAMRAD is active
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

Next Steps

After initialization is complete, set up controls for who is required to sign on using RADIUS credentials. Go to Configure a
User for RADIUS Signon.

Configure a User for RADIUS Signon
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RADIUS credentials for multi-
factor authentication.

To configure a user to use RADIUS credentials for sign on, follow these steps:

1. Add the MFA segment to the IBM RACF userid. The RADIUS factor for Advanced Authentication Mainframe is
CAAAMRAD. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses one tag called RADIUSNAME.

NOTE
To add TAGS to the MFA segment of a userid, Advanced Authentication Mainframe must be running.

The following is an example of an ALTUSER command to activate the MFA factor for userid MFAUSR1:
ALTUSER MFAUSR1 MFA(FACTOR(CAAAMRAD) ACTIVE NOPWFALLBACK TAGS(RADIUSNAME:MFAUSR1RADIUS))

FACTOR(CAAAMRAD)
Specifies the factor being modified by the ALTUSER command; for IBM RACF, this is always CAAAMRAD.

ACTIVE|NOACTIVE
Specifies that the userid is ACTIVE for the CAAAMRAD factor and must sign on with RADIUS credentials.
NOACTIVE indicates the factor is not active and the user does not use RADIUS credentials to sign on.

PWFALLBACK|NOPWFALLBACK
Specifies that the user cannot sign on with their regular IBM RACF password/phrase when RADIUS is not
available. PWFALLBACK specifies the user can sign on with their regular IBM RACF password/phrase when
RADIUS is not available.

TAGS(RADIUSNAME:MFAUSR1RADIUS)
Maps the IBM RACF userid to the corresponding RADIUS userid. In this example, the IBM RACF userid is
MFAUSR1, so this specification maps MFAUSR1 to RADIUS userid MFAUSR1RADIUS. If the TAGS clause is
omitted, the RADIUS userid must be the same as the z/OS IBM RACF userid.

2. (Optional) Set up the user to bypass Advanced Authentication Mainframe for certain applications. A user who is
defined with bypass capability for an application uses their IBM RACF password (instead of an RADIUS passcode) to
sign on to the application.

NOTE
For more information about the MFA segment of the RACF userid and bypassing IBM Multi-Factor
Authentication, see the IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS Installation and Customization guide.
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Enable RSA SecurID Authentication through IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe support for RSA SecurID
Authentication API.

After you configure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task procedure and have set up the Started Task ID,
perform these tasks to configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe supports both the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) and the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The RSA SecurID Authentication API interfaces are available from RSA
SecurID. For more information and determine the path to use based on your site standards, see the RSA documentation.

Based on your environment use one of the following:

RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
The new REST-based interface from RSA SecurID to allow users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic. For more information about enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with IBM
RACF. For more information about configuration steps, see Configure the REST API with IBM RACF.

RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK)
The original SDK-based interface from RSA SecurID to allowed users to log on to applications by using their RSA
SecurID credentials. For more information about configuration steps, see Configure SDK API with IBM RACF.
RSA has announced the end of support for this interface.

NOTE
RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) will be deprecated in the future from Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

Broadcom recommends that existing users of the RSA SecurID factor (CAAAMRSA) migrate to the new REST-based
interface. If migrating to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), there is a pre-requisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt
network traffic, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with IBM RACF for enabling AT-TLS support. For more information
about migration steps, see Migrate to the REST API with IBM RACF.

Configure AT-TLS for REST API with IBM RACF
Configure AT-TLS for a secure connection between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA
SecurID Authentication API.

The RSA SecurID Authentication API requires a secured connection. To provide a secure connection, Advanced
Authentication Mainframe supports the IBM z/OS Communications Server TTLS feature as an Application Transparent
Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) basic application. Advanced Authentication Mainframe is unaware of AT-TLS
encrypted TCP/IP connection details.  This article includes a scenario to set up a certificate, keyrings, and the policy
statements for AT-TLS.

For this procedure, the security administrator imports certificates, creates a keyring, and connects the keyring to the
certificate. This certificate is used to establish the connection. The security administrator then grants the MFASTC read
access to the keyring. Finally, the security administrator modifies the PAGENT policy to include the keyring, host, port, and
started task userid. Upon completion, you have defined the connection between AT-TLS and the server.

IMPORTANT
Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not an AT-TLS controlling application. The configuration, establishment,
and management of encrypted sessions are strictly the responsibility of AT-TLS, in accordance with the rules
defined in the TTLS policy.

Review Common Terminology

You encounter acronyms when you work with AT-TLS, keyrings, and certificates:
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Certificate An electronic document that proves ownership. A certificate consists of a private key that only the
certificate holder knows and a public key that everyone knows. In combination, these keys allow for secure
communication between a server and its users. The keys also let a client (user) verify the authenticity of the
server with which they are communicating.

ESM The External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, IBM RACF).
Keyring A collection of certificates that identify a networking trust relationship, which are stored in an external

security manager (ESM) database and owned by a user ID.
Policy Agent (PAGENT) The started task that manages AT-TLS. As part of the started task you will identify the configuration files

that are needed to implement AT-TLS across hosts and port.
Signing Certificate A CERTAUTH certificate whose private key is used to sign other certificates. These certificates vouch for

the validity of other certificates that they have signed.
TTLS The configuration policy. The configuration policy holds all TTLSRules defined for AT-TLS.

TTLSConfig Specifies the location of the TTLS configuration policy.
TTLSRule The policy statement used to define the controlling options for AT-TLS.

Export the Server Certificates

For AT-TLS to encrypt the data, the ESM needs all signing certificates of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
server. These certificates are used to establish the connection.

1. Export the signing certificates for RSA SecurID Access Authentication Manager, Identity Router, or Cloud
Authentication Service. Work with your RSA administrator to complete this step.

2. Determine the format (binary or text) of the certificate. FTP the RSA server signing certificates to the LPAR as a data
set. The signing certificates are uploaded to the mainframe.

Supply the Certificate to the ESM

Supply the RSA certificates to the ESM and make the certificates available for authentication calls through the ESM.
For this procedure, the security administrator adds the certificates into the ESM, defines the keyring, and connects the
certificates to the keyring. The security administrator then grants the MFASTC READ access to the keyring.

Supply the Certificate to IBM RACF

1. Add the certificate for RSA to IBM RACF. Doing so makes the RSA certificate available for authentication calls.

RACDCERT ID(mfastc) ADD(dsname) WITHLABEL('labelname') TRUST

dsname
Specify the data set where you FTP'd the certificates.

labelname
Specify a label for the certificates.

mfastc
Specify the name of the MFA started task userid.

certname
Specify the name of the certificate.

2. Create a keyring to connect to the RSA certificate.
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RACDCERT ID(mfastc) ADDRING(aamring)

aamring
Specify a name for the KEYRING.

3. Connect the certificate to keyring to create the trust relationship.
RACDCERT ID(mfastc) CONNECT(ID(mfastc) LABEL('labelname') RING(aamring) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT)

4. Grant READ access for MFASTC to the keyring. For the Keyring owner, READ authority is required to the Resource
class FACILITY resource: IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING. For users who are not the owner of the keyring, Keyring
UPDATE authority is required to the resource class FACILITY resource.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(mfastcUID) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

5. Verify that the certificates are connected to the keyring by listing the MFASTC keyring:
RACDCERT ID(MFASTC) LIST

Digital certificate information for user MFASTC:                              

                                                                              

  Label: RSAAPI             

  Certificate ID: 2QbUxsHExeXZ4sHB18lA             

  Status: TRUST             

  Start Date: 2020/05/12 14:19:57                                             

  End Date:   2037/01/01 02:00:00 

  Serial Number:                  

       >1DBA2B7CD3BAA15E198E782B9E3DBD67<

  Issuers Name:

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2bbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for anb.net<

  Subjects Name

       >4b2edd8a89245de6274c19d46cb69c3db46f86e58e13db32e441abc2bbd93b18.CN=R<

       >SA root CA for abc.net<

  Signing Algorithm: sha256RSA

  Key Type: RSA          

  Key Size: 2048             

  Private Key: NO                                      

  Ring Associations:

  Ring Owner: MFASTC

  Ring:

     >aamring<

Update PAGENT Policy

The AT-TLS policy statements are interpreted by the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT is the started task and IBM
z/OS Communications Server application that controls the secure exchange of data. Incorporate these policies into
your Policy Agent configuration according to your site-specific standards. When you activate these AT-TLS policies, all
communication between Advanced Authentication Mainframe client and the authentication server is encrypted using TLS.

The policy statements require the following settings:
%MFASTC_USERID

Specifies the userid that is associated to the started task for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
%RSA_HOST

Specifies the RSA SecurID host name or IP address.
%RSA_API_PORT

Specifies the RSA SecurID server port.
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%AAMRING
Specifies the Advanced Authentication Mainframe server keyring ringname.

Update the included TTLSRule into your policy statement to allow the connection between RSA Server and Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

## This file contains sample AT-TLS policy definitions that should be

## be modified and made available to the Policy Agent (PAGENT)

## application of the IBM z/OS Communication Server.

##

## Network and security administrators should carefully review and

## modify these definitions to help ensure the establishment of a

## proper environment that also conforms to your site requirements.

##

## More information about AT-TLS, the Policy Agent, and related

## security concerns, can be found in IBM documentation:

##

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Guide

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Configuration Reference

##  z/OS Communications Server IP Diagnosis Guide

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service

##    Facility

##  z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming

##

## Copyright © 2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom”

## refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

##

## ----------------------------- WARNING ------------------------------

##

## The sample definitions in this file use data encryption to secure

## the exchange of data between Advanced Authentication Mainframe and RSA

## SecurID API (REST).

##

## 1. Verify that all of the required security elements are

##    established, including client/server certificates, keyrings, and

##    so on.

## 2. Replace the following symbols:

##    %MFASTC_USERID - the MFASTC userid

##    %RSA_HOST - the RSA host

##    %RSA_API_PORT - the RSA API server port

##    %AAMRING - the MFA server keyring name

## 3. The names and references for Actions and ADVPARMS have already 

##    been pre-populated and can be used as is:

##    AamRsaGroup 

##    AamRsaClientEnv 

##    AamAdvParms

##

## Notes:

## - This file is case sensitive.

## - The Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses a protocol of TLS 1.2

##   or higher.

##

##-------------------------------------------------------
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##   

## AT-TLS Policy for AAM RSA REST Connections   

##   

##-------------------------------------------------------  

TTLSRule                     TTLSRuleAAM

{

       Userid                           %MFASTC_USERID

       RemoteAddr                       %RSA_HOST

       RemotePortRange                  %RSA_API_PORT

       Direction                        Outbound

       Priority                         255

       TTLSGroupActionRef               AamRsaGroup

       TTLSEnvironmentActionRef         AamRsaClientEnv

}

 TTLSGroupAction             AamRsaGroup

 {

         TTLSEnabled                    On

 }

TTLSEnvironmentAction        AamRsaClientEnv

{

       TTLSKeyRingParms  

       {

               Keyring                  %AAMRING

       }

       HandshakeRole                    CLIENT

       Trace                            7

       TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef  AamAdvParms

}  

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms AamAdvParms

{

       ApplicationControlled            Off

       SSLv2                            Off

       SSLv3                            Off

       TLSv1                            Off

       TLSv1.1                          Off

       TLSv1.2                          On

       TLSv1.3                          Off

}

Next Steps

For a new installation, see Configure the REST API with IBM RACF.

For a migration from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
Migrate to the REST API with IBM RACF.

Configure the REST API with IBM RACF
Configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with IBM RACF. To configure support for the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST) set up RSA Security console interface, create rsa-api.conf, activate the global factor
per ESM, generate global factors and then complete ESM-specific steps to enable support.
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For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, see the RSA
documentation.

Add Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you add authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

The RSA security staff members in your organization should perform this procedure. Doing so involves working in the
RSA Security Console Web user interface.

1. On the RSA Security Console, select Access, Authentication Agents, and Add New.
2. Enter the host name of the LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed, and select Resolve IP.
3. Confirm that the IP address resolves to the correct IP address for that LPAR.
4. Select Save.
5. Repeat the previous steps for each LPAR where Advanced Authentication Mainframe is installed and RSA

authentication occurs.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:

• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)
• The RSA API host name and port

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified is considered to be the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.

attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.
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rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe environment parameters in custdsn(MFAPARMS) are updated with the
following:

NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• For export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib, change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where CCS Java to z/OS Service
(J2Z) component is located.

• To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Confirm that the Started Task Is Running

Give the MFASTC READ access to the facility resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. Start the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe started task:

START aamstc

Define and Activate the MFADEF Record for IBM RACF

To use Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF, you must activate the MFADEF class and define the
Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor CAAAMRSA.

1. Activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(MFADEF)
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2. Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.CAAAMRSA

3. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use the RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, CAAAMRSA). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to the
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.

To update a global factor record:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key

AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Submit the MAAGFRSA job.

Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
IBM RACF.
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Migrate to the REST API with IBM RACF
Migrate Advanced Authentication Mainframe from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API (REST).

The RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) has a prerequisite of using AT-TLS to encrypt network traffic. For more
information on enabling AT-TLS, see Configure AT-TLS for REST API with IBM RACF. Perform the following tasks to
migrate from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST).

Started Task Confirmation

To migrate seamlessly from the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) to the RSA SecurID Authentication
API (REST) check the following conditions:

• Ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task running.
• Give the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task user ID READ access to the facility

resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA. The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to
provide READ access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA ID(aamstc) ACCESS(READ) CLASS(FACILITY)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

aamstc
Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

Update Started Task MFAPARMS

For the migration to RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) you need to update the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure MFAPARMS, and continue with configuration. Make sure that the MFAPARMS member
uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.

To update MFAPARMS for RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), follow these steps:

NOTE
Make sure the MFAPARMS member uses CAPS OFF and NUMBER OFF.
Ensure no characters are in columns 72 through 80.

• If desired, make a backup copy of the configured MFAPARMS in your custdsn.
• Copy the new MFAPARMS from yourhlq.CFF7OPTN data set into the custdsn.
• Update the MFAPARMS with values from your previously configured version.
• Update the following environment parameters in MFAPARMS.
export J2Z_HOME=/ccs/cff6/lib

Change /ccs/cff6/lib to the directory where Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS Version 15.0 Java
to z/OS Service (J2Z) component j2zsdk.jar is located.

#export USE_RSA_API=true
To use the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), uncomment line #export USE_RSA_API=true.

Generate the USS Configuration File for RSA

Use this procedure to generate the rsa-api configuration file for RSA. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the rsa-
api.conf to make calls to the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST). To create the rsa-api.conf update and run the
MAACRSA job.

NOTE
To submit a MAACRSA job, you need:
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• WRITE access to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory and subdirectories
• READ access to BPX.SUPERUSER or user must have UID(0)

1. Update the following required variables in member MAACRSA of your copy of the CFF7OPTN data set referred to as
custdsn.

rsaServiceUrl=https://rsahost:rsaport/mfa/v1_1
This parameter can be specified multiple times to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use multiple
RSA replica servers. Order of the list will be preserved for purposes of multi-server strategies. If any functionality
requires a primary RSA server, the first server that is specified is considered to be the primary.

• Change rsahost to the RSA API host name.
• Change the rsaport to the RSA API port number.

authenticationAgentHost=lpar_host_name
Specify the authentication agent hostname that is registered to the RSA Security Console.

connectionTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for the initial connection to the RSA server.

attemptTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds for each authentication attempt to the RSA server.

readTimeout=nn
Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the RSA server.

maxRsaRetries=nn
Specifies how many times the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task attempts to retry the
authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If zero is specified, there will
be no retry attempts.

rsaRetryDelay=nn
Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task delays before
attempting to retry the authentication request to the RSA server when a response has not been received. If this
value is not specified or is set to zero there will be no delay. This delay is only applicable if maxRsaRetries is
specified and is greater than zero.

rsaMultiServerStrategy=FAILOVER
Specify the strategy used for Advanced Authentication Mainframe to cycle through the RSA primary and replica
servers when multiple rsaServiceUrl entries are specified. For failover only when the primary server becomes
unavailable, specify FAILOVER. Default value is FAILOVER.

2. Update the following items in the MAACRSA job of your copy of the yourhlq.CFF7JCL0.
JAVALIB

Specify the Java JVM library that contains member JVMLDM86.
STDENV

Specify the same STDENV data set as Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamhome

Specify the Advanced Authentication Mainframe deployed USS directory.
aamstc

Specify the user who is associated with the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
aamoptn

Specify custdsn where the MAACRSA member is located.
3. Run the MAACRSA job.

The rsa-api.conf file is now generated in a new directory that is named config under the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe deployed USS directory.
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Confirm the MFADEF Record Is Activated for IBM RACF

The MFADEF class should already be defined and activated for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor
CAAAMRSA. If the MFADEF is not defined use the following instructions to define and activate the MFADEF:

1. Activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(MFADEF)

2. Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.CAAAMRSA

3. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Generate the Global Factor Records for RSA

As a security administrator, you want to configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe RSA to use RSA API to store
the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe. Storing the Access ID and Access Key on the mainframe is a more
secure way to save these values.

NOTE
The CAAAMRSA global factor record that you update must have been inserted and set to ACTIVE.
The MAAGFRSA job that you run to make these updates must be in a protected data set. After you update the
factor data, delete the JCL (or, at a minimum, removing the RSA Access ID and RSA Access Key).

You grant access to submit the MAAGFRSA with a SET or GET statement in your ESM. Note the following requirements:

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a SET statement, your ID must have UPDATE access to
the resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class (where factor is the factor that is being defined—for
example, CAAAMRSA). The following sample for IBM RACF PERMIT demonstrates how to provide UPDATE access:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.CAAAMRSA CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

• To submit an MAAGFRSA job with a GET statement, your ID must have READ access to the
resource IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor in the IBMFAC class.

To update a global factor record:

1. Update the MAAGFRSA job in CFF7JCL0. (MAAGFRSA reads RFACIN data input; RFACOUT contains any output
messages).
a. Modify the HLQ value to reflect the high-level qualifier of your Advanced Authentication Mainframe CFF7LINK data

set.
b. Specify the SET statement as the first RFACIN statement to update the factor data and the additional input cards in

the exact order shown:
AccessID:access_ID

AccessKey:access_key

AccessID
Specifies the RSA Access ID.

AccessKey
Specifies the RSA Access Key.

2. Run the MAAGFRSA job.

Re-start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To activate the changes from the MFAPARMS the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must be shut down
and restarted. To stop the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from the
console:
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STOP MFASTC

At shutdown, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• JZOS - MVS STOP command received
• MFA00102 MFA Shutdown in progress
• MFA00103 MFA Shutdown is complete

After shutdown is complete, start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, issue the following command from
the console:

START MFASTC

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.

Verify the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)

Check the Advanced Authentication Mainframe USS logs directory, find the latest log file to see if the RSA Authentication
mode of API was called:

INFO c.ca.security.mfa.akka.actors.Master Master.java : 100 - RSA Authentication mode: API

If you are migrating from RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) and already have users and resources
that are defined, attempt to signon with a user. Verify that the logon with the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST)
succeeded. To do so check the RSA Authentication Monitor to see that the user signed on successfully.

(Optional) Clean Up the Configuration of the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK

After verification of the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), you may remove configuration artifact files from RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK). The following files can be archived or deleted, these files may be
located in RSA_HOME or MFA_HOME depending on configuration, some files may not be present based on settings:

NOTE
If you wish to revert from the RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST) back to the RSA
SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), do not clean up the RSA SecurID Authentication SDK files.

• authapi.jar
• cryptoj.jar
• log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar
• failover .dat
• rsa_api.properties
• rsa_api_debug.log
• sdconf.rec
• sdopts.rec
• securid
• JAStatus.1
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Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
IBM RACF.

Configure SDK API with IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you configure Advanced Authentication Mainframe for RSA SecurID Authentication
API for C and Java (SDK).

Perform these tasks only if you must configure support for the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) that
allows users to log on to z/OS applications by using RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING
RSA has announced the end of support for RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK), see RSA
documentation for more information. To use the supported RSA SecurID Authentication API (REST), see
the Configure AT-TLS for RSA SecurID Authentication API article under Configure Advanced Authentication
Mainframe.

For complete information about RSA SecurID authentication and the RSA Authentication Manager, refer to the RSA
documentation.

Transfer the RSA AuthSDK Jar Files

To allow Advanced Authentication Mainframe to make calls to RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK),
transfer the RSA AuthSDK jar files.

1. Find the following jar files in the RSA SecurID Authentication API for C and Java (SDK) AuthSDK:
– authapi.jar
– cryptoj.jar
– log4j-1.2.12rsa-1.jar

2. Transfer these jar files to /RSA/directory in binary mode.
/RSA/directory can be any OMVS directory of your choosing. Make sure the MFASTC started task user ID has access
to /RSA/directory. You can put /RSA/directory under the MFASTC/directory if desired.

Create and Recognize Authentication Agents on the RSA Security Console

In this task, you create and recognize authentication agents on the RSA Security Console.

WARNING

We recommend having the RSA security staff members in your organization perform this procedure (which
involves working in the RSA Security Console Web user interface).

1. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Add New.
2. Enter the host name, then click Resolve IP. Make sure the IP address resolves to the correct IP address of the z/OS

system where RSA authentication occurs.
3. Click Save.
4. Repeat the previous steps for each system on which RSA authentication occurs.
5. On the RSA Security Console, click Access, then Authentication Agents, then Generate Configuration File.

You should receive a zip file.
6. Extract sdconf.rec and failover.dat from the zip file, then copy them into /MFASTC/directory in binary mode.
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Create a Copy of the RSA Properties File

In this task, you create a copy of the RSA properties file and define the properties for calls to the RSA SecurID
Authentication API for C and Java (SDK).

WARNING
If you experience problems or failures with RSA credentials, temporarily specify settings
RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=YES and RSA_LOG_LEVEL=DEBUG, then restart the CA Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task procedure. These settings provide more data for troubleshooting your problem.

1. Find “rsa_api.properties” in the AuthSDK 8.4 package, then copy (Ctrl+C) the rsa_api.properties file and paste (Ctrl+P)
the file into /MFASTC/directory/props/rsa_api.properties.
Make sure the MAINARGS DD in the CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task JCL also points to /
MFASTC/directory/props.

2. Edit the following:
RSA_AGENT_HOST=

Specifies the name of the agent that you created on the RSA Security Console.
RSA_LOG_LEVEL=INFO

Specifies the RSA log level setting (available settings are OFF, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, or FATAL).
RSA_LOG_TO_CONSOLE=YES

Specifies to send the RSA log to the console (in this case, the started task job output). This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.

RSA_LOG_TO_FILE=NO
Specifies to not send the RSA log to the file that is specified by RSA_LOG_FILE. This field is not valid if
RSA_LOG_LEVEL is set to OFF.

RSA_LOG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api.log
Specifies the location and name of the file that keeps the log information.

RSA_LOG_FILE_SIZE=1MB
Specifies the maximum size the log file.

RSA_LOG_FILE_COUNT=10
Specifies the number of backup log files (10) to maintain. When one file gets full, another log file can begin
collecting data.

RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG=NO
Specifies to not use the RSA Debugger. A YES setting would be used only when trying to debug a problem; the
debugger provides much more information.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_CONSOLE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to the console (in this case, the MFASTC started task job output). This
field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_TO_FILE=YES
Specifies to send RSA Debugger output to a specified file. This field is valid only if RSA_ENABLE_DEBUG is set
to YES.

RSA_DEBUG_FILE=/MFASTC/directory/rsa_api_debug.log
Specifies the location and file name that receives the RSA Debugger output.

RSATRACELEVEL=15
Specifies the TRACE level.
Range: 0 to 15 (A higher number produces more information.)

RSA_DEBUG_ENTRY=YES
Allows function entry tracing.
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RSA_DEBUG_EXIT=YES
Allows function exit tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_FLOW=YES
Allows control flow tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_NORMAL=YES
Allows regular tracing.

RSA_DEBUG_LOCATION=YES
Specifies to display class name and line number in the trace.

SDCONF_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdconf.rec
Specifies the full path of the sdconf.rec file (including the name sdconf.rec).

SDNDSCRT_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/securid
Specifies the location of the SecurID file. This file is generated upon the first successful RSA signon from any
valid user and is required for all subsequent authentications. The file is specific to the Authentication Agent (z/OS
system).

NOTE
Once you successfully authenticate through RSA on the z/OS machine you are configuring, copy the
existing SecurID file to /MFASTC/directory. If you reset the SecurID file on the RSA Security Console,
remove the file from the /MFASTC/directory; as the file does not regenerate on its own. Upon the next
successful logon, the new SecurID file is generated.

SDSTATUS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/JAStatus.1
Specifies the location of the file that is generated for authentication attempts.

SDOPTS_LOC=/MFASTC/directory/sdopts.rec
Specifies the path and name of the sdopts.rec file.

Create the sdopts.rec File

Create the sdopts.rec file in /MFASTC/directory to specify IP address of the z/OS system. This file is only one line as
follows:

CLIENT_IP=xxx.xxx.xx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx.xx
Specifies the IP address of the z/OS system.

Clear the Node Secret

The following steps are required only if switching from IBM’s Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) to CA Advanced
Authentication Mainframe. This should be done before CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe is started.

1. Delete the SecurID file, if it exists, from the /MFASTC/directory.
2. Clear the node secret for the agent on the RSA Security Console.

Activate the MFADEF Class and Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor for IBM RACF

After starting the multi-factor authentication started task, you can use the MFA control option to globally activate multi-
factor authentication services.

To use Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF, you must activate the MFADEF class and define the
Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor CAAAMRSA.

1. Activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(MFADEF)
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2. Define the Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.CAAAMRSA

3. Implement these changes:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task

To start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task, from the console, issue the following command:

START MFASTC

WARNING

• The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task must start after TCP/IP is available.
• If TCP/IP is stopped, the address space terminates and cannot be restarted until TCP/IP is restarted.

At startup, Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues the following messages:

• MFA00100 MFA Initialization in progress
• MFA00521 JVMNAME IS: JVMLDM86
• MFA00101 MFA Initialization complete

After initialization is complete, users can sign on with their RSA SecurID credentials.

Next Steps

Next, enable users to signon through RSA SecurID Authentication, see Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with
IBM RACF.

Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon with IBM RACF
This section includes topics to help you enable Advanced Authentication Mainframe to use RSA SecurID credentials for
multi-factor authentication.

As a system administrator or security administrator, you want to control whether users must sign on by using multi-
factor authentication credentials. You can mandate that a user supply RSA SecurID credentials through Advanced
Authentication Mainframe.

WARNING

• For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the
signon validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new
password.

After you have installed and configured Advanced Authentication Mainframe, you can set up controls for who must sign on
using RSA SecurID credentials by configuring a user of RSA SecurID signon.

NOTE

The RSA Agent runs on the z/OS platform. Because RSA credentials are validated on the RSA SecurID
Authentication Manager, RSA SecurID signons might experience a slight delay compared with regular z/OS
signons.
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Configure a User for RSA SecurID Signon

A user must be configured for RSA SecurID signon before attempting to use RSA SecurID credentials. To configure a user
to use RSA SecurID credentials at signon, follow these steps:

1. Add the MFA segment to the IBM RACF userid. The factor for Advanced Authentication Mainframe is CAAAMRSA.
Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses one tag called RSANAME.

NOTE
To add TAGS to the MFA segment of a userid, Advanced Authentication Mainframe must be running.

The following is an example of an ALTUSER command to activate the MFA factor for userid RSAGUY1:
ALTUSER RSAGUY1 MFA(FACTOR(CAAAMRSA) ACTIVE NOPWFALLBACK TAGS(RSANAME:RSAGUY1RSA))

ACTIVE|NOACTIVE
Specifies that the userid is ACTIVE for the CAAAMRSA factor and must sign on with RSA SecurID credentials.
NOACTIVE indicates the factor is not active and the user does not use RSA SecurID credentials to sign on.

PWFALLBACK|NOPWFALLBACK
Specifies that the user cannot sign on with their regular IBM RACF password/phrase when RSA SecurID is not
available. PWFALLBACK specifies the user can sign on with their regular IBM RACF password/phrase when RSA
is not available.

TAGS(RSANAME:RSAGUY1RSA)
Maps the IBM RACF userid to the corresponding RSA SecurID userid. In this example, the IBM RACF userid is
RSAGUY1, so this specification maps RSAGUY1 to RSA userid RSAGUY1RSA. Currently, RSA mapped userids
can be up to 20 bytes long.  If the TAGS clause is omitted, the RSANAME userid must be the same as the z/OS
IBM RACF userid.

2. (Optional) Set up the user to bypass Advanced Authentication Mainframe for certain applications.
A user who is defined with bypass capability for an application uses their IBM RACF password (instead of an
RSA SecurID passcode) to sign on to the application.

NOTE
For more information about the MFA segment of the RACF userid and bypassing IBM Multi-Factor
Authentication, see the IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS Installation and Customization guide.

Control Signon by Application (IBM RACF)
Define users to be exempt from multi-factor authentication requirements and allow a user to perform a regular IBM RACF
login to defined applications.

After a user is set up with a RADIUS, or RSA factor, you can exempt them for certain applications. A RADIUS or
RSA user does not need to use their RADIUS or RSA credentials. You can define in the MFADEF class to exempt
certain applications from multi-factor requirements and allow a user to perform a regular ESM password or password
phrase login to those applications. For more information on MFABYPASS, see IBM z/OS RACF Support for IBM Multi-
Factor Authentication for z/OS (IBM MFA) documentation.

Define and Set Up the MFABYPASS Resource Rule

To allow specific applications or users to bypass multi-factor authentication define MFADEF class resource names. The
resource names are of the form:
MFABYPASS.APPL.applid

- where applid is the application name where the login is taking place. For applid to be used, the application must
pass the applid on the login request.
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MFABYPASS.USERID.userid
- where userid is the address space userid of the application. When the applid is not passed on the login request,
but the address space userid is available, MFABYPASS.USERID.userid is used as the resource name. For
example, if an application called FIDO runs under the userid FIDO11 and does not pass an applid, then the
resource name that is used would be MFABYPASS.USERID.FIDO11.

MFBYPASS.DEFAULT
- this resource name is used when no applid is passed on the login request and there is no address space
logonid, such as for TSO logons.

Depending on the login application, it might not be clear what the MFABYPASS resource name should be. 

1. Example to create the default profiles to allow multi-factor authentication for all applications or users:
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.USERID.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.DEFAULT UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

2. Example to allow application CICS01 to bypass MFA and fallback to using the ESM password or password phrase:
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.CICS01 UACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Example to allow USER01 to bypass MFA for application CICS01 and fallback to using the ESM password or
password phrase:
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.CICS01 UACC(NONE)

PERMIT MFABYPASS.APPL.CICS01 CLASS(MFADEF) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Manage Multi-Factor Authentication Credentials (IBM RACF)
Using Advanced Authentication Mainframe to sign on to z/OS applications through multi-factor authentication credentials.

After controls are set up for who must sign on using Multi-Factor Authentication, perform one of the following tasks to sign
on with the appropriate factor.

Sign On with RSA SecurID Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING

For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the IBM RACF userid is defined to the RSA server and a SecurID token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user is defined with the correct MFA userid segment.

2. Sign on by entering the RSA passcode in the password phrase area or the password and new password fields:
Password Phrase Method

If the application supports password phrases, the RSA passcode can be entered in the password phrase area of
the application logon screen.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode.
For IBM RACF, the software token is entered in the password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new
password field.
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NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RSA passcode. So, you might need to
enter the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.

Sign On with RADIUS Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RADIUS credentials.

WARNING

For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases when the passcode is greater than eight bytes or support areas for
entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the IBM RACF userid is defined to the RADIUS server.
– Ensure that the user is defined with the correct MFA userid segment.

2. Sign on by entering the RADIUS passcode in the password or the password phrase area or by using the
password and new password fields:

Password Method
If the RADIUS passcode is eight characters or less, the password field can be used to enter the passcode of the
application logon screen.

Password Phrase Method
If the RADIUS passcode more than eight characters and the application supports password phrases, the
passcode can be entered in the password phrase area of the application logon screen. For this case, you enter
the PIN followed by the token. For example: pppptttttttt

pppp
Is the value for the pin

tttttttt
Is the value for the token

This method can also be used if the RADIUS Server is RSA SecurID and the passcode requires a PIN and Soft
Token.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode.
For IBM RACF, the software token is entered in the password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new
password field. This method can also be used if the RADIUS Server is RSA SecurID and the passcode requires a
PIN and Soft Token.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. So, you might need to enter
the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.

Sign On with RADIUS Credentials using Compound In-Band

Compound In-Band lets users authenticate to z/OS applications using their RADIUS passcode plus their password or
password phrase. Perform this task to sign on with the RADIUS credentials using Compound In-Band.

WARNING

For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
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– Ensure that the IBM RACF userid is defined to the RADIUS server.
– Ensure that the user is defined with the correct MFA userid segment.
– Ensure the global factor record has been set for factor CAAAMRAD

2. Sign on by entering the RADIUS passcode, the delimiter, and the password or the password phrase by using
the password phrase area of the application logon screen. If your configuration of the global factor specified
PasswordFirst=N, enter the RADIUS passcode followed by the designated delimiter, followed by the password or
passphrase. For example: radiusPasscode:password

radiusPasscode
Is the value for the RADIUS passcode.

:
Is the delimiter chosen in the configuration of the global factor for CAAAMRAD.

password
Is the value for the password or password phrase.

If your configuration of the global factor specified PasswordFirst=Y, enter the password or passphrase followed by the
designated delimiter, followed by the RADIUS passcode. For example: password:radiusPasscode

RADIUS Access Challenge Considerations

If the RADIUS server has received conflicting information for the user attempting to sign-on or requires more information
the user will receive message MFA20107 RADIUS Access-Challenge if the application being logged on to displays the
messages returned by RACF to the application. This would typically be the case for TSO logons but not other applications
such as CICS.

Examples for when a RADIUS Access-Challenge is issued would include if the RADIUS server is implemented with RSA
SecurID as the authenticator and the user signon attempt triggered the New Pin or Next Token required states.

Responding to the Access-Challenge must be done outside of the application logon screen on the mainframe. Most
RADIUS server implementations have self-service facilities available from their web interfaces (e.g. the RSA SecurID
Self-Service Console) that can be used for resolution of the challenge. If you do not have access to such a Self-Service
Console, then you will need to work with your RADIUS Server personnel.

NOTE
For applications that do not display the RACF message, you would see a generic invalid credentials message
from the application if a RADIUS Access-Challenge was issued. The initial credentials that are supplied may
have been valid, but additional information is required from the RADIUS server in response to the Access-
Challenge and must be responded to as described.

The Access-Challenge packet information is available in the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Java Component Trace
file and is available to authorized personnel if this information is necessary for troubleshooting.

Sign On with a PassTicket

Users with an active Advanced Authentication Mainframe factor can also use a PassTicket for signon.

Sign On When Using RADIUS with Compound In-Band (IBM RACF)
This topic describes different scenarios for signing on with a RADIUS passcode, when you are using RADIUS with
Compound In-Band authentication.

All scenarios assume that the MAAGFRAD job to define the global factor record was set with the following
values, CompoundInBand=Y, PasswordFirst=N, and CompoundInBandDelimiter=:.
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Sign On through TSO/E with a Valid RADIUS Passcode and Password or Password Phrase

You can sign on through TSO/E with a valid RADIUS Passcode and password or password phrase by following these
steps:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                            

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication.

Sign On through TSO/E with a New Password or Password Phrase

You can change the password or password phrase at sign on through TSO/E by following these steps:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the expired password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

3. Select the New Password field.
  Enter an 'S' before each option desired below:                  

 s -New Password    -Nomail    -Nonotice    -Reconnect    -OIDcard

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                            

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have authenticated the passcode.
4. Prompt to enter the new password

IKJ56629A ENTER NEW PASSWORD

Enter the new password in the password field:
Password  ===> nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase
5. Prompt to re-enter the new password

IKJ56447A Reenter the new password in the PASSWORD field for verification

Re-enter the new password in the password field:
Password  ===> nnnnnnnn

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                 

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication. The password or
password phrase has been updated.
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Sign On through TSO/E with an Expired Password or Password Phrase

You cannot sign on through TSO/E with an expired password or password phrase, when the IDTDATA class is not
active. The following is an example of what you see with an expired password or password phrase:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the expired password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the expired password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                            

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have authenticated the passcode.
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                 

          MFA10026 Invalid credentials

The password or password phrase expired prompt cannot be displayed. The user is denied access. To sign on, you
must select the new password field on the sign on screen.

Sign On through TSO/E an Invalid Password or Password Phrase

You cannot sign on through TSO/E with an invalid password or password phrase. The following is an example of what you
see with an invalid password or password phrase:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the invalid password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the invalid password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                 

          MFA10026 Invalid credentials

The sign on attempted with an invalid password or password phrase could not be authenticated. The user is denied
access.

Sign On through TSO/E with a Next Token

You cannot change go through TSO/E sign on with a Next Token challenge. The following is an example of what you see
with a Next Token challange:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the expired password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                                            
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          MFA20107 RADIUS access-challenge, contact your administrator

The sign on attempt is aborted.

Sign On through TSO/E with a New PIN

You cannot change go through TSO/E sign on with a New PIN (clear PIN) challenge. The following is an example of what
you see with a New PIN challenge:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the expired password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                                            

          MFA20107 RADIUS access-challenge, contact your administrator

The sign on attempt is aborted.

Sign On through TSO/E with an Expired Password or Password Phrase, Resource Class IDTDATA Active

You can sign on through TSO/E with an expired password or password phrase, only if resource class IDTDATA is active,
by following these steps:

1. Type your userid.
Userid    ===> USER01

2. Type your RADIUS passcode, followed by the delimiter, followed by the expired password or password phrase.
Password  ===> tttttttt:pppppppp

tttttttt Specifies the RADIUS passcode
pppppppp Specifies the expired password or password phrase

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                            

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have authenticated the passcode.
3. Prompt to enter the new password

IKJ56415I CURRENT PASSWORD HAS EXPIRED - PLEASE ENTER NEW PASSWORD  

IKJ56429A REENTER -  

Enter the new password in the password field:
Password  ===> nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn Specifies the new password or password phrase
4. Prompt to re-enter the new password

IKJ56447A Reenter the new password in the PASSWORD field for verification

Re-enter the new password in the password field:
Password  ===> nnnnnnnn

The following messages display:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:                 

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

You have successfully logged on to TSO/E using RADIUS with Compound In-Band authentication. The password or
password phrase has been updated.
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Sign On When Using RSA SecurID (IBM RACF)
This topic describes different scenarios for a z/OS sign on when using RSA SecurID, including while in a Next Token
mode, and New Pin mode.

Sign On with RSA SecurID Credentials

Perform this task to sign on with the RSA SecurID credentials.

WARNING

For Advanced Authentication Mainframe signons to be successful, the application that is performing the signon
validation must support password phrases or support areas for entering an old password and new password.

1. Perform the following verifications before signing on:
– Ensure that the IBM RACF userid is defined to the RSA server and a SecurID token has been assigned.
– Ensure that the user is defined with the correct MFA userid segment.

2. Sign on by entering the RSA passcode in the password phrase area or the password and new password fields:
Password Method

If the RSA passcode is eight characters or less, the password field can be used to enter the RSA passcode.
Password Phrase Method

If the application supports password phrases, the RSA passcode can be entered in the password phrase area of
the application logon screen.

Password + New Password Method
The password and new password fields can be used to enter the RSA passcode.
For IBM RACF, the software token is entered in the password field, and the PIN (if any) is entered in the new
password field.

NOTE
Many applications require you to enter the new password twice for verification. The application does not
know whether the new password is just a new password or part of an RSA passcode. So, you might need to
enter the new password portion of the RSA passcode twice.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in Next Token Mode

If prompted to enter the next token code, use this procedure to log in under this mode. This procedure applies when using
a token code displayed by a SecurID token, using a hardware token with a PINpad, or using a SoftToken.

Next token mode requires you to enter two consecutive codes to successfully sign on. This mode functions as follows:

1. Your local security policy dictates the number of failed login attempts to allow, after which entering successful login
credentials can trigger next token mode.
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:

          CA AAM: Enter Next Token code at next logon

2. The mode (if active) then requires you to enter the next displayed token code or passcode (for extra security) to
complete the login.

3. If you enter the the token code or passcode correctly, the login succeeds and your authentication will be successful.
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:

          MFA10028 Authentication successful

4. If you do not enter the next displayed token code or passcode, the login fails.
5. If you enter an invalid token code or passcode, you will need to retry the login and repeat the process.

ICH70008I IBM MFA Message:

          CA AAM: Invalid Next Token code – retry logon 
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WARNING
Not all login applications indicate when next token mode is in effect. The number of unsuccessful login attempts
that trigger the mode can vary, due to local security policy. If you are unable to log in after several attempts, ask
your security administrator for guidance.

Sign On When Using RSA SecurID While in New PIN Mode

New PIN mode occurs when setting up a new PIN or if your current PIN is expired. When attempting to sign on, a
message displays prompting you to type a new PIN.

1. Signon with your current RSA passcode using the desired signon method (password plus new password or
passphrase):
Enter LOGON parameters below:            RACF LOGON parameters: 

Userid   ===>  USER02                       

Password ===>  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Indicates your RSA passcode.

This example is from the passphrase panel.
– Retrieve the six to eight-digit token code (displayed by the SecurID hardware token).
– Type your PIN followed by the token code in the Password field.

Example: If your PIN is 4321 and your token code is 456789, type 4321456789 in the Password field.
The following messages display indicating you are in new PIN mode.
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message: 

    CA AAM: Enter New PIN at next logon

2. Set a new PIN by restarting your signon and entering your new PIN in the Password field:
Enter LOGON parameters below:            RACF LOGON parameters: 

Userid   ===>  USER02                       

Password ===>  yyyy

This example is from the passphrase panel.
yyyy

Indicates the new RSA PIN.
The following message indicates that the new PIN has been accepted, even though the signon failed.
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message: 

    CA AAM:  New PIN accepted – log on with new PIN

3. Sign on again using your new PIN and token.
The following message displays indicating the new PIN and token were accepted and you are signed on to the system:
ICH70008I IBM MFA Message: 

    MFA10028 Authentication successful

New PIN Rejected

If the new PIN is rejected, the following message displays:

ICH70008I IBM MFA Message: 

    CA AAM:  New PIN rejected – retry logon 

Reasons the new PIN is rejected:

• You reused an old PIN.
• The new PIN was too long or too short.
• The new PIN has invalid characters.
• The new PIN was not entered within the time window (120 seconds).
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When the new PIN is rejected, repeat the new PIN process.

NOTE
New PIN rules are set by the RSA Administrator. Check with our RSA Administrator to understand the PIN rules.
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Messages
The product generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might
occur. To find a message, you can enter the message/code in the "Search this product" box (if viewing this page online).

ACF01064
text

Reason:

text is either an AZF message that is returned by IBM Multi-Factor Authentication or an MFA message that is returned by
Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Action:

If the message text starts with AZF, see the IBM Z Multi-Factor Authentication User's Guide for information about the
message. If the message text starts with MFA, see the Advanced Authentication Mainframe documentation for information
about the message.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01066
MFA10032:  text

Reason:

text is an ACF2 string returned during AAM processing. Possible values are:

• New PIN accepted - logon with new PIN

Action:

New PIN accepted - A new PIN must be set when the old PIN expires or the user has not set any PIN yet. This message
lets the user know the new PIN they entered was accepted. The logon attempt fails, but the user can now use the new
PIN during the next logon. Wait for the token value to change before starting the next logon.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01067
MFA10030: Enter New PIN at Next Logon

Reason:

The user is in New PIN mode. A new PIN must be set when the old PIN expires or the user has not set any PIN yet.

Action:

Enter the new PIN in the new password field.

Module:

ACF01VAL
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ACF01068
MFA10033: NEW PIN REJECTED - RETRY LOGON

Reason:

The user is in New PIN mode and they provided an invalid new PIN.

Action:

Make sure the new PIN follows the rules set by the RSA administrator. The invalid new PIN may be too short or too long,
contain invalid characters or the same PIN may have been used in the past.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01069
Factor_Type FACTOR ACTIVE AND AAM NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The user has an active factor of type factor_type, but Advanced Authentication Mainframe is not running and the user’s
logonid does not specify FALLBACK.

NOTE

For users of IBM MFA, the message text is returned from the IBM MFA validation. In this case, refer to the IBM
MFA documentation.

Action:

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task and try the logon again, or give the user’s logonid the
FALLBACK attribute.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01070
INVALID LOGON

Reason:

The RSA server is no longer available.

Action:

Correct the issue with the RSA server, then restart Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01071
INVALID LOGON

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe encountered an unknown error.
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Action:

Contact Support.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01072
INVALID LOGON

Reason:

Invalid RSA SecurID credentials were entered.

Action:

Try the logon again, providing valid RSA SecurID credentials.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01073
MFA10029: Enter Next Token at Next Logon

Reason:

The user is in next token mode. A valid token has been used at signon and now AAM needs the next valid token.

Action:

Wait for the token value to change, try the logon again entering only the token in the password field. Do not provide any
PIN.

Module:

ACF01VAL

ACF01074
MFA10031: Invalid Next Token code - Retry Logon

Reason:

In Next Token mode, one valid token has been used at signon, but an invalid next token value was provided.

Action:

Try the logon process again after the token value changes.

Module:

ACF01VAL

MFA00100
MFA Initialization in progress

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe initialization is in progress.
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Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00101
MFA Initialization Complete

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe initialization has completed.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ00

MFA00102
MFA Shutdown in progress

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe shutdown is in progress.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00103
MFA Shutdown is complete

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe shutdown is complete.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01
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MFA00104
MFA REINIT will be performed

Reason:

REINIT was specified on the START command.

Action:

This message is for information purposes only. No action is required.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00105
CP64 Build Failed

Reason:

64-bit Cell Pool build failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINTCP

MFA00110
Unable to identify a valid product license

Reason:

The product could not locate a valid product code during LMP key checking.

Action:

Check whether you need to add the LMP key, then add as necessary.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00200

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe was unable to communicate with the RSA server. The Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task ends.
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Action:

Correct the errors with the connection to the RSA server, then restart the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started
task.

Note: When Advanced Authentication Mainframe is down, you might need to use your regular z/OS password or
password phrase to sign on.

Module:

mfav1.jar

MFA00500
WARNING: MFA Dispatching priority is less than 253.

Reason:

The z/OS Workload Manager dispatching priority setting determines how many machine cycles to give to a job. More
machine cycles enable the job to run faster. We do not recommend running with a value that is lower than 253.

Action:

Consider changing the dispatching priority to at least 253.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00501
Function Error - reason

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to initialize the environment for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe routines. A
diagnostic dump is generated with this error message; reason contains one of the following reasons for the error:

CAMASTER INQ ERR
Indicates a failure to find the CA MASTER address space.

CPOOL
Indicates a failure to call to MAAINTCP to allocate the MFAWQE (Work Queue Element).

XRES
Indicates a failure to reserve a linkage index.

ETCRE
Indicates a failure of the Entry Table Create Macro (the interface to the ETCRE Service).

ETCON
Indicates a failure of the Entry Table Connect Macro (the interface to the ETCON Service).

SUBSYS
Indicates that the call to program MAARTSSI (to perform the Advanced Authentication Mainframe subsystem
initialization) passed back an invalid return code.
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NAME/TOKEN
Indicates that the retrieved NAME/TOKEN pair is not the pair to access the PC routine. This could occur because
IBM Multi-Factor Authentication is already active.

Action:

Collect the data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00502
Duplicate MFA job - ending

Reason:

A start of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe subtask was attempted, but the subtask has already been started and
is ready for work.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00503
Bad RC from MAAITINT

Reason:

A bad return code was received from MAAITINT when allocating the Internal Trace Table.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00504
IARV64 ERROR

Reason:

The IARV64 macro provides services to manage the 64-bit virtual storage. An error occurred when attempting to allocate
and initialize the Internal Trace Table. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.
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Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, then contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAITINT

MFA00505
GTRACE Buffer Unavailable - Entry not passed to GTF

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to locate the CPOOL ID that is used to pass data to the Internal Trace Facility.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

>Module:

MAAITTRP

MFA00506
MAAJNI00 - MFA local CVT not found

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe local Control Vector Table could not be located.

Action:

Collect data from the dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAJNI00

MFA00507
The PSW is not in the problem state

Reason:

The PSW is not in the problem state. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAJPCPY
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MFA00508
Error detected with the JNI parameter list

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while allocating storage for the JNI parameter. A diagnostic dump is generated with this
error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAJPCPY

MFA00509
POST problem

Reason:

A post problem occurred while attempting to communicate with the caller. This happens when the caller’s address space
is no longer available. This message is informational only.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00510
The MFA local CVT was not found

Reason:

The Local Control Vector Table could not be found. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAREQ01, MAAREQ02, MAARTR00

MFA00511
The MFA global CVT was not found
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe global Control Vector Table could not be found. A diagnostic dump is generated
with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00512
Invalid JNI response

Reason:

A problem occurred while attempting to pass the Sign-on Work Element to the Java driver. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00513
ERROR OBTAINING MFA SSCT STORAGE

Reason:

A failure occurred during an attempt to obtain Advanced Authentication Mainframe subsystem control table storage. A
diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTSSI

MFA00514
UNABLE TO BUILD THE MFA SSVT

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while building the Advanced Authentication Mainframe Subsystem Vector Table (SSVT). A
diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.
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Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTSSI

MFA00515
UNKNOWN FUNCTION PASSED TO ROUTER

Reason:

The router received an unknown function code. A diagnostic dump is generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTR00

MFA00516
COMMON SERVICES NOT FOUND

Reason:

The router failed when attempting to use a required Common Components and Services function. A diagnostic dump is
generated with this error message.

Action:

Collect data from the diagnostic dump, and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTR00

MFA00517
MFA must be run as a Started Task - ending

Reason:

An attempt was made to run Advanced Authentication Mainframe as something other than a started task (such as a batch
job).

Action:

Run Advanced Authentication Mainframe as a started task.
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Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00518
program could not be loaded

Reason:

An attempt to load the Advanced Authentication Mainframe program failed; program identifies the program that caused
the failure:

MAA00ESM
Indicates that External Security Manager (ESM) bridge module MAA00ESM failed.

MAAPCRAC
Indicates that PC routine MAAPCRAC for IBM RACF Multi-Factor Authentication processing failed.

Action:

Ensure the program is in the load library for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00519
LOAD failed for MFAPARMS read routine

Reason:

A failure occurred during an attempt to load the MFA Startup Parms Processor (MAAINPRM) to read the MFAPARMS
file. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Avoid this error by ensuring MAAINPRM is in the load library for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00520
TCPIP is not active – ending

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe was started before TCP/IP was up.

Action:

Make sure TCP/IP is up and ready before starting Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
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Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00521
JVMNAME IS: jvmname

Reason:

This message is displayed by the MFA Startup Parms Processor to show the JVM root module name.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAINPRM

MFA00522
MAAINPRM RECOVERY NOT ENABLED

Reason:

MAAINPRM was unable to successfully enable Common Components and Services recovery processing. Processing will
continue.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINPRM

MFA00523
MFAPARMS DATASET COULD NOT BE OPENED

Reason:

An attempt to open the MFAPARMS data set failed. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the MFAPARMS data set is allocated to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINPRM
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MFA00524
MFAPARMS - Record GET error

Reason:

An attempt to read the MFAPARMS data set failed. Processing continues with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the MFAPARMS data set is allocated to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINPRM

MFA00525
MFAPARMS file error, file has been closed

Reason:

An attempt to read the MFAPARMS data set failed. Processing may continue with the default settings (if flagged as
acceptable to ignore).

Action:

Ensure the MFAPARMS data set is allocated to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINPRM

MFA00526
MFAPARMS file error, File has been ignored

Reason:

An attempt to access the MFAPARMS data set failed. Processing will continue with the default settings.

Action:

Ensure the MFAPARMS data set is allocated to the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAINPRM

MFA00527
MFAFUNPL IS BAD
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe function-specific parameter list is not valid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAA00ESM

MFA00528
MAAPCFUN - MFAWQE HDR did not pass validation

Reason:

The MFAWQE (Work Queue Element) is not valid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAPCFUN

MFA00529
TCPIP is not available. MFA is shutting down.

Reason:

TCP/IP is not available. Advanced Authentication Mainframe cannot continue.

Action:

Restart TCP/IP. After TCP/IP is up, restart the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00530
MFA JVM is not available. MFA is shutting down.

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe cannot continue because it has detected that its Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is no
longer available.

Action:

Restart the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
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Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00531
MFA WQE cell free failed

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not free a work element.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTTRM

MFA00532
COULD NOT GET MAAWQE CELL

Reason:

When a userid attempted to sign on, Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not get storage for a signon work element.
The signon request failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAA00ESM

MFA00533
COULD NOT POST MFA ADDRESS SPACE

Reason:

When a userid attempted to sign on, the Advanced Authentication Mainframe ESM Bridge could not POST the Advanced
Authentication Mainframe address space to request signon validation. The signon request failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAA00ESM
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MFA00534
Could not create token for RACF MFA PC

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not continue because it was unable to create the token needed for the RACF
MFA PC routine.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00540
VTAM command failure

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not issue the VTAM SENDCMD or RECVCMD command.

Action:

Verify that the MAAAPPL VTAM application is active. You might need to restart Advanced Authentication Mainframe to get
the VTAM ACB opened.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00541
VTAM command rejected

Reason:

The VTAM SENDCMD command that Advanced Authentication Mainframe issued ended in error. A diagnostic dump has
been taken.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00542
Internal Error: SCT - Wait/Post Error
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Reason:

An internal error has occurred with Shared Cached Token Services.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MFA00543
SCT Posted for Work

Reason:

Informational message indicating the Shared Cached Token Services was posted to perform a request for work.

Action:

None

MFA00544
SCT Posted for Shutdown

Reason:

Informational message indicating the Shared Cached Token Services was posted to shutdown.

Action:

None

MFA00560
No <factorname> Factors are active

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe found no active <factorname> factors. <factorname> factor authentication will not
take place.

Action:

If you want authentication using <factorname>, ensure there are active factor records and the factor records have been
refreshed.

Module:

MAAINT00, MAAREQ01, MAAREQ02

MFA00561
Factor factor_name is active
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Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe issues this message for each factor that is active at initialization time.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAINT00

MFA00562
Symantec Privileged Access ManagerFactors not valid for RACF

Reason:

The F aamstc,APPL=PAMFACTOR command is not valid when running on an IBM RACF system.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00563
<factorname> Factor table build failed

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not build the table containing factor data.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00564
PAM ACB is now open

Reason:

The F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command was successful.

Action:

No action required.
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Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00565
PAM ACB is already open

Reason:

The F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command was issued, but the ACB is already open.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00566
PAM ACB not opened - no active PAM factors

Reason:

The F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command was issued to open the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec
Privileged Access Manager) ACB, but there are no active Symantec Privileged Access Manager factors.

Action:

Add one or more active Symantec Privileged Access Manager PIVCAC factors. Issue the F aamstc,APPL=PAMFACTOR
command, then issue the F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command again.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00567
PAM ACB open not valid for RACF

Reason:

The F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command is not valid when running on an IBM RACF system.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAREQ01
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MFA00568
PAM ACB OPEN failed

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not open the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged
Access Manager) ACB (which is needed for PIV/CAC support).

Action:

Issue the V NET,ACT,ID=MAAAPPL command, then issue the F aamstc,APPL=PAMACB command.

Module:

MAAINT00, MAAREQ01

MFA00569
mfatype factor not found or not active.

Reason:

Factor specified for a user has not been configured or is not active.

Action:

Ensure that the utility to update the general factor data has been executed.

MFA00570
Unknown MODIFY command was issued

Reason:

The F aamstc command that was issued was not recognized.

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

Action:

Use a valid F aamstc command.

Module:

MAAREQ01

MFA00571
Refresh command received for factor.

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe refresh command was received.
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Action:

This message is for information purposes only. No action is required.

MFA00572
Refresh was unsuccessful due to improper formatting.

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to refresh the environment for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe routines.
Refresh command was unsuccessful due to improper formatting.

Action:

Ensure that the appropriate refresh commands have been issued. Example of the refresh command: "F
aamstc,APPL=REFRESH,RSA".

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

MFA00573
An unexpected error occurred during refresh for factor.

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to refresh the environment for the Advanced Authentication Mainframe routines.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MFA00574
Errors found in RSA API configuration.

Reason:

One or more errors were found in the RSA API configuration file or the CAAAMRSA general factor data.

Action:

Review the USS logs found in ${MFA_HOME}/logs for specific details of the error encountered then rerun MAACRSA or
MAAGFRSA with the necessary corrections.

MFA00575
A configured CAAAMRSA server is not responding to requests.

Reason:

One or more of the RSA servers that are specified in the MAACRSA job stopped responding to authentication requests.
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Action:

1. Check your RSA server for issues, and resolve them.
2. After you have resolved your RSA server issues, choose one of the following options to reset the response status:

– Issue the following modify command:
F aamstc,APPL=REFRESH,RSA

aamstc
Specifies the name of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.
Default: MFASTC

– Or, restart the aamstc started task.

MFA00597
RSA Server Available

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe was started before the RSA server was available.

Action:

Start the RSA server before starting Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Module:

MAAREQ02

MFA00598
SERVER NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

The relevant server is not available. This message appears as a No-Roll message on the z/OS console (meaning it stays
on the console even as new messages come in). The server has not been properly configured or is not responding.

Action:

Validate that server was configured and the factor data was correctly specified in the steps performed to update the global
factor record. To verify the factor data, submit the GET statement for the factor. After correcting the configuration perform
the appropriate rebuild of the factor table in Advanced Authentication Mainframe address space.

If the server is correctly configured contact the server administrator to validate that it is available and responding to
requests.

Module:

MAAREQ03

MFA00599
MFA STARTED TASK ABNORMALLY ENDED
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task abnormally ended. This message appears as a No-Roll message on
the z/OS console (meaning it stays on the console even as new messages come in).

Action:

Restart Advanced Authentication Mainframe; if the problem persists, collect dump information and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

Module:

MAARTR00

MFA10001
Unknown factor name factor_name

Reason:

The factor name is not known; factor_name identifies the invalid factor.

Action:

Use the factor name for Advanced Authentication Mainframe: CAAAMRSA.

Module:

MAAPCRAC

MFA10020
Invalid AAM Tag value length - invalid_length_value

Reason:

The length of the tag value is invalid; invalid_length_value identifies the invalid length.

Action:

Use a valid length for the tag value (between 1 and 1024 characters).

Module:

MAAPCTAG

MFA10021
Invalid AAM Tag name - invalid_tag_name

Reason:

The tag name is invalid. invalid_tag_name identifies the invalid name.
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Action:

Consult the documentation for valid tag names for the factor.

Module:

MAAPCTAG

MFA10022
Invalid AAM Tag name length invalid_name_length

Reason:

The length of the tag name is invalid; invalid_name_length identifies the invalid length.

Action:

Use a valid length for the tag name (between 1 and 20 characters).

Module:

MAAPCTAG

MFA10023
factorname not found

Reason:

The product could not find the factorname in the user’s MFA segment.

Action:

Add the factorname to the user’s MFA segment.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10024
Unable to obtain user factor data = SAF_code RACF_return_code RACF_reason_code

Reason:

The product could not get the factor data for the user:

SAF_code
Identifies the SAF return code.

RACF_return_code
Identifies the IBM RACF return code.

RACF_reason_code
Identifies the IBM RACF reason code from the R_Factor call.
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Action:

Refer to R_Factor return and reason codes content in the RACF Callable Services manual.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10025
Active Factor name = factor_name not supported

Reason:

The active factor is not a supported factor. factor_name identifies the unsupported factor.

Action:

Use the supported factor name for Advanced Authentication Mainframe: CAAAMRSA.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10026
Invalid credentials

Reason:

Invalid credentials were supplied at logon.

Action:

Supply valid credentials.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10027
Unable to evaluate user factors rc = return_code rsn = reason_code

Reason:

The product could not complete the request due to an unavailable server or an internal error.

Action:

Ensure that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe STC and MFA servers are active and configured correctly. If the
servers are active and configured correctly and the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support with the complete text of
this message for further assistance.
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Modules:

MAAPCAUT
MAAPC2AT
MAAPC2GC

MFA10028
Authentication successful

Reason:

The user supplied valid credentials.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10029
Enter Next Token

Reason:

User is in Next Token Mode and must enter the next token to complete logon.

Action:

Wait for your token to change and type the new one on the password field. Re-entering your PIN is not necessary.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA10030
Enter New PIN at next logon

Reason:

The user is in New PIN mode. A new PIN must be set when the old PIN expires or the user has not set any PIN yet.

Action:

Enter the new PIN in the new password field.

MFA10031
Invalid Next Token code - retry logon
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Reason:

In Next Token mode, one valid token has been used at signon, but an invalid next token value was provided.

Action:

Try the logon process again after the token value changes.

MFA10032
New PIN accepted - log on with new PIN

Reason:

text is an ACF2 string returned during AAM processing. Possible values are:

• New PIN accepted

Action:

New PIN accepted - A new PIN must be set when the old PIN expires or the user has not set any PIN yet. This message
lets the user know the new PIN they entered was accepted. The logon attempt fails, but the user can now use the new
PIN during the next logon. Wait for the token value to change before starting the next logon.

MFA10033
New PIN rejected - retry logon

Reason:

The user is in New PIN mode and they provided an invalid new PIN.

Action:

Make sure the new PIN follows the rules set by the RSA administrator. The invalid new PIN may be too short or too long,
contain invalid characters or the same PIN may have been used in the past.

MFA10034
Multi-factor authentication was bypassed.

Reason:

IBM RACF is defined to bypass multi-factor authentication access.

Action:

None.

MFA20001
Unknown factor name factor_name

Reason:

The specified factor (factor_name) is invalid.
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Action:

Specify a correct factor name. Correct names are CAPAM_PIVCAC0 through CAPAM_PIVCAC9.

Module:

MAAPCAAM

MFA20002
Unable to establish recovery, RC = return_code

Reason:

Recovery could be established through Common Components and Services.

Action:

Verify that the correct level of Common Components and Services is installed and started.

Module:

MAAPCAAM

MFA20101
Authentication successful

Reason:

The user supplied valid credentials.

Action:

No action required.

Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20102
Invalid credentials

Reason:

Invalid credentials were supplied at logon. Possible causes are as follows:

• The user is not logged on to Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access Manager) with a PIV/
CAC card in the card reader.

• The user is not logged on to Symantec Privileged Access Manager at all.
• The user’s profile MFA record contains the incorrect Symantec Privileged Access Manager user ID.
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Action:

Ensure that multi-factor authentication is set up properly and that you are following the proper signon process with
authentication credentials.

Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20103
Unable to evaluate user factors rc = return_code rsn = reason_code

Reason:

The product could not complete the request due to an unavailable server or an internal error.

Action:

Ensure that the Advanced Authentication Mainframe STC and MFA servers are active and configured correctly. If the
servers are active and configured correctly and the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support with the complete text of
this message for further assistance.

Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20104
tagname not found

Reason:

The product could not find the correct tag name in the user's MFA profile record.

Action:

Add the correct tag name to the user’s MFA segment. The tag name for CAPAM-PIVCACx factors is the constant
"PAMNAME:" followed by the user ID on the Symantec Privileged Access Manager (Symantec Privileged Access
Manager) server.

Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20105
Active Factor name = factor_name not supported

Reason:

The active factor (factor_name) is not a supported factor. Advanced Authentication Mainframe uses the first active
factor that is found for a user.

Action:

Use the supported factor name for Advanced Authentication Mainframe.
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Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20106
Unable to obtain user factor data = SAF_code RACF_return_code RACF_reason_code

Reason:

The product could not get the factor data for the user. Codes are as follows:

SAF_code
Identifies the SAF return code.

RACF_return_code
Identifies the IBM RACF return code.

RACF_reason_code
Identifies the IBM RACF reason code from the R_Factor call.

Action:

Refer to R_Factor return and reason code content in the IBM RACF Callable Services manual.

Module:

MAAPCAUT

MFA20107
RADIUS access-challenge, contact your administrator

Reason:

An Access-Challenge packet was sent back from the RADIUS server and requires more information to process the
authentication request.

Action:

Access-Challenge packet information is recorded in the AAM Java Component Trace file and is available to authorized
personnel if this information is necessary for troubleshooting.

Module:

MAAUTPIV

MFA20200
Invalid AAM Tag value length - length_value

Reason:

The specified tag length (length_value) is invalid.
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Action:

Use a valid length for the tag value (between 1 and 1024 characters).

Module:

MAATGPIV

MFA20201
Invalid AAM Tag name - tag_name

Reason:

The specified tag name (tag_name) is invalid.

Action:

Use a valid tag name. The tag name for CAPAM-PIVCACx factors is the constant "PAMNAME:" followed by the user ID on
the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.

Module:

MAATGPIV

MFA20202
Invalid AAM Tag name length name_length

Reason:

The length of the tag name (name_length) is invalid.

Action:

Use a valid length for the tag name (between 1 and 20 characters).

Module:

MAATGPIV

MFA20203
Not authorized to change tag values

Reason:

During tag validation processing, R_factor is used to obtain the general factor data. To issue the R_factor call, the user
needs READ authority to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.factor_name.

Action:

Obtain the required access to change tag values for the factor.
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Module:

MAATGPIV

MFA30000
Function Code not GET/SET

Reason:

The AAM General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the proper function code of GET or
SET.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid function code of either GET or SET and rerun the job. The GET or SET function
input card must be the first SYSIN card.

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30010
factorID keyword not entered

Reason:

The AAM General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the factorID keyword entered for a GET
or SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid factorID and rerun the job. The factorID input card must be the second SYSIN
card. The factorID keyword format is: factorID:CAPAM_PIVCACx (x= numeric number).

MFA30011
factorID entered with incorrect format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
factorID keyword entered with the correct format for a GET or SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a factorID keyword entered with the correct format and rerun the job. The factorID input
card must be the second SYSIN card. The factorID keyword format is: factorID:CAPAM_PIVCACx (x= numeric number).

MFA30012
Valid factorID not entered
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
factorID name entered after the factorID keyword for a GET or SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a factorID keyword entered with the correct format and rerun the job. The factorID input
card must be the second SYSIN card. The factorID keyword format is: factorID:CAPAM_PIVCACx (x= numeric number).

MFA30013
Invalid Digit entered on CAPAM_PIVCAC factorID

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
factorID information entered with the correct format for a GET or SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a factorID keyword entered with the correct format and rerun the job. The factorID input
card must be the second SYSIN card. The factorID keyword format is: factorID:CAPAM_PIVCACx (x= numeric number).

MFA30014
factorID has exceeded the maximum of 20 characters allowed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a GET or SET
function with a factorID input card that exceeded the maximum of 20 characters allowed.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a factorID keyword that does not exceeded the maximum of 20 characters
allowed and rerun the job. The factorID input card must be the second SYSIN card.The factorID keyword format is:
factorID:CAPAM_PIVCACx (x= numeric number).

MFA30020
<keyword> not entered

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
expected input card with this keyword for a SET function.

keyword
Specifies hostName or donorID.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid donorID or hostName and rerun the job.
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• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.
• The donorID keyword format is: donorID:donorUserid.
• The hostName keyword format is: hostName:radius_server_name.

MFA30021
<keyword> entered with incorrect format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
specified keyword entered with the correct format for a SET function.

keyword
Specifies hostName or donorID.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid donorID or hostName and rerun the job.

• The donorID keyword format is: donorID:donorUserid.
• The hostName keyword format is: hostName:radius_server_name.

MFA30022
Valid <keyword> not entered

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
value for the specified keyword entered for a SET function.

keyword
Specifies hostName or donorID.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid donorID or hostName and rerun the job.

• The donorID keyword format is: donorID:donorUserid.
• The hostName keyword format is: hostName:radius_server_name.

MFA30023
<keyword> exceeded maximum of 50 characters allowed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a SET function
with an input card with this keyword that exceeded the maximum of 50 characters allowed.

keyword
Specifies hostName or donorID.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card that does not exceed the maximum of 50 characters allowed and rerun the job.
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• The donorID keyword format is: donorID:donorUserid.
• The hostName keyword format is: hostnName:radius_server_name.

MFA30030
<keyword> not entered

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
expected input card with this keyword for a SET function.

keyword
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret and rerun the job.

• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.
• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30031
<keyword> entered with incorrect format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
keyword entered with the correct format for a SET function.

keyword
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret and rerun the job.

• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is: Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30032
<keyword> not in double quotes

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
value for this keyword entered within double quotes for a SET function.

<keyword>
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret and rerun the job.
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• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is: Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30033
<keyword> does not start with a double quote

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
value for this keyword entered within double quotes for a SET function.

<keyword>
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret keyword and rerun the job.

• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is: Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30034
<keyword> does not end with double quote

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have this
value for this keyword entered within double quotes for a SET function.

<keyword>
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret and rerun the job.

• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is: Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30035
<keyword> exceeded maximum of 50 characters allowed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a SET function
with an input card that exceeded the maximum of 50 characters allowed.

<keyword>
Specifies Secret or donorSecret.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid Secret or donorSecret and rerun the job.
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• The donorSecret keyword format is: donorSecret:"donorPassword".
• The Secret keyword format is: Secret:"shared_secret".

MFA30040
<keyword> keyword not entered

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
expected input card with this keyword for a SET function.

<keyword>
Specifies authPort, acctPort or pamIP.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid authPor or pamIP and rerun the job. The pamIP keyword format is:
pamIP:IPnumber

• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.
• The pamIP keyword format is: pamIP:ip_address.
• The authPort keyword format is: authPort:auth_port.
• The acctPort keyword format is: acctPort:acct_port.

MFA30041
<keyword> entered with incorrect format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
value for this keyword entered with the correct format for a SET function.

<keyword>
Specifies authPort, acctPort or pamIP.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid authPort or pamIP and rerun the job. The pamIP keyword format is:
pamIP:IPnumber

• The pamIP keyword format is: pamIP:ip_address.
• The authPort keyword format is: authPort:auth_port.
• The acctPort keyword format is: acctPort:acct_port.

MFA30042
pamIP exceeded maximum of 39 characters allowed

Reason:

The AAM General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a SET function with a pamIP input card that
exceeded the maximum of 39 characters allowed.
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Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamIP keyword that does not exceeded the maximum of 39 characters allowed and
rerun the job. The pamIP input card must be the fifth SYSIN card. The pamIP keyword format is: pamIP:IPnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30043
Invalid IP Address, not IPv6 format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
pamIP data field entered with the correct format for a SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamIP data field entered with the correct format and rerun the job. The pamIP input
card must be the fifth SYSIN card. The pamIP keyword format is: pamIP:IPnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30044
pamIP exceeded maximum of 15 characters allowed for IPv4 format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a SET function
with a pamIP input card that exceeded the maximum of 15 characters allowed for IPv4 format.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamIP keyword that does not exceeded the maximum of 15 characters allowed for
the IPv4 format and rerun the job. The pamIP input card must be the fifth SYSIN card. The pamIP keyword format is:
pamIP:IPnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30045
Invalid IP Address, not IPv4 format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
pamIP data field entered with the correct IPv4 format for a SET function.
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Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamIP data field entered with the correct IPv4 format and rerun the job. The pamIP
input card must be the fifth SYSIN card. The pamIP keyword format is: pamIP:IPnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30050
pamPort keyword not entered

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
pamPort keyword entered for a SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a valid pamPort and rerun the job. The pamPort input card must be the sixth SYSIN card.
The pamPort keyword format is: pamPort:pamPortnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30051
pamPort entered with incorrect format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
pamPort keyword entered with the correct format for a SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamPort keyword entered with the correct format and rerun the job. The pamPort input
card must be the sixth SYSIN card. The pamPort keyword format is: pamPort:pamPortnumber

Module:

MAABUPIV

MFA30052
<keyword> exceeded maximum of 5 characters allowed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried a SET function
with an input card where the port value exceeded the maximum of 5 characters allowed.

<keyword>
Specifies authPort, acctPort or pamPort.
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Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a port value that does not exceeded the maximum of 5 characters allowed and rerun the
job.

• The authPort keyword format is: authPort:auth_port.
• The acctPort keyword format is: acctPort:acct_port.
• The pamPort keyword format is: pamPort:pam_port.

MFA30053
Invalid Port, not decimal digit format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility did not have the
pamPort data field entered with the correct decimal digit format for a SET function.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a pamPort keyword entered with the correct decimal digit format and rerun the job. The
pamPort input card must be the sixth SYSIN card. The pamPort keyword format is: pamPort:pamPortnumber

MFA30060
factorID:factorname *** Factor Name not defined or not active. ***

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility tried to do a GET
function on a factorID that was either not defined or not active.

Action:

Provide a SYSIN input card with a factorname that is defined and active and rerun the job.

MFA30070
Data Area is empty

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility encountered a
factorID with an empty Data Area.

Action:

Run the Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility to SET the data
area for the requested factorID.

MFA30071
Data Area has Invalid Format
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility encountered an error
with the Data Area.

Action:

Run the Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility to SET the data
area for the requested factorID.

MFA30072
Data Area has New Format

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility encountered an error
with the Data Area.

Action:

You have attempted to run the GET with MAABURAD, after using  MAAGFRAD to SET the global factor record. Run the
MAAGFRAD to GET the data area for the requested factorID.

MFA30090
xxx Successfully Completed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility was successful
doing either the GET or SET function code. (xxx = GET or SET)

Action:

No action required.

MFA30091
xxx Unsuccessfully Completed

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility failed doing either
the GET or SET function code. (xxx = GET or SET)

Action:

No action is required. Refer to other output messages from the unsuccessful run.

MFA30092
SAF rc= returncode, RACF rc= returncode, RACF rsn=reasoncode, MAABUPIV rc=returncode
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Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe General Factor Free Form Data Area Update/Display utility failed doing either
the GET or SET function code. This message shows the return and reason codes.

Action:

No action is required. Refer to prior output messages from the unsuccessful run, and also refer to z/OS Security Server
RACF Callable Services guide for the SAF and RACF return and reason codes.

MFA30100
TokenName keyword not entered

Reason:

No TokenName keyword is present in the MAABRRAD job. For Advanced Authentication Mainframe with IBM RACF, a
TokenName must be supplied in the MAABRRAD job so the PKCS#11 token object can be generated for the encryption of
the shared secret.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job to include a “TokenName:pkcs#11_token_name” line. This must come after the hostName
parameter.

MFA30101
TokenName entered in incorrect format

Reason:

The TokenName parameter was not entered with the proper format.

Action:

Ensure the TokenName line in the MAABRRAD job is in the proper format. The TokenName keyword must be entered with
a capitalized T and N, then followed by a colon.

MFA30102
No TokenName entered

Reason:

A PKSC#11 token name value was not provided on the TokenName parameter in the MAABRRAD job.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s TokenName parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 token. This token must exist prior to
executing the job.

• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.

MFA30103
TokenName exceeded maximum of 32 characters allowed
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Reason:

A PKSC#11 token name longer than the maximum 32 characters allowed was entered.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s TokenName parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 token. This token must exist prior to
executing the job.

MFA30104
TokenName MUST begin with an alphabetical or @, #, or

Reason:

The PKSC#11 token name entered contained an invalid character in the first position.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s TokenName parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 token. This token must exist prior to
executing the job. Valid starting characters should be alphabetical or the national characters: @, #, or $.

MFA30105
Invalid character in TokenName

Reason:

The PKSC#11 token name entered contained an invalid character that is not the first character.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job's TokenName parameter to support a valid PKCS#11 token. This token must exist prior to
executing the job. Valid characters are alphanumerics, the nationals @, #, and $, or a period (".").

MFA30106
TokenName supplied but ignored for ACF2 and Top Secret

Reason:

TokenName was supplied in the MAABRRAD job being run on an ACF2 or Top Secret system.

Action:

None. Parameter is ignored unless the job is being run on an IBM RACF system. This parameter can be deleted from the
jobs on any ACF2 or Top Secret system, if desired.

MFA30110
KeyLabel keyword not entered
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Reason:

No KeyLabel keyword is present in the MAABRRAD job. For Advanced Authentication Mainframe for IBM RACF, a
KeyLabel must be supplied in the MAABRRAD job so the PKCS#11 token object can be generated for the encryption of
the shared secret.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job to include a “KeyLabel:pkcs#11_key_label” line. This must come after the TokenName
parameter.

• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.

MFA30111
KeyLabel entered in incorrect format

Reason:

The KeyLabel parameter was not entered with the proper format.

Action:

Ensure the KeyLabel line in the MAABRRAD job is in the proper format. The KeyLabel keyword must be entered with a
capitalized K and L, then followed by a colon.

MFA30112
No KeyLabel entered

Reason:

A PKSC#11 key label value was not provided on the KeyLabel parameter in the MAABRRAD job.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s KeyLabel parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 key label.

MFA30113
KeyLabel exceeded maximum of 64 characters allowed

Reason:

A PKSC#11 key label longer than the maximum 64 characters allowed was entered.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s KeyLabel parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 key label.

MFA30114
KeyLabel MUST begin with an alphabetical or @, #, or $
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Reason:

The PKSC#11 key label entered contained an invalid character in the first position.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s KeyLabel parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 token. Valid starting characters are
alphabetical or the national: @, #, or $. If this key label does not already exist, MAABRRAD will create it in the token name
provided.

MFA30115
Invalid character in keylabe

Reason:

The PKSC#11 key label entered contained an invalid character somewhere in the key label value that is not the first
character.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s KeyLabel parameter to supply a valid PKCS#11 key label. Valid characters are
alphanumeric, national: @, #, and $, or a period (‘.’). If this key label does not already exist, MAABRRAD will create it in
the token name provided.

MFA30116
KeyLabel supplied but ignored for ACF2 and Top Secret

Reason:

KeyLabel was supplied in the MAABRRAD job being run on an ACF2 or Top Secret system.

Action:

None. Parameter is ignored unless the job is being run on an IBM RACF system. This parameter can be deleted from the
jobs on any ACF2 or Top Secret system, if desired.

MFA30120
origName keyword not entered

Reason:

No origName parameter was supplied in the MAABRRAD job.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job to include an “origName:zos_lpar_name” line. This must be the last parameter in the list.

• The input card with this keyword must be in the documented order for the corresponding utility.

MFA30121
origName entered with incorrect format
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Reason:

The origName parameter was not entered with the proper format.

Action:

Enter the origName parameter in the proper format: origName:zos_lpar_name.

MFA30122
Valid origName not entered

Reason:

An origName value was not provided on the origName parameter in the MAABRRAD job.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s origName parameter to supply a valid z/OS LPAR Name.

MFA30123
origName exceeded maximum of 50 characters allowed

Reason:

An origName value was provided on the origName parameter in the MAABRRAD job that exceeds the maximum 50
characters allowed.

Action:

Update the MAABRRAD job’s origName parameter to supply a valid z/OS LPAR Name.

MFA30140
CSF Init failed, RC = x

Reason:

A load failed for one of the needed z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) modules.

Action:

Make sure ICSF is active.

MFA30141
ICSF not available

Reason:

z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) was not running.

Action:

Start ICSF.
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MFA30142
CSF Term failed, RC = x

Reason:

z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) modules that were loaded could not be deleted.

Action:

Contact Broadcom support.

MFA30143
PKCS#11 Token not found, RC = rc, rsn = rsn

Reason:

The PKCS#11 Token was not found or the number of existing objects in the token is too large. rc and rsn are the ICSF
and cryptographic coprocessor return and reason codes as documented in the IBM Cryptographic Services Integrated
Cryptographic Service Facility Application Programmer's Guide manual.

Action:

Make sure you have followed the steps in the section Configure a PKCS#11 Token.

MFA30144
CSF New Object create RC = rc, rsn = rsn

Reason:

Advanced Authentication Mainframe was not able to create a new token object for the PKCS#11 token.

Action:

Make sure the MAABRRAD ran successfully. Make sure ICSF is running. rc and rsn are the ICSF and cryptographic
coprocessor return and reason codes as documented in the IBM Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service
Facility Application Programmer's Guide manual. If MAABRRAD ran successfully, contact Broadcom support.

MFA30145
CSF Encrypt RC = rc, rsn = rsn

Reason:

ICSF Encryption failed.

Action:

Make sure ICSF is running. rc and rsn are the ICSF and cryptographic coprocessor return and reason codes as
documented in the IBM Cryptographic Services Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility Application Programmer's Guide
manual. Contact Broadcom support if needed.
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MFA30146
CSF Decrypt RC = rc, rsn = rsn

Reason:

ICSF decryption failed.

Action:

Make sure ICSF is running. Make sure the IBM RACF database and TKDS are shared across member LPARs. rc and rsn
are the ICSF and cryptographic coprocessor return and reason codes as documented in the IBM Cryptographic Services
Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility Application Programmer's Guide manual. Contact Broadcom Support if needed.

MFA30147
RADIUS shared secret decrypt failed, PKCS#11 token object not found

Reason:

ICSF Decryption failed because Advanced Authentication Mainframe could not find the PKCS#11 token object.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MFA30200
Secret Encryption Failed, CSNBSYE rc=<return-code> rsn=<reason-code>

Reason:

ICSF symmetric key encryption of the RADIUS secret failed with the specified KeyLabel.

Action:

Review the given return code and reason code in the IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Application Programmer's
Guide to identify the cause of the failure.

MFA30201
Secret Decryption Failed, CSNBSYE rc=<return-code> rsn=<reason-code>

Reason:

ICSF symmetric key Decryption of the RADIUS secret failed with the specified KeyLabel.

Action:

Review the given return code and reason code in the IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Application Programmer's
Guide to identify the cause of the failure.

MFA30202
CKDS key label contains a clear key token
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Reason:

The KeyLabel value used in MAABRRD2 contains a clear key token.

Action:

Specify the key label of an encrypted key token and resubmit MAABRRD2.

MFA30203
Authorization error

Reason:

An authorization error occurred when calling R_factor Authentication Factor Service (IRRSFA64).

Action:

Check the job log for the authorization error message from the ESM.

MFA30204
MFADEF class is not active

Reason:

The MFADEF class is not active.

Action:

Activate the MFADEF class.

MFA30205
AAMSTC is not running

Reason:

The Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task is not running.

Action:

Start the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task from the console by issuing the following command: START
aamstc.

aamstc
Specify the the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task.

MFA30206
Error calling AAM from IRRSFA64

Reason:

An error occurred when the R_factor Authentication Factor Service (IRRSFA64) called Advanced Authentication
Mainframe.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

MFA30207
Factor not defined: factor-name

Reason:

The given factor name is not defined to the ESM.

Action:

Define the factor to the ESM.

MFA30208
Unexpected IRRSFA64 return code

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred when calling the R_factor Authentication Factor Service (IRRSFA64).

Action:

Refer to the R_factor Authentication Factor Service (IRRSFA64) Return and reason codes or contact support.

MFA30209
Data empty or not set for factor: factor-name

Reason:

The given factor name did not return any data.

Action:

Ensure that the appropriate ESM refresh commands have been issued. Run the appropriate SET job. Confirm that the
global factor record was SET correctly by running the appropriate GET job.

MFA30210
Required field nn missing from general factor

Reason:

The required field is missing from the global factor SET statement.

Action:
Ensure that the field is included in the SET on the global factor.

MFA30211
Maximum length of nn has been exceeded for field parameter
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Reason:

The length of the field has exceeded the maximum allowed.

Action:

Ensure that the parameter is valid.

MFA30212
Factor name is invalid for ESM.

Reason:

The factor name you are using is not valid for the ESM.

Action:

Ensure that a valid factor is provided.

MFA30213
Encryption fields KeyLabel and TokenName are not supported for ESM.

Reason:

The fields KeyLabel and TokenName were included on the SET of a global factor.

Action:

Remove fields fields KeyLabel and TokenName before running the SET of a global factor.

MFA30214
Encryption is required for IBM RACF

Reason:

The SET of a global factor does not include required fields to encrypt the shared secret.

Action:

Ensure that the required encryption fields are included on the SET of the global factor.

MFA30215
Compound-In-Band is not supported for Top Secret

Reason:

RADIUS with Compound In-Band was selected for the SET of a global factor for Top Secret.

Action:

Run the SET of a global factor with CompoundInBand set to N.
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MFA30216
General factor data is missing, or is in a incompatible format.

Reason:

The global factor was set with an incompatible format.

Action:

Ensure the GET of the global factor is using the same job used for the SET of the global factor record.

MFA30217
Compound In-Band delimiter is not supported for ACF2.

Reason:

The delimiter you have selected for Compound In-Band is not supported by ACF2.

Action:

Select a different delimiter value and run the SET for the global factor.

MFA30218
GET failed. See job output or USS logs for more information.

Reason:

The job to GET the global factor failed.

Action:

Check the job log output for unexpected errors and contact Broadcom Support.

MFA30219
General factor GET complete

Reason:

The job to GET the global factor has finished.

Action:

None.

MFA30220
SET failed. See job output or USS logs for more information.

Reason:

The job to SET the global factor failed.
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Action:

Check the job log output for unexpected errors and contact Broadcom Support.

MFA30221
General factor SET complete.

Reason:

The job to SET the global factor has finished.

Action:

None.

MFA30222
SET failed. Invalid parameter invalid_parameter_name for general factor configuration.

Reason:

The job to SET the global factor failed. The job to SET the global factor has an invalid parameter set.

Action:

Update the SET job to have only allowable parameters.

MFA30223
Invalid combination of compound in-band parameters.

Reason:

The SET of the global factor record failed due to an invalid combination of compound in-band parameters.

Action:

Run the SET of a global factor with a valid combination of Compound In-Band parameters.

MFA30224
{parameter} value {value} is not supported for IBM RACF.

Reason:

{parameter} was set to {value} for the SET of a global factor for IBM RACF.

Action:

Run the SET of a global factor with {parameter} set to supported values only.

MFA30225
PushString is not supported for {esm}.
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Reason:

PushString was selected for the SET of a global factor for Top Secret or IBM RACF.

Action:

Run the SET of a global factor without the PushString parameter.

MFA40001
Invalid credentials or Incorrect MFA Configuration

Reason:

Invalid credentials were supplied at logon or an incorrect MFA configuration for the user.

Action:

Ensure that the credential values supplied to the REST API are correct. Contact the security administrator to verify that
the user is setup for enterprise multi-factor authentication and the specified credential factor type.

MFA40002
Internal error

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the REST API.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

MFA40003
Missing the required parameter nn.

Reason:

Required parameter nn is missing from the REST API call.

Action:

Ensure that the required parameter nn is added to the REST API call.

MFA40004
Minimum length of nn is required for field field_name

Reason:

REST API was supplied with an invalid length for field field_name.

Action:

Ensure that the parameter field_name meets the minimum length nn requirement.
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MFA40005
Maximum length of nn has been exceeded for field field_name

Reason:

REST API was supplied with an invalid length for field field_name.

Action:

Ensure that the parameter field_name does not exceed the maximum length nn.

MFA40006
Feature xx yyyyyyyy.

Reason:

This is an informational diagnostic message intended for use when working with Broadcom support.

xx
Specifies a two character identifier related to a new feature delivered by PTF.

yyyyyyyy
Specifies if the new feature is enabled or disabled.

Action:

No action is required. For disabling and enabling a feature, contact Broadcom support for assistance.

MFA9001W
Unable to communicate with RADIUS server

Reason:

The RADIUS server was unreachable due to timeouts, misconfigurations, or socket issues.

Action:

Ensure RADIUS server is available and correctly configured.

MFA9002E
RADIUS failures threshold reached

Reason:

The number of RADIUS Server timeouts surpassed the threshold from the environment
variables RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_THRESHOLD, and RADIUS_FAILURE_ALERT_INTERVAL in MFAPARMS.

Action:

Ensure RADIUS server is available.
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MFA9003W
RADIUS failure alert configuration contains invalid value(s)

Reason:

One or more of the MFAPARMS used in configuration of the RADIUS failure alert contains an invalid value.

Action:

Check for corresponding message MFA9004W for more information. Update invalid parameter for RADIUS failure alert
configuration.

MFA9004W
RADIUS failure alert parameter {parm} contains invalid value

Reason:

The RADIUS failure alert configuration contains an invalid value described by parm.

Action:

Update the started task environment parameter described to a valid value and re-start the Advanced Authentication
Mainframe started task.

TSS1631E
FACTOR NAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

The factor name that was specified for an ACID could not be found.

Action:

Verify available factor data by listing the factor authentication data of the ACID record:

TSS LIST(acid) DATA(MFA)

After verifying the data, reissue your command with the correct name.

TSS1632E
FACTOR DATA ELEMENT NAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

The data element that you attempted to modify or remove could not be found.

Action:

Verify available factor data by listing the factor authentication data of the ACID record:

TSS LIST(acid) DATA(MFA)

After verifying the data, reissue your command with the correct name.
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TSS1633E
FACTOR TAG DATA VALIDATION FAILED

Reason:

The factor data for keyword MFADATA cannot be validated by IBM or the RADIUS server.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action:

• If you are using a RADIUS factor, ensure the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task (MFASTC) is active. 
• If you are using an IBM factor (AZF*), ensure the IBM server started task (AZF#IN00) is active.

TSS1635E
MFACTOR keyword required when adding/changing FACTOR data

Reason:

You must specify the MFACTOR keyword as part of any command when adding, removing, or modifying factor
authentication data for an ACID.

Action:

Include the MFACTOR keyword specification, and resubmit the command.

TSS1636E
Not Authorized to Administrate MFA

Reason:

To administer multi-factor authentication, the administrator must have UPDATE access to the following entity in the
CASECAUT resource class:

TSSCMD.ADMIN.factor

factor

Represents the factor that specifies the type of authentication:

• – CARSA (for using Broadcom RSA authentication factor CAAAMRSA)
– IBMRSA (for using IBM RSA authentication factor AZFSIDP1)
– CAPAM (for using Symantec Privileged Access Manager authentication factor CAPAM_PIVCAC# (where # is a

value between 0 and 9)
– RADIUS (for using RADIUS authentication factors RADIUS_RSA, RADIUS_SAFENET, RADIUS_OTP,

RADIUS_PASSWORD, RADIUS_GENERIC)

Action:

Request the UPDATE access from the MSCA or from any SCA that has TYPE(RESOURCE) AUTH(XAUTH)
ACCESS(UPDATE) authority.

TSS7055W
New Password/Phrase ignored for MFA controlled user
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Reason

An MFA-controlled user cannot change a password/password phrase during logon.

Action

Log on again without attempting to change the password/password phrase.

TSS7056E
New Password/Phrase invalid for MFA controlled user

Reason

An MFA-controlled user cannot change a password/password phrase during logon.

Action

Log on again without attempting to change the password/password phrase.

TSS7057E
Invalid credentials for MFA controlled user

Reason:

Invalid credentials were entered for an MFA-controlled user during logon.

Action

Enter the correct credentials.

TSS7058I
Passcode validation completed for mfatype-controlled user

Reason:

The product successfully validated the passcode that was supplied for the mfatype-controlled user during logon.

Action:

No action required.

TSS7059I
Fallback Processing Activated. Enter Password/Phrase

Reason:

The product could not validate the authentication credentials (for example, an RSA passcode or PIV/CAC smart
card) during logon, because the factor authenticator was unavailable. Password fallback is in effect.

Action:

Log on again by supplying a native Top Secret password/password phrase.
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TSS7060E
text

Reason:

text is either an AZF message that is returned by IBM Multi-Factor Authentication or an MFA message that is returned by
Advanced Authentication Mainframe.

Action:

If the message text starts with AZF, see the IBM Z Multi-Factor Authentication User's Guide for information about the
message. If the message text starts with MFA, see the Advanced Authentication Mainframe documentation for information
about the message.

TSS7062E
Unable to validate signon credentials at this time

Reason:

The product could not validate the user’s authentication credentials (for example, an RSA passcode or PIV/CAC smart
card) during logon. This message identifies which factor authenticator is down.

Action:

Verify the MFASTC started task is running for Advanced Authentication Mainframe. If Advanced Authentication Mainframe
is running, check the connection to your factor authenticator server (for example, your RSA or Symantec Privileged
Access Manager server).

Module:

TSSKMFA

TSS7063E
Invalid PIV/CAC credentials for CA PAM-controlled user

Reason:

Invalid PIV/CAC smart card credentials were supplied during logon.

Action:

Make sure the user was logged into Symantec Privileged Access Manager with a valid PIV/CAC smart card. If the smart
card appears valid, perform a TSS LIST of the user and verify that the PAMNAME specification in the MFA segment
contains the CA PAM name that is registered to the Symantec Privileged Access Manager server.

Module:

TSSKMFA

TSS7064I
PIV/CAC validation complete for CA PAM-controlled user

Reason:

The product validated the PIV/CAC smart card that was supplied during logon for the Symantec Privileged Access
Manager-controlled user.

Action:
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No action required.

Module:

TSSKMFA

TSS7065E
Unable to validate signon credentials at this time

Reason:

The product could not validate the user’s authentication credentials (for example, an RSA passcode or PIV/CAC smart
card) during logon. This message identifies which factor authenticator is down.

Action:

The product could not validate the user’s authentication credentials (for example, an RSA passcode or PIV/CAC smart
card) during logon. This message identifies which factor authenticator is down.

Module:

TSSKMFA

TSS7288E
Unable to validate signon credentials

Reason:

Invalid multi-factor authentication credentials were entered.

Action:

Try the logon again, providing valid credentials.

Module:

TSSKMSA
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Troubleshooting
This section includes topics to help you troubleshoot Advanced Authentication Mainframe system issues and error
messages and to recover the components.

Before contacting Broadcom Support for help, review the troubleshooting articles to determine whether your issue can
be resolved with the information provided. If you do contact Broadcom Support, save any system dumps that were
generated, the associated job logs, and the job output. Supplying this information to Broadcom Support can help resolve
your issue more quickly.

Providing Diagnostic Data to Broadcom Support
If you need to contact Broadcom Support for assistance, provide all relevant files and information, including the following
items:

• Complete MFASTC job log (including JCL)
• USS directory listings where you have installed the Advanced Authentication Mainframe files like the mfav1.jar file or

RSA SDK files like authapi.jar.
• Recent Java log files found in /MFASTC/directory/logs (after turning Java tracing level to TRACE inside /MFASTC/

directory/logback.xml)
• Output from the PING command against the RADIUS server (if using RADIUS factors for authentication)
• Copy of the security listing of the Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task ID (MFASTC by default)
• Contents of your STDENV DD (MFAPARMS member)
• Contents of your CEEOPTS DD (MFAOPTN member)
• Contents of your MFAPARMS DD data set
• RADIUS server activity monitor/log output (if using RADIUS factors for authentication)
• OMVS SECTRACE output for STC or user that is failing logon

Checking Configuration and Output Files to Assist with Problem
Diagnosis
For general problem diagnosis when implementing multi-factor authentication, check the following configuration/output
files:

MFASTC Job Log
Contains various MFAnnnnn and JVMnnnnn messages.

/MFASTC/directory/logback.xml
Contains your Java tracing settings.

/MFASTC/directory/logs
Contains Java tracing output, including tracing messages that indicate pass/fail status of authentication requests,
list data that was passed, and so on. You can review these messages to help verify configuration settings, as well.

Server activity monitoring/logs
Consists of utilities within your RSA server that trace incoming/outgoing packets, verify authorization requests,
and so on.

Advanced Authentication Mainframe Started Task Will Not Initialize
Problem:
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Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task will not initialize.

Solution:

Ensure that this PROC contains the STEPLIB DD statement and is started after TCPIP. If you still need help, perform the
following actions:

• Check that all specified paths in your MFAPARMS member are correct (no trailing slashes) and exist; verify that all
HFS/ZFS data sets are properly mounted.

• If you have a “CLASSPATH=…” line that ends in “/config”, remove it.
• Ensure that MAINARGS DD does not have sequence numbers in any lines.
• Ensure that all security permits are in place; you might need to run OMVS SECTRACE on Advanced Authentication

Mainframe started task to determine any missing permits.

Started Task Startup Failures, Logon Failures, or Abends Are
Occurring
Problem:

The following OMVS problems might be present:

• Missing or incorrect OMVS GROUP and/or PROFILE (which results in abends with USER COMPLETION CODE=4080
REASON CODE=CEE05101)

• Missing or incorrect file permissions and/or owning group, which can result in MFASTC being unable to read the /
MFASTC/directory contents (for example, executable binaries like mfav1.jar)

Solution:

Investigate these items and resolve any missing or incorrect items.

Message JVMJZBL2008E Is Occurring
Problem:

In the MFASTC job log, the following message occurs:

JVMJZBL2008E: Could not find or load class: com.ca.security.mfa.main.Main

This message indicates that MFASTC could not find the entry point of the Java component to load.

Solution:

Check the path specified for MFA_HOME in your STDENV DD (MFAPARMS). Verify that the mfav1.jar file is present in
this directory. If it is not present, you will receive the "Could not find class" message shown above.

JVMxxxxxxE Messages Are Occurring
Problem:

Various JVMxxxxxxE messages appear, indicating the inability to find or load java classes.

Solution:

Check that you have the correct paths specified for MFA_HOME and JAVA_HOME in your STDENV DD (MFAPARMS).

RADIUS Server Indicates an Authentication Method Error
Problem:
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The RADIUS server indicates an authentication method error (for example, passcode format error).

Solution:

Verify that the RADIUS server and client are both using the same Shared Secret; if you are unsure, we recommend
resynchronizing the server and client.

RADIUS Logon Issues
Problem:

A message indicates ‘Server Unavailable’ yet I am able to ping the server from the machine.

Solution:

Perform the following actions:

• Verify that the factor definition has the correct hostname/port configuration; use the MAABURAD job’s GET function to
display the data (minus the shared secret).

• Verify that your RADIUS server is expecting RADIUS AuthRequest packets with the following attributes: User-Name,
User-Password, and NAS-ID (as defined in RFC2865).

• Verify that your machine running Advanced Authentication Mainframe started task has a lookup service enabled for it
(for example, DNS lookup or an entry in the “/etc/hosts” file).

• Check whether the user has permission to IBM facility IRR.RFACTOR.USER; if the user lacks permission, grant
permission as follows:
TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(IRR.RFACTOR.USER) ACCESS(READ)

User Fails Authentication Under RADIUS Credentials
Problem:

A user fails authentication under RADIUS credentials.

Resolution:

Perform the following actions:

• Verify that the RADIUS factor is permitted, attached, and active for that user/facility.
• Verify that the factor is active globally and/or for the facility being used.
• Verify that the RADIUSNAME tag is present.
• Verify that correct RADIUS credentials are being used. For example, you can determine whether trace output in the /

MFASTC/directory/logs directory shows that the authorization attempt failed or was challenged.
• Verify that the userID in the RADIUS authentication database is not suspended or in another challenge-type state (for

example, NextToken Mode).
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Mainframe Training
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference
• Broadcom Mainframe Division YouTube Playlist (requires a Google account)

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search
by product name, and select Product Details.

• To view product downloads, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, My Downloads,
select by product name, and select the product and release from this page to view the products list (login required).

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
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